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Abstract   

 

The Chamber of Ideas is a virtual collaborative system designed to enhance the research 

experience for postgraduate students and academic staff at research universities, and to 

improve daily workflow efficiencies between researchers and support staff. It builds upon 

past literature and system development within the fields of e-Science and Computer-

Supported Cooperative Work. 

Research is becoming increasingly interdisciplinary, multi-institutional, and digital, all 

trends which have contributed to increased levels of collaboration between researchers. 

This shift toward greater collaboration has been incentivized by host research institutions, 

public funding bodies, and private sponsors. It has been largely enabled by the presence 

and rapid growth of the World Wide Web. As a platform, the World Wide Web provides 

a communication infrastructure capable of linking all researchers from all disciplines 

from all research institutions across the globe. Yet, a widely-adopted, federated, and 

ubiquitous Web-based service does not presently exist to satisfy the evolving 

collaborative workflow needs of today’s researchers. This thesis focuses on the 

University of St Andrews as a local case-study to present a technical blueprint and project 

roadmap for the design and introduction of a new system that can fill this niche.   

Requirements were elicited from university stakeholders regarding organizational 

workflows for knowledge transfer, research funding, researcher communication with 

support units, and interdisciplinary research between schools. Primary institutional 

stakeholders include the Knowledge Transfer Centre, St Leonard's College, Postgraduate 

Society, and Vice-Principal for Enterprise & Engagement.  

A prototype was designed and engineered to support user research management, research 

group coordination, and team project management, incorporating unique sets of 

collaborative tools for user, group, and work object system perspectives. The thesis 

proposes a new theoretical framework for Large-Scale Complex Research Institutions 

inspired by LSCIT System and ULS System literature, and introduces concepts of 

institutional genealogy and social research data for system preservation and curation.   
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Chapter 1 – Introduction  

 
 This chapter begins with background information to situate the Chamber of Ideas 

project. It highlights the founding motivations for the creation of the World Wide Web 

and Facebook within research institutions, raising counter-factual questions as to why 

researchers and university staff across academia do not presently have a ubiquitous Web-

based social and collaborative technology analogous to Facebook. The chapter then 

identifies the key objectives and contributions of the thesis, situates them in e-Science and 

Computer-Supported Cooperative Work literature, and provides a concise thesis outline. 

It concludes with an acknowledgement of opportunities and barriers to uptake for the 

technology artefact produced for this project. 

1.1 – Background  

 

Research universities are complex institutions. They are a major site of new 

knowledge production, a training ground for new generations of scholars, and a steward 

of tens if not hundreds of generations worth of advanced human knowledge, skills, and 

expertise. It is at research universities where a transfer of past and present knowledge 

flows from mentor to mentee, and an exchange of new ideas occurs daily between 

scholars across the world. While many modern research universities can trace their origins 

to centuries past, for example the University of St Andrews recently commemorated the 

600th Anniversary of its founding, research universities are rapidly evolving institutions 

that look very different from decade to decade, and even year to year. The rate of this 

evolution has been notably accelerated by advances in information and communication 

technology (ICT) and computing. As computer scientists, how can we study, understand, 

and contribute to this evolution? Are we cartographers, meant to map the socio-technical 

complexity of networks between people, objects, and the data they produce? Are we 

surveyors, meant to examine the strengths and weaknesses of academia’s present virtual 

foundations? Are we architects, meant to design imaginative blueprints and construct new 

virtual homes for the research process? The answer, as proposed in this thesis, may in fact 

be a combination of all three.  

Research is a simultaneously collaborative and competitive process (van den 

Besselaar et al., 2012). This is best illustrated by the fact that researchers must often form 
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partnerships with other researchers to produce, test, and critique new knowledge and to 

publish new scholarly outputs. The Aristotelian argument suggests that the combined 

skills and expertise of the collaborative whole are greater than the sum of its competitive 

parts. These collaborative and competitive properties have led to the growing prominence 

of ‘boundary spanning’ in academia, such as ‘inter-disciplinary’ research that bridges 

multiple academic schools in a single university (Van Noorden, 2015) or ‘multi-

institutional’ research that links collaborators based at different institutions (Luo et al., 

2014). Researchers now increasingly strive to answer old questions with new 

methodologies and to pose new questions about old ones (Robertson et al., 2003). The 

result of this trend has been the creation of new research fields (Weart, 2013) and the 

realization that collaboration is a competitive advantage in the ‘publish or perish’ world 

of academia (Porter & Rafols, 2009).  

As research collaboration has become more and more prominent in academic 

culture, how has technology adapted to further facilitate it? To set the stage for this 

project, two historical narratives will be merged to pose a larger question. The key years 

involved are 1991 and 2004.      

In 1991, the World Wide Web was launched at the European Organization for 

Nuclear Research (CERN) in Geneva after two years of development. The World Wide 

Web is a technology built upon the Internet. The Internet, similar to the World Wide Web, 

was launched in partnership with research institutions. Rather than connecting multiple 

individuals electronically to a central location (CERN), the Internet’s predecessor, 

ARPAnet, connected telecommunications infrastructure that linked research institutions 

across the United States to form a virtual network (Hafner & Lyon, 1996). The aim of the 

World Wide Web was to connect particle physicists across the globe, allowing them to 

communicate electronically at the click of a mouse (Berners-Lee, 1989; Berners-Lee et 

al., 1992; Berners-Lee, 1996). This technology was designed to support the electronic 

circulation of scientific ideas in response to experimental data produced from CERN’s 

research infrastructures, specifically the Large Hadron Collider (Berners-Lee, 1989). The 

World Wide Web would help to improve institutional memory at CERN given the 

frequent turnover of multinational research staff (Berners-Lee, 1989), increase the 

efficiency of distributed team communication among scientists (Berners-Lee, 1995; 

Berners-Lee & Fischetti, 1999), and introduce a model of digital prosumerism where new 
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ideas are concurrently written and read by users (Berners-Lee, 1997). For a discussion on 

properties of prosumerism, see Alvin Toffler’s The Third Wave (Toffler, 1980). From this 

small research initiative led by Tim Berners-Lee, the World Wide Web was born and 

technologies such as Hypertext Markup Language (HTML), Hypertext Transfer Protocol 

(HTTP), Uniform Resource Locators (URLs), Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs), and 

e-mail were introduced to developers (Berners-Lee, 2002). It is noted that while e-mail 

technology existed during the pre-World Wide Web era of the Internet, the World Wide 

Web greatly expanded the capabilities and use of e-mail through the development and 

deployment of Web-accessible e-mail systems and software.  Twenty-five years later, the 

World Wide Web has a global reach and is used in disciplines and domains well beyond 

particle physics and academia (Berners-Lee, 2014).      

The World Wide Web has disrupted information and communication technologies 

(ICTs), industries, social behavior, and media. Even at a young age, it has transformed 

software engineering by serving as a platform for the development of new types of virtual 

social and collaborative tools, transformed how organizations communicate internally 

with staff and externally with clients or customers, transformed how people communicate 

within their personal networks and with the public, and transformed how and what 

information people consume (and produce) on a daily basis about the world around them. 

The Web is a phenomenon that is studied across disciplines by computer scientists, 

sociologists, anthropologists, psychologists, economists, and physicists in an attempt to 

better understand its structures, its effects on human behavior and societies, and its future 

directions. Similar to the Gold Rush experienced in California during the mid-1800s, the 

Web has captured the attention of modern-day pioneers and entrepreneurs. This time with 

its epicenter in Silicon Valley, Berners-Lee’s invention led to a boom, bubble, and bust 

pattern of speculative investment from angel networks, venture capitalists, and private 

equity to support the formation of new companies around the development and growth of 

new Web-based technologies. This investment environment has occurred in cycles 

throughout the 1990s, 2000s, and 2010s, with investors assuming risk in search of profit, 

and computer scientists from academia and industry capitalizing on this favorable 

financial environment to fund the research and development of new digital tools designed 

for new markets. Some efforts would succeed, many others would fail, and the Web has 

never been the same since. The result of this innovative period of hyper-investment and 
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hyper-development has been astounding, with the range of technologies produced during 

the past twenty-five years diverse and the number of markets disrupted by them far-

reaching. For the purpose of this introduction, one particular technology stands out. It has 

transformed how people communicate, socialize, and share information on the Internet. 

It is presently home to over one billion virtual users, or ‘friends’, from all corners of the 

globe. Without the World Wide Web, its creation story would not be possible.       

In 2004, a website and technology called Facebook was created during the teenage 

years of the World Wide Web. With a URL of ‘http://thefacebook.com’, its aim was to 

provide a browseable online directory of all undergraduate students for the social 

community at Harvard University. Facebook would later evolve, like the World Wide 

Web, to be global with users well beyond its initial target demographic of undergraduate 

students. Facebook was neither the first social networking site nor the first example of 

social media, it was in fact a successor to over a decade of research and development in 

these areas (Boyd & Ellison, 2007), but its cumulative success and socio-technical 

proliferation is unrivaled. It demonstrated an enviable model of growth between 

university communities, rapid scalability, a viable commercial model, and the corporate 

will to evolve its technology to the needs of its userbase (e.g. the introduction of new 

technical features such as status updates, newsfeed, and timeline). Facebook has affected 

culture and human behavior just as much as it has affected computer science and 

informatics.       

While it is not surprising that a technology like Facebook originated in an 

academic environment, similar to the origin of the World Wide Web at CERN, it is worth 

examining what original problem Facebook aimed to solve. Mark Zuckerberg’s founding 

goal was to virtually connect all undergraduate students at Harvard. The needs of 

postgraduate students, academic staff, and support staff were largely ignored and not 

included in the equation. This represents a missed opportunity for Facebook yet a strategic 

opening for future system designs.         

Facebook is not well equipped to support research collaboration, as its system 

design places undue focus on the individual user to the neglect of the group and the 

institution. Virtual groups are treated nearly identical to virtual users, each displaying a 

reverse chronological column of posts. There is no added system functionality to support 
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complex group coordination or structured work collaboration between users. 

Additionally, Facebook operates as a virtual destination, a third-party service for all users. 

It is notably not possible for institutions to attain enterprise-level system integration or 

site licenses for its internal population, which is a frequent non-functional requirement 

for the adoption of cloud deployed Web-based software within research universities 

(Watt, 2015). These are merely two examples of flaws that prohibit an effective usage of 

Facebook in academia. It was not designed for it. Many more are discussed throughout 

this thesis. 

The social network properties of undergraduate students and their postgraduate 

student, academic staff, and support staff community members are drastically different. 

Undergraduates arrive at university with social connections to their family members and 

schoolmates from home. They then begin to ‘connect’ with fellow students at university 

through courses, societies, and activities. This process occurs over four years, with 

relationships often lasting a semester, but what happens after this? While people may 

remain ‘friends’ on Facebook, there remains very little incentive for users to correspond 

frequently after university, let alone collaborate. ‘Friendship’ becomes a form of social 

capital and a commodity rather than a tangible relationship between two people that 

reflects ‘offline’ practice and the traditional definition of the term. Most importantly, the 

‘offline’ and ‘online’ groups that were formed by undergraduate students on Facebook, 

their tutorials, societies, and activities, essentially dissolve upon graduation or are passed 

on to the next generation of students, as the current cohort ‘moves on’ to the ‘real world’.       

All of a sudden, LinkedIn, the self-described social networking site for 

‘professionals’, becomes increasingly important and the rat race for jobs and unpaid yet 

promisingly prestigious internships begins. Users continue their undergraduate personas 

on Facebook with a corporate air for LinkedIn. These sites are not primarily about 

collaboration. They are egocentric networks that focus on the user and the user’s portrayal 

of themselves to their personal network and occasionally the public (depending on 

privacy settings). An egocentric network is a network that is focused on the perspective 

of a single node or subject within an interconnected link-node network of two or more 

nodes (Boyd & Ellison, 2007). When a Facebook or LinkedIn user logs in online, they 

try to create a virtual image or persona of themselves to as closely as possible mirror how 

they wish others to view and perceive them. One is undergraduate-focused and the other 
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corporate. Neither is appropriate or customized for research networks, such as particle 

physicists at CERN. Neither is built primarily for collaboration that takes place in 

academia.           

The social experience of postgraduate students, academic staff, and support staff 

is contrastingly different. While egocentric properties of researchers are nonetheless 

similar to undergraduate students, as researchers must also be conscious of advertising a 

coherent brand and research identity online, the incentives for and structures of 

collaboration in research are inherently more prominent, permanent, and complex. 

Institutions suddenly become more important, collective funding for group projects 

becomes a necessity, and mutually beneficial collaboration becomes incentivized for 

professional progression, publication, and innovation (i.e. the production of new ideas 

and technologies).         

The World Wide Web was built as a platform for academia, yet the largest and 

most pervasive Web-based services today are not. Facebook in particular strayed away 

from its university roots. Yes, it successfully connected undergraduates across the world, 

with a service originally designed for them, but its culture has failed researchers, the 

research university, and the global research community (i.e. selfies > citations).         

The reason why I begin with this point is to ask the reader to imagine a system 

that was built for academics by academics. How could research be different? How could 

collaboration be different? What if Tim Berners-Lee had developed a ‘Facebook’ for 

CERN in the 2000s?         

To answer these questions, the University of St Andrews has been selected as an 

institutional case-study and local stakeholder for the design of such a hypothetical system. 

Like CERN, the University of St Andrews is a research-driven institution, alongside its 

extensive learning and teaching portfolio. Like Harvard University, St Andrews has a 

large percentage of postgraduate students, academic staff, and support staff in addition to 

undergraduate students.         

Efforts to create similar research-focused systems have been attempted, with 

varying degrees of success during the 2000s, but the challenge still remains for today’s 

computer scientists to design a singular and ubiquitous scholarly communication and 
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collaboration platform. These past efforts, although at times fragmented in terms of their 

development communities (Voss et al., 2007) or user uptake (Procter et al., 2010), 

provide a solid foundation of methodologies and insights to re-visit in 2016. This thesis 

aims to resurrect these efforts, and contribute to them years later. Interdisciplinary 

literature from e-Science and Computer-Supported Cooperative Work is examined to 

identify outstanding research questions, propose new contributions, and outline new 

synergies between them. Multiple classes of Web-based technologies from the ‘Web 2.0 

era’ of the World Wide Web are critiqued, both academic technologies and generic 

technologies that could have an academic application. The expression ‘Structures of 

Scientific Collaboration’, as coined by Shrum et al. as a play on a similar title by Thomas 

Kuhn, hints at the complexity of research collaboration networks that exist within 

academia (Shrum et al., 2007; Kuhn, 1962). It remains to be determined whether these 

‘structures’ are indeed capable of contributing to their own Web 2.0 ‘paradigm’, and 

fulfilling the promise of virtual collaboration and ‘Enlightenment in the cloud’ as 

originally envisaged at CERN.       

The name of the technology created for this MPhil is the Chamber of Ideas. It 

builds upon the findings of my MSc (Schorr, 2014). The Chamber of Ideas 1.0 prototype 

took into consideration the needs of a single support unit within the University of St 

Andrews, the Knowledge Transfer Centre. The Chamber of Ideas 2.0 prototype takes into 

consideration the needs of a wider cross-section of nine support unit and central 

administration stakeholders for requirements elicitation, and undergoes a requirements 

engineering process that included the distribution of a questionnaire to 144 respondents 

across the University in all academic schools, multiple support units, and central 

administration offices to validate and prioritize system requirements. The goal of the 

Chamber of Ideas project is to provide the University of St Andrews and its research 

community with a new technology that enhances the research collaboration experience 

for postgraduate students and academic staff, both within and across academic schools. 

The unique angle of this thesis is that it approaches this question initially from the 

perspective of support units and central administration offices that are involved in the 

delivery of research & innovation support services as stakeholders. The prototype is 

submitted as a ‘proof-of-concept’ technology alongside a roadmap for its future 
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development, deployment, and adoption within the University of St Andrews and 

prospectively in research universities across Scotland.  

1.2 – Project Objectives  

 

This thesis sets out to achieve four main project objectives. Each objective is 

attributed to one of the following topics: (a) requirements engineering; (b) software 

engineering; (c) university policy and strategy; and (d) establishment of a long-term 

project.  

a) Requirements Engineering  

To elicit system requirements from institutional stakeholders within the 

University of St Andrews to design a prototype for a Web-based virtual 

collaborative system that connects researchers in academic schools with support 

staff in support units, facilitates organizational and group workflows between 

these populations, and improves research efficiency within the host institution 

through the use of new social technologies.  

b) Software Engineering  

To create an original system design and architecture for a prototype that 

demonstrates various tools, features, and functionalities based on the elicited 

requirements. This will be in the form of a Single Page Web Application.  

c) University Policy and Strategic Goals 

To align the Chamber of Ideas project with the long-term strategic goals of the 

University of St Andrews’ central administration as identified in publicly 

available institutional strategy documents published by senior leadership in 

College Gate and public committee minutes from University Court, Postgraduate 

Research Committee, and Learning and Teaching Committee.   

d) Establishment of the Chamber of Ideas as a Long-Term Project  

To provide a project roadmap for the future development of the Chamber of Ideas 

beyond the MPhil, with the intention that the next version of the system be trialed 

and tested by users in academic schools and support units within the University 
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of St Andrews during the upcoming academic year to demonstrate its value for 

future institutional adoption. This will occur through the creation of a start-up 

formed with recent alumni partners in consultation with system stakeholders and 

my co-supervisors to develop the Chamber of Ideas 3.0 prototype and find a viable 

commercial model to finance the continued and sustainable development of the 

system.   

1.3 – Academic Contributions  

 

This thesis sets out to make multiple original contributions to academic literature 

in computer science, most notably to the interdisciplinary fields of e-Science and 

Computer-Supported Cooperative Work. Summaries of the academic contributions that 

this thesis contributes to computer science and each sub-field are summarized below:   

a) Contribution to Computer Science Literature  

The first main contribution of this thesis is the introduction of a Large-Scale 

Complex Research Institutions framework to model collaborative social network 

and organizational or group workflow structures within research universities and 

academic collaborations, which builds upon David Greenwood’s socio-

complexity framework from Large-Scale Complex IT Systems literature 

(Greenwood, 2011). A Taxonomy for Data Produced within Research 

Universities is proposed, and the concept of institutional genealogy is introduced. 

Analysis of questionnaire results collected during the requirements engineering 

process, especially the free-form responses, provide novel insights and market 

research data into the behavior, attitudes, and online preferences of researchers 

and university staff toward Facebook groups and other Web-based social and 

collaborative technologies.  

b) Contribution to e-Science  

The second main contribution of this thesis is to requirements elicitation and 

system design methods within e-Science. Rather than focus on providing grid 

computing resources and solutions to a particular disciplinary community or lab 

group that work at a distance between research institutions, this project places the 

initial requirements focus at an institutional level upon support units and central 
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administration offices within a single case-study research university. Topics of 

research support services including knowledge transfer, research funding, skills 

training, and enterprise activities are emphasized, as well as generic project, co-

authorship, research grant, and start-up company partnerships between users that 

may be located cross-functionally in academic schools and support units.  

c) Contribution to Computer-Supported Cooperative Work    

The third main contribution of this thesis is to system design techniques within 

Computer-Supported Cooperative Work. In addition to a suite of virtual 

collaborative tools, features, and functionalities, the Chamber of Ideas 2.0 

prototype includes two unique system perspective properties. First, virtual groups 

can be ‘embedded’ and ‘nested’ to mimic the socio-complexity of organizational 

and group structures in research universities and disciplinary communities. 

Second, work objects are introduced to model generic projects, co-authored 

articles, research grants, and start-up ventures, which can either be assigned to a 

user for individual work leading to a future collaboration or to a new or existing 

group. Finally, the selection of a single research university as a requirements case-

study to first model intra-organizational socio-complexity within a single 

institution, as the predecessor stage to an inter-organizational system across 

multiple institutions, is an additional contribution. 

1.4 – Outline of Thesis  

 

The thesis is presented in nine chapters. A brief summary of each chapter is 

outlined below to explain the thesis structure and to describe how each chapter is related. 

Following the thesis introduction in Chapter 1, Chapter 2 presents a discussion of social, 

sociological, and socio-technical networks and systems found within research universities 

and academia. A framework for Large-Scale Complex Research Institutions is proposed, 

the concept of institutional genealogy is introduced, and a Taxonomy for Data Produced 

within Research Universities is outlined. Chapter 3 includes a literature review of research 

in the interdisciplinary fields of e-Science and Computer-Supported Cooperative Work, 

in an attempt to find synergies between two connected yet distinct sets of literature. Past 

virtual research environment and virtual learning environment system technologies are 

contrasted, followed by a system critique and analysis of generic Web-based social and 
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collaborative technologies to learn from their successes, to study their user interface 

techniques, and to explore how they target and curate data. Chapter 4 describes the 

requirements elicitation process undertaken to collect system requirements within the 

University of St Andrews. These findings are then validated and prioritized through an 

online questionnaire that was distributed to postgraduate students, academic staff, and 

support staff. Chapter 5 presents a software engineering synopsis of the technologies used 

to create the Chamber of Ideas 2.0 prototype, and addresses how the University of St 

Andrews fits within David Greenwood’s socio-complexity framework for development 

and deployment environments. Chapter 6 presents a comprehensive overview of the 

system design and architecture for the Chamber of Ideas 2.0 prototype. Three system 

perspectives of user, group, and work object are introduced, and all system tools, features, 

and functionalities are elaborated upon. Chapter 7 presents an evaluation of the 

requirements and system design through an analysis of questionnaire result data and a 

critical examination of how the system design matches the requirements. Chapter 8 

presents a future roadmap for further system development and start-up formation. Finally, 

Chapter 9 presents the conclusion to the thesis.  

1.5 – Opportunities and Barriers to Uptake     

 

Opportunities  

• Heightened stakeholder interest.   

• Possible institutional sponsorship.  

• Opening within commercial market.       

• Possibility for start-up formation around project.  

• The primary stakeholders have indicated institutional demand for a Web-based 

system similar to the Chamber of Ideas 2.0.   

• The literature in e-Science and Computer-Supported Cooperative Work points 

to future trends that support the conceptual space for the creation and usage by 

researchers of a Web-based system similar to the Chamber of Ideas 2.0.  

• Interdisciplinary research collaboration is being actively encouraged in St 

Andrews through new initiatives such as the virtually administered Institute for 

Data-Intensive Research (IDIR) and Digital Humanities Network that links 

researchers between multiple schools to solve common research questions, and 

physical spaces such as the Medical and Biological Sciences Building (MBSB).  
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• Multi-institutional research collaboration is especially prominent between 

Scottish Universities, through formal research collaboration networks such as 

SICSA (computer science), SUPA (physics), and SULSA (life sciences).  

• This is a long-term project with long-term goals beyond the MPhil.  

 Barriers to Uptake   

• Generating sustained political support within host institutions. 

• Acquiring financial resources to cover costs for servers, maintenance, software 

testing, further software development, and technical support. 

• Security  

• Possibly resources to implement data encryption. 

• Privacy   

• Dependability   

• Usability   

• Data storage location. 

• Data ownership.  

• Multi-Institutional red-tape. Every institution has its own rules, regulations, and 

norms that govern its institution's IT systems and internal data policies. 

Appropriate computer science frameworks need to be adopted or created to 

account for this. 

This introductory chapter positions the Chamber of Ideas project by highlighting 

the founding conditions that led to the World Wide Web and Facebook, and then 

emphasizing how developers of new Web-based social networking and collaborative 

software could learn from their success to create an innovative type of software for 

postgraduate students, academic staff, and support staff based in research universities. 

The World Wide Web is 26 years old, and Web-based communication and collaboration 

technologies still have much room for creative and disruptive growth.   
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Chapter 2 – Social, Sociological, and Socio-Technical Networks at 

Research Universities   

 
  This chapter begins with a discussion about different forms of network and system 

complexity prominent in computer science. Large-Scale Complex IT System and Ultra-

Large Scale System literature is then introduced to situate the project, and to provide a 

foundation for the introduction of a new complimentary framework for ‘Large-Scale 

Complex Research Institutions’. Afterwards, a taxonomy for data produced within 

research universities is proposed. 

2.1 – Different Types of Complexity in Computer Science 

 

Computer scientists are not unfamiliar with studying complexity, whether it be 

measuring the relation between datasets, interacting with computer networks, or studying 

people’s interaction with technology. The more ‘things’ that are involved, be they units 

of data, numbers of people, or varieties of technological objects, the greater the degree of 

complexity. Using network science graphs (Milo et al., 2002), we can visually depict and 

contrast various forms of complex relations that are frequently mapped, interpreted, or 

designed by computer scientists. These graphs consist of nodes, which resemble 

individual dots, connected by edges, also known as links. Complexity fluctuates based on 

the number of nodes or the number of links within the network graph. A particular link 

connecting two nodes in a graph can be used to represent either association, a one-way 

transfer, or a two-way exchange between nodes. Five examples of different types of 

networks are illustrated below:  

 

Figure 2.1 - Introductory Taxonomy of Complex Network Diagrams   

Social network sites such as Facebook are designed as technical networks which facilitate 

information networks that primarily deal with linking social networks of people, or 

friends. Their secondary concern is supporting sociological networks of groups or larger 

‘organizational units’ within an institution. In contrast, the World Wide Web was 
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originally constructed as a technical network to facilitate an information network for the 

sharing of data between social networks of particle physicists, whom relied upon 

sociological networks such as collaborative projects or research groups facilitated 

institutionally by CERN and socio-technical networks at CERN that connected people 

(e.g. scientists and technicians) with research infrastructures (e.g. particle accelerators 

and colliders). A ‘Facebook for research’ would require a different formula than a 

‘Facebook for undergraduate students’. From the outset, a cooperative partnership for this 

alternative technology must be sought and established between software provider and 

research institution, similar to the symbiotic relationship between the World Wide Web 

and CERN. The software must be designed to account for the unique forms of 

sociological network and socio-technical network complexity found within research 

institutions, and the unique collaborative and boundary-spanning properties of social 

networks formed by their staff and student users during the research process.  

Research institutions come in a diverse range of organizational forms; each with 

unique funding models for financing research activities, unique internal group and 

organizational unit structures, and unique daily workflow norms and cultures. These 

institutions include research universities, national labs, intergovernmental research 

organizations (e.g. CERN), multi-institutional scientific research infrastructures, private 

industrial labs, corporate research & development facilities, or independent research 

institutes. They collectively represent a vast marketplace for software, in addition to an 

academic ecosystem for scholarly collaboration. Often researchers collaborate with 

researchers based at other institutions, researchers work alongside researchers based in 

separate disciplines, and researchers coordinate with professional support staff within 

their own research institution. These three properties of ‘multi-institutional’, 

‘interdisciplinary’, and ‘cross-functional’ social network interactions and workflows 

further compound complexity inside research institutions. They also raise a whole set of 

challenges for the design, development, and deployment of new technologies for people 

who study in or are employed by them. How can computer scientists, software engineers, 

and system architects successfully navigate this complexity? The answer and roadmap 

for requirements elicitation may partially be found in existing literature. 
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2.2 – Large-Scale Complex IT Systems and Ultra-Large Scale Systems Literature 

 

Computer scientists have many existing frameworks to deal with issues of 

complexity during the design, development, and deployment of software and technical 

systems, including two prominent projects known as Large-Scale Complex IT Systems 

(LSCIT Systems) and Ultra-Large Scale Systems (ULS Systems). LSCIT Systems 

literature arose in the United Kingdom through an Engineering and Physical Science 

Research Council (EPSRC) funded consortium of universities including Bristol, Leeds, 

Oxford, St Andrews, and York, which ran between 2007 through 2013 (Cliff et al., 2007-

2014). ULS Systems literature originated in the United States at the Software Engineering 

Institute at Carnegie Mellon University, with its first report published in 2006 (Northrup 

et al., 2006). Links to both project websites are listed below:    

Large-Scale Complex IT Systems Websites:    

a) http://lscits.cs.bris.ac.uk/index.html   b) http://www.lscits.org/overview.html   

Ultra-Large Scale Systems Website:   

http://www.sei.cmu.edu/uls/   

A common line of enquiry and interdisciplinary theme between LSCIT Systems 

and ULS Systems research was identified by LSCIT Systems researchers (Sommerville 

et al., 2011). Both deal with similar socio-technical challenges for software and system 

engineering, and are responses to changing modern computing and information 

environments that must address the recent proliferation of there being more data (IBM, 

2016), more people (PRB, 2016), and more technology (Boren, 2014) on the planet than 

at any time in the past (Phelen, 2001). The LSCIT Systems project explains that it was 

motivated by a lack of understanding about the properties of complexity in computer 

science, “The motivation for the LSCITS Initiative is the on-going growth in the size and 

complexity of information technology (IT) systems. Our ability to develop, maintain and 

manage such systems is falling behind the growth in their complexity. There is a high risk 

that we will find ourselves reliant on IT systems that we don’t fully understand and that 

we cannot effectively manage” (Cliff et al., 2007). Interestingly, the LSCIT Systems 

project argues that the understanding of complexity is not a purely technical challenge for 

computer scientists, but also a socio-technical challenge for other disciplinary 

perspectives to contribute to, as indicated in their statement:  
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“The roots of complexity in IT systems are their increasing size; the increasing 

involvement of many different organisations in their construction and use; and the 

increasing rate of business and social change that they have to accommodate. To 

manage and control complexity, we need better technical tools and methods of 

system development. We also need a better understanding of the human, social 

and organisational issues that affect the procurement, development, deployment 

and use of complex IT systems” (Cliff et al., 2007).   

The LSCIT Systems project’s call for augmenting traditionally technical methods with 

those from other fields to better understand the social dimension of complex systems is 

echoed in ULS Systems literature, in their recommendations on how to approach system 

design:    

“Design: This research area broadens the traditional technology-centric definition 

of design to include people and organizations; social, cognitive, and economic 

considerations; and design structures such as design rules and government 

policies. It involves research in support of designing ULS systems from all of 

these points of view and at many levels of abstraction, from the hardware to the 

software to the people and organizations in which they work” (Northrup et al., 

2006).  

ULS Systems research describes how these traditionally distant topics can be thought of 

as analogous to a technology stack (Northrup et al., 2006), the hardware, software, people, 

and organizations referenced above constituting a single system. Members of the LSCIT 

Systems project make a nearly identical observation, “Complex IT systems are specified, 

developed, used and maintained within organisations that may themselves be thought of 

as complex systems. The development, deployment, evolution and use of the IT systems 

is thus influenced by human, organisational, business, social and political factors” (Cliff 

et al., 2007). If organizations are themselves to be thought of as complex systems like IT 

Systems (Cliff et al., 2007), it is worth explicitly defining what a system is, and adopting 

that definition before exploring its additional properties. Russell Ackoff, a professor of 

management science, provides his own definition, “A system is a set of interrelated 

elements. Thus a system is an entity which is composed of at least two elements and a 

relation that holds between each of its elements and at least one other element in the set. 

Each of a system’s elements is connected to every other element, directly or indirectly. 

Furthermore, no subset of elements is unrelated to any other subset” (Ackoff, 1971). The 

greater the degree of network relations and the greater the number of elements involved, 

the greater the complexity of the system. Prior to establishing the socio-technical bridge 
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between the ‘socio’ and the ‘technical’, it is worth distinguishing how social network and 

sociological network complexity differ from technical network complexity. ULS Systems 

literature provides a relevant contrast between these three forms of complexity, in a 

comparative analysis of the conditions that led to the structured success of the Internet 

and to the decentralized success of the World Wide Web: 

“Ecosystems exhibit high degrees of complexity and organization, but not through 

engineering. The protocols on which the Internet is based were engineered, but 

the Web as a whole was not engineered—although its form is constrained by both 

natural and artificial regulations. In this report, we take the position that the 

advances needed for ULS systems require a change in perspective, from the 

satisfaction of requirements through traditional, rational, top-down engineering to 

their satisfaction by the regulation of complex, decentralized systems” (Northrup 

et al., 2006).   

While ARPAnet was a technical infrastructure, its early success can be attributed to social 

factors in addition to the quality of its technical innovation. For ARPAnet to succeed, it 

had to rely heavily upon coordinating top-down partnerships with key senior figures in 

multiple research universities. These partners would have to agree to invest significant 

financial and technical resources necessary to host (and support) ARPAnet’s physical 

hardware infrastructure, and to engage with Cerf as the project would evolve and its 

technical network would expand (Hafner & Lyon, 1996). As the Internet had gained 

greater prominence and was more accessible by the time of the founding of the World 

Wide Web, Berners-Lee was able to take advantage of the existing social network and 

sociological network structures already prominent in research institutions and academia, 

and use these as a means to spread the decentralized open protocols for CERN’s new 

information network across the structured information highways of the already 

established and rapidly growing Internet (Berners-Lee, 1999). Essentially, the World 

Wide Web was able to virtually ‘capture’ the complexity of pre-existing social networks 

formed by researchers and the sociological networks comprised of their past and present 

collaborative groups to fuel its expansion. As the volume of data generated by researchers 

continues to expand and academia continues to grow in scale, the daily virtual experience 

of researchers and staff within universities continues to evolve in parallel with the World 

Wide Web. With these two relevant socio-technical examples in mind of how the Internet 

and World Wide Web were able to achieve a status of ubiquity by technically linking 

researchers and their institutions, it is not surprising that both technologies have 
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contributed to an overload of sociological and information complexity within 21st century 

research institutions, as LSCIT Systems and ULS Systems literature indicate is the case 

for more rigidly technical systems. The World Wide Web, by eliminating geographic and 

physical distance as a barrier to establishing network connections between researchers 

with similar research questions, has contributed to an acceleration in knowledge 

production among researchers by stimulating an awareness of new ideas and providing 

an explosion in access to raw data and structured information. Researchers are now able 

to more rapidly produce, share, and consume information thanks to the World Wide Web, 

and more efficiently carry out their daily workflows. While this environment is a blessing 

to research institutions and disciplinary communities, it can also pose a curse and 

challenge for system design and development to catch up to rapid change. This outlook 

is diagnosed by Alex Voss et al. during their discussion about why researchers choose to 

adopt virtual tools in their personal or collaborative workflows and their uptake behavior, 

“At the same time, research contexts are becoming more complex in terms of the number 

of collaborating researchers, the number of data sources and other resources, as well as 

the number of disciplinary and organisational commitments involved” (Voss et al., 2007). 

Taking this observation into account, computer scientists must seek an advanced 

understanding of the socio-complexity of research in order to positively influence future 

system design for it. It is proposed that socio-complexity (Greenwood, 2011) be 

understood as a unification of the study of social complexity and sociological complexity, 

taking into account the structures and behavior of networks formed by both individual 

users and groups of users. Software in this environment must strive to make researcher’s 

lives easier, their work less stressful, their interaction with an increased variety of data 

sources more simple, and their experience with technology and software more enjoyable. 

As the ULS Systems founding report puts so succinctly, this approach represents an 

ensuing, “erosion of the people/system boundary” (Northrup et al., 2006). The question 

becomes how to address this erosion? What methodological and engineering frameworks 

can be prescribed by computer scientists to address underexplored aspects of socio-

complexity within research institutions and across academia?  
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2.3 – Modeling System-of-Systems within Research Institutions and Academia 

 

Research institutions are a primary stakeholder, deployment environment, and 

enterprise customer for research-oriented software and LSCIT Systems. When beginning 

to model socio-complexity in a research institution, one likely confronts a dilemma when 

attempting to view its population as a collection of software users, and assessing their 

preliminary needs before requirements elicitation. While researchers are employed at 

various research institutions, they are also members or ‘citizens’ of distinct transnational 

academic communities. Both research universities and disciplinary communities each 

exhibit unique structural properties and their own forms of sociological complexity, and 

researchers often have active collaboration connections with more than one institution or 

community. Researchers, as users, must learn how to effectively navigate both of these 

institutional and community networks during their daily work, and their software must 

reflect this task if it is to concurrently add value to their research institutions and 

disciplinary communities. This may be better understood by adopting a metaphor from 

the ULS Systems founding report, which contrasts the engineering of buildings with the 

planning of cities:    

“Closer examination of the two design and construction problems—buildings 

versus cities—reveals that, although it is necessary, skill in designing and 

constructing buildings does not help much in designing and constructing a city. 

To point out just one of the major differences: every day in every city, construction 

is going on, repairs are taking place, modifications are being made, and yet the 

cities continue to function. Like cities, ULS systems will not simply be bigger 

systems: they will be interdependent webs of software-intensive systems, people, 

policies, cultures, and economics” (Northrup et al., 2006). 

While buildings and cities each exhibit complexity, both their network properties and 

physical scale are different. This urban comparison mirrors many of the structural 

differences between research universities and academia, as well as the variation in 

technical scope between LSCIT System and ULS System literature. It is proposed that 

the LSCIT Systems framework be applied to better understand socio-technical 

complexity within individual research universities as if they were buildings, and that the 

ULS Systems framework be applied to better understand socio-technical complexity of 

all research institutions within academia as if it were a city. Both research universities 
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and academia remain interconnected, but their political, operational, and technological 

differences contribute to each other’s success and function. 

There is one additional discrepancy to address in the building-city metaphor, as 

an individual research institution, or building, does not represent a uniform singular 

system. For example, different floors of the same building may be occupied by different 

businesses, or one business may have offices located in different buildings across the city. 

In this case, a business can be equated to a distinct ‘organizational unit’, either located 

within a single research institution or co-located between multiple research institutions. 

Each business, or organizational unit, shares a common network boundary, whether it is 

enforced by a physical or virtual boundary. These nested and embedded network 

properties may be better understood by using a ‘system-of-systems’ approach. Similar to 

how Ackoff’s definition of a generic ‘system’ was introduced in section 2.2, an explicit 

definition of a ‘system-of-systems’ will be adopted in this section. Systems architect Mark 

Maier’s defines ‘system-of-systems’: 

“A system-of-systems is an assemblage of components which individually may 

be regarded as systems, and which possesses two additional properties: 

Operational Independence of the Components: If the system-of-systems is 

disassembled into its component systems the component systems must be able to 

usefully operate independently. That is, the components fulfill customer-operator 

purposes on their own. Managerial Independence of the Components: The 

component systems… operate independently. The component systems are 

separately acquired and integrated but maintain a continuing operational existence 

independent of the system-of-systems” (Maier, 1998).  

Research universities are system-of-systems, as they are comprised of unique 

organizational units such as academic schools or support units that maintain degrees of 

operational and managerial autonomy under a federated central administration. The 

central administration functions to standardize and link workflows between constituent 

systems, which fulfils Maier’s conditions of the term. These constituent systems (e.g. an 

academic school or support unit) are each comprised of two or more internal, inter-related 

elements (e.g. an administrative office and a lab in an academic school), as specified in 

Ackoff’s definition of a system.  Maier elaborates on the potential role for system-of-

systems in engineering, “The use of a separate term system-of-systems implies a 

taxonomic grouping. It implies the existence of distinct classes within systems. Such 

classes are useful for engineering only if they represent distinct demands in design, 
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development, or operation” (Maier, 1998). Maier then proposes an alternative way of 

viewing system-of-systems, “As it turns out, the term system-of-systems is infelicitous 

for the taxonomic grouping. The grouping might be better termed collaborative systems” 

(Maier, 1998). The group and organizational structures that the Chamber of Ideas models 

for users and their institutions profoundly exhibit system-of-systems properties, and 

hence the technology is known as a ‘virtual collaborative system’, a classification of 

software defined by computer scientist Charles Steinfield and his team (Steinfield et al., 

1999).  

2.4 – Greenwood’s Socio-Complexity Framework 

 

Research institutions, and notably research universities, are a frequent physical 

site and financial sponsor of Large-Scale Complex IT Systems. They each employ a staff 

whose collective remits and responsibilities are to procure, deploy, install, monitor, 

support, and further develop their institution’s technologies. To be able to successfully 

introduce a new software in this form of enterprise, it is necessary for software engineers, 

product designers, and developers to adopt a socio-technical mindset which takes into 

account the complex networks of people, their groups, their data, their information, and 

their technology in and outside of the host institution in question. In LSCIT System 

literature, David Greenwood introduces a subjectivist framework for taking into account 

socio-complexity during the system engineering lifecycle of LSCIT Systems 

(Greenwood, 2011). This generic model is adopted in this thesis and may be utilized as a 

useful tool to help break down the complexities of a research institution and its 

technologies into simpler building blocks. Excerpts of the four main components of 

Greenwood’s socio-complexity framework of LSCIT Systems follow: 

“Complexity of Stakeholder Environment: Stakeholders and project sponsors of 

Large Scale Complex IT systems are often found in large socially complex 

organizations that are situated in rapidly changing economic political and 

technological environments resulting in dynamic multi-nodal sources of 

organisational control (power, authority and influence)” (Greenwood, 2011).               

“Complexity of Development Environment: Project team members reside in an IT 

projects development environment, which is in an area of fragile equilibrium. The 

internal environment is where competing teams and team members' viewpoints 

and interests are at tension. The outcome of these conditions is that team members 

have different interests, viewpoints and conflicting priorities that have negative 

impact on communication, coordination and collaboration” (Greenwood, 2011).               
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“Complexity of Deployment Environment: Large Scale Complex IT Projects' 

deliverables tend to be information systems that span intra/inter organisational 

boundaries. This poses at least two serious issues due to the success of the system 

deployment environment heterogeneity and rigidity. The outcome of these 

conditions is that requirements must be extremely precise and unambiguous to fit 

the rigidity of the environment whilst being generic enough to fit multiple 

heterogeneous environments” (Greenwood, 2011).              

“Complexity of Development and Deployment Activity: The activities necessary 

to develop and deploy a Large Scale Complex IT System tend to be complicated 

from a communication, coordination and cooperation perspective. This is due to 

the complex dynamic nature of the project activities arising from constraints on 

time, project skills & budget, as well as varying degrees of cooperation from 

project stakeholders and sponsors during the lifetime of the project. The outcome 

is that despite LSCITS projects being highly reliant on effective communication, 

coordination and cooperation for project success, the extent that all actors 

(stakeholders, sponsors, team members) will effectively communicate, coordinate 

and cooperate across the life time of the project is uncertain” (Greenwood, 2011).              

Greenwood’s socio-complexity framework succinctly describes how to approach LSCIT 

system engineering from four distinct angles, with the technology output produced during 

development and deployment processes placed at the centre of focus, planning, and 

analysis. While this is useful for situating a software project after requirements elicitation 

is complete and the first rounds of product design have concluded, the framework does 

not illuminate how a systems engineer should approach interacting with the ‘large socially 

complex organisations’ that constitute their project’s stakeholder environment, or how 

they can perceive and map out ‘dynamic multi-nodal sources of organisational control’ 

within an institution or an enterprise. This fundamental understanding of socio-

complexity must be reached prior to engaging with technical engineering questions 

surrounding the development environment or deployment environment of new or refined 

LSCIT systems, and the subsequent development and deployment activities necessary to 

maintain them. This raises an important question regarding socio-complexity during 

systems or software engineering: how can we alternatively place users and their 

collaborative groups at the initial center of focus during system or software engineering 

workflows by defining their network structures, communication patterns, usage of data, 

and interaction with information as primary subjects of analysis? By extension, will this 

method provide us with a greater appreciation of ‘top-down’ stakeholder environments 

within a host institution or enterprise by taking into consideration a more ‘bottom-up’ 
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approach assessing the needs of its users and collaborative groups? Our goal as system or 

software engineers must be to search for synergies between networks of users and 

networks of groups who use our technologies, and align these findings with the 

competitive interests of multiple stakeholders along cleavages of ‘power, authority, and 

influence’, as identified by Greenwood, within an institution or enterprise (Greenwood, 

2011). Stakeholders, users, and their groups must all be satisfied with their product and 

digital experience for our work to be considered a success, and we must effectively broker 

the exchange and balancing of interests between them. 

2.5 – A Framework for Large-Scale Complex Research Institutions  

 

To achieve this, a new and complimentary framework to Greenwood’s is proposed 

named Large-Scale Complex Research Institutions (LSCRI). It is written in a language 

and style familiar to computer scientists, but to describe a subject that is not typically 

highlighted in computer science literature: institutional structure and organizational 

design. This subject takes into consideration the administration, governance, 

management, policies, regulations, and cultures of an institution, and can be used to 

comprehensively break down the socio-complexity of a subject research institution into 

simpler units both ‘top-down’ to evaluate its stakeholder environment and ‘bottom-up’ to 

map use cases for prospective software users (i.e. employees or students) and their 

collaborative groups. The LSCRI Framework is intended for use by system engineers and 

software engineers to help familiarize themselves with the inner-workings of a specific 

research institution and to prepare them to function as an informed solutions architect 

during their interaction with stakeholders, during requirements elicitation, and during 

preliminary system design. 

The LSCRI framework utilizes a similar structure to Greenwood’s LSCIT System 

socio-complexity framework, proposing ten categories of socio-complexity for the 

organizational structure and institutional design of research institutions rather than four 

categories of socio-complexity for the development and deployment of IT systems. Each 

LSRCI category falls into one of four sets, either (a) organizational units, (b) group units, 

(c) external communities, or (d) workflow environments. The LSCRI Framework is 

presented in full below, with the University of St Andrews serving as a case-study for 

relevant sections with use cases: 
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i) Complexity of Academic Schools 

Research universities serve a dual purpose to provide learning & teaching services 

and research & innovation services for their staff and students. Both core remits are 

manifested and delivered within academic schools. An academic school is an 

organizational unit comprised of a collection of students and staff who share a common 

academic discipline whom are clustered together for administrative and operational 

purposes. An academic school may be located in one or more physical buildings, and at 

times may be geographically dispersed. Prominent learning & teaching services include 

the delivery of modules, lectures, and seminars, the supervision of student projects, the 

preparation of teaching material, and the evaluation of coursework. These activities occur 

within dedicated physical spaces such as classrooms, lecture halls, seminar rooms, or 

teaching labs. Prominent research & innovation services hosted within an academic 

school include the facilitation of scientific experimentation and research projects, the 

enablement of scholarly writing and resource discovery, and the provision of 

administrative workflows such as grant application preparation or the public evaluation 

of scholarly outputs. These activities occur within dedicated academic offices, research 

facilities (e.g. a lab or working space), local technical or scientific infrastructures, or 

subject-specific archives or libraries. The University of St Andrews presently has 19 

academic schools, which are divided between a Faculty of Science & Medicine and a 

Faculty of Arts & Divinity.  

An academic school houses a variety of staff and student roles. The three basic 

classifications of students in a research university are undergraduate students, taught 

postgraduate students (PGTs), and research postgraduate students (PGRs). The two main 

classifications of staff in an academic school are academic staff and support staff. 

Academic staff are responsible for a combination of learning & teaching activities and 

research & innovation activities. Permanent roles include Associate Lecturer, Lecturer, 

Senior Lecturer, Reader, Professor, and Professor Emeritus. Some permanent members 

of academic staff hold senior administrative roles responsible for communication with 

either the central administration or support units, and for policy implementation and 

workflow oversight attached to them. Contract roles include Research Fellows (Post-

Docs), Research Assistants, and Research Associates. The latter are often fiscally tied to 

research project grants. In a few cases, academic staff may exclusively serve as either 
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research staff or teaching staff. PGRs can also serve as contract teaching staff for modules 

while simultaneously enrolled as a postgraduate student. Support staff are responsible for 

many of the ‘behind-the-scenes’ workflows that help the academic school to function 

efficiently and effectively every day. There are two primary types of support staff within 

academic schools: (a) secretarial and administrative support staff, and (b) research 

support staff. The first category help to run central offices and include roles like 

secretaries and school managers. The second category help provide specialist services to 

researchers and include roles such as research programmers, lab technicians, scientific 

instrumentation operators, IT system specialists, or archivists. All of these roles form a 

distinct community with a common social network boundary. 

 

Figure 2.2 - Network Graph of Interdisciplinary Centre for Exoplanet Sciences, 

Connecting Three Academic Schools and One Department 

ii) Complexity of Support Units 

Many support services inside of research universities for learning & teaching 

activities or research & innovation activities are outsourced from academic schools and 

delivered by support staff located in specialist support units. The focus of this thesis is on 

support units with a research support focus. A support unit functions as a centralized hub 

to deliver a specific portfolio of support services across their host institution in a hub-

and-spoke motif to populations based in academic schools or other support units. 

Libraries and IT services are two notable examples of support units that cover both 

research & innovation services and learning & teaching services. Increasingly, the 

boundaries between library and IT services support units are beginning to overlap, or in 

some institutions they have merged completely. Examples of research-focused support 

services that often have dedicated support units include knowledge transfer, research 
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funding, skills training, or enterprise support. St Andrews support units covering the 

support remits mentioned above are outlined in more detail in chapters 4 and 5. 

Support units are semi-autonomous within research institutions each maintaining 

unique management and governance, and employ a variety of support staff. Each support 

unit is often led by a Director who is line-managed by a senior member of the central 

administration. Larger support units typically have dedicated administrative or secretarial 

personnel to run their office, and employ specialist staff to deal as a point of contact to 

deliver their assigned support services to colleagues in academic schools or other support 

units. Support units are also unique, as they serve as a means to connect their host research 

institution and its researchers and at times students with other research universities, 

private sector entities, or government entities. Support staff can act with agency either on 

behalf of their assigned researcher (e.g. as their client) or their host institution (e.g. as 

their employer) during their daily professional interactions. 

 

Figure 2.3 - Typical Support Unit Interaction for Internal Research Grant 

Coordination 

iii) Complexity of Central Administration Structures 

With so many organizational units spread across a research university, its central 

administration is assigned the responsibility to make sure that the institutional ‘ship’ stays 

‘afloat’ and functions daily. A central administration achieves this by providing strategic 

leadership across the institution and standardizing particular workflows and regulations 

in either a federated model across all academic schools and support units or in a 

decentralized model with each organizational unit reporting to the central administration. 

Personnel in the central administration formulate, draft, and implement institutional 

policy, set benchmark targets, monitor progress, solicit feedback, and facilitate or chair 
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meetings. Staff include a combination of secretarial and administrative staff who run 

offices, and senior management staff who hold the highest level roles within the research 

university. 

The central administration in a research university in many ways is analogous to 

a federal government, with both executive and legislative units. Using St Andrews 

terminology, the federated executive is led by a Chancellor who serves as Head of State 

and a Principal who serves as Head of Government. The Principal leads the equivalent of 

an executive cabinet of senior management in the Principal’s Office, with each role 

assigned a unique portfolio of remits for learning & teaching, research & innovation, or 

daily operations policy. The decentralized legislature includes committees comprised of 

central administration senior management and senior staff from academic schools or 

support units. Committee examples include University Court, Academic Council 

(University Senate), Learning & Teaching Committee (LTC), or Postgraduate Research 

Committee (PGRC). Progress in each committee and its sub-committees is achieved 

iteratively through policy and its implementation, and the building of coalitions or 

alliances of staff across organizational units with similar goals or challenges. It is also 

common for senior management in a central administration to perform diplomatic 

functions with their colleagues based at other research institutions to strengthen multi-

institutional connections. 

 

Figure 2.4 - Example Central Administration Interaction for Collaborative 

Multi-Institutional Initiatives 

iv) Complexity of Organically Formed Collaborative Groups 

An organically formed collaborative group is defined as a sociological network 

comprised of two or more people whom have formed their group ‘bottom-up’ due to 

common interests or questions, rather than ‘top-down’ imposed by an organizational 
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structure within an institution. This former type of group can evolve to become the latter 

type of group, but the properties of each are distinct. Socio-complexity within both types 

of groups exhibit diverse structures of collaboration during collaborative work (Shrum et 

al., 2007). This contributes to the research group behaving as an autonomous firm 

(Etzkowitz, 2003) and influences the uptake patterns of technology in this environment 

(Duysburgh et al., 2012).  

During learning & teaching workflows, group structures are often more rigid and 

either pre-defined by an instructor or created organically by students within a course. 

Alternatively, during research & innovation workflows, group structures are often more 

decentralized and at times random. Groups for research & innovation workflows can be 

formed anywhere and anyplace between ‘researcher A’ from ‘discipline B’ based at 

‘institution C’ in ‘country D’ and ‘researcher E’ from ‘discipline F’ based at ‘institution 

G’ in ‘country H’. One category is a small pond for collaboration and group formation 

and the other is an ocean with much greater socio-complexity. A diagram illustrating the 

network properties of group formation for a research collaboration partnership is 

illustrated below, evolving from an idea by a primary investigator (PI), to an initial 

partnership between researchers, to a larger collaboration comprised of a ‘group-of-

groups’:  

 

Figure 2.5 - User, Group, and Group-of-Groups Network Interaction Diagrams  

Types of daily work performed within this type of group for research & innovation 

workflows can include information and resource sharing, project coordination, 
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publication co-authorship for manuscripts, journal articles, or conference papers, grant 

application preparation, academic event planning, or start-up company operations. Roles 

in these groups can range from senior members (e.g. professors and lecturers) to more 

junior members (e.g. research assistants and interns), each with distinguishable properties 

and expectations within the group (Liinason, 2013). Collaborative work activities 

between these individuals are often tied to publication, evaluation, and funding 

environments and the production of their associated outputs. The dominant boundary in 

these interactions becomes the group itself rather than the host institution, country, or 

discipline. As evidenced by the above network diagram, the greater the number of 

collaborators, the greater their entanglement. This is especially true for multi-institutional 

organically formed collaborative groups in technical areas such as IT resources, data 

policies, and software use. Research questions arise surrounding how to support research 

groups, teams, or networks online (Nikas & Poulymenakou, 2010), how to sustain them 

offline (Steiner et al., 2014) and how to provide them with suitable new technologies to 

support their social workflows and communities (Eysenbach, 2008).  

v) Complexity of Structured Organizational Coordinative Groups 

In contrast to organically formed collaborative groups, structured organizational 

coordinative groups are sociological networks formed ‘top-down’ by their host 

institution(s). Within a research university, there are a variety of types of groups which 

fall into this category that are frequently a smaller scale than an academic school, each 

offering a narrower range of services. The most prominent examples of structured 

organizational coordinative groups within an academic school include formal research 

groups, labs, centres, and institutes. Other examples include committees, central 

administrative offices, student supervisions, modules, or sub-units responsible for 

specialist support services (e.g. research computing or internal technical systems).  At a 

multi-institutional level, structured organizational coordinative groups include more 

formal consortia, jointly managed research facilities, and doctoral training centres, or less 

formal co-tutelle degrees, Erasmus programs, and visiting researcher or student stays. 

Groups exhibiting either intra-organizational properties (i.e. linking people from two or 

more organizational units located within a common institution) or inter-organizational 

properties (i.e. linking people from two or more organizational units located across 

multiple institutions) in this category have an added dimension of complexity, as a new 
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sociological unit is formed upon their new group’s creation. This phenomenon is depicted 

below with network graph motifs:  

 

Figure 2.6 - Network Graph Motif Depicting the Dynamic Formation of an Inter-

Organizational or Intra-Organizational Group 

This network motif illustrates why it can be damaging for research institutions (or 

even organizational units within them) to have siloed data arrangements with unique IT 

systems, as inter-operability issues and the ‘your tool, or mine’ conundrum (Voss et al., 

2007; Voss & Procter, 2009) can impose barriers to efficiently connecting and integrating 

data sources and sharing information between units during collaboration workflows. The 

Association of American Medical Colleges frames how inter-operability and inter-

organizational, multi-institutional relations between research institutions are a necessary 

consideration for technologies that operate in today’s research environment:  

“The growing complexity and regulatory requirements associated with 

multinational, collaborative research projects, particularly those involving 

protected or sensitive information, requires the linking of project and process 

management technologies, often across institutions. Common collaboration 

management tools, such as shared calendaring, contact list management, task 

assignments, milestone tracking, and dashboards need to function across 

institutional boundaries” (Weems et al., 2010).  

At an institutional level, central administrations can optimize their inter-organizational 

arrangements by negotiating common data policies and compatible IT system regulations 

between institutions on behalf of their organizational units and populations. It is proposed 

that for a federated technology to be deployed across institutional lines, senior 
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management from central administrations at multiple research institutions need to serve 

as a key political stakeholders and financial sponsors, as the central administration 

‘controls’ federated IT systems governance and procurement, and greatly influence the 

local computing and data environments used by all constituent organizational units. 

Computer scientists must also remain aware of unique IT system considerations that differ 

between inter-organizational (Ali et al., 2011; Madlberger, 2011) and intra-organizational 

(Laframboise et al., 2010) groups. 

vi) Complexity of Disciplinary Community Activities 

Researchers based in academic schools also belong to disciplinary communities 

that exist beyond institutional boundaries, comprised of academic staff based at other 

research universities in their same region, country, or internationally. Disciplinary 

communities exist to help guide central research questions within their discipline, to 

identify directions for future research, to help stimulate social networking between 

researchers, and to inform and update researchers about interesting or similar work 

occurring in their field. Developments in disciplinary communities can influence teaching 

or research within academic schools through the standardization of curriculum or research 

methods.  

Disciplinary communities are decentralized and governed by a combination of 

learned societies that host academic events periodically and peer review boards which 

serve as gatekeepers and quality controllers during the publication process. Each are self-

governed beyond the influence of individual research institutions, and managed by 

researchers in the discipline as nominated by their peers to serve in leadership roles. 

Researchers are motivated to engage with disciplinary communities to expand their social 

networks to spread their research. They are incentivized to do this not only to increase 

citations for their work, but also to gain prestige and respect amongst their peers. 

Academic events, such as conferences, workshops, or summer schools, frequently rotate 

between different research institutions. 

vii) Complexity of Professional Community Activities 

Support staff based in support units belong to professional communities that exist 

beyond institutional boundaries, comprised of support staff based at other research 
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universities in their same region, country, or internationally. Professional communities 

exist to establish standards for the delivery of a particular learning & teaching support 

service or research & innovation support service across the academic sector. Professional 

communities are sustained by professional membership organizations that offer the 

delivery of periodic training sessions, promote resource sharing, and host committee 

meetings or conferences for their members. Developments that occur within professional 

communities can lead to a standardization of support services across the academic sector, 

or specific professional practices within support units (e.g. software preferences).     

viii) Complexity of Publication Environment 

Three distinct workflow environments are included in the LSCRI framework. 

Each represents a primary strategic interest of central administration leadership, 

constitutes primary workflows of researchers and support staff, and impacts disciplinary 

and professional communities. The three selected workflow environments are the 

publishing environment, evaluation environment, and funding environment of research 

and academia. These three workflow environments have contributed to increased 

scholarly and institutional competition between research universities, by promoting 

increased collaboration between researchers employed within them who are in search of 

even the slightest competitive edge for an innovative publication, successful funding 

applications, or higher evaluation scores.   

The publication of scholarly ideas and research data in academia has occurred for 

centuries adapting to various mediums from handwritten manuscripts to the printing press 

to the digital distribution of journal articles over the World Wide Web. This environment 

is inclusive of the production, consumption, storage, access, and curation of published 

scholarly materials. Multiple organizational structures are in place to facilitate and 

support this publishing environment and serve as its physical and virtual repositories. 

These include libraries, archives, and labs in research institutions, national libraries, 

archives, and labs sponsored by national governments, and private publishers which 

control a majority of the means of distribution for printed work. Disciplinary communities 

are bound to this publishing environment and its publishers, and must frequently interact 

with them. This is changing with the advent of open access and pre-print publication over 

the Web, but the peer review – publisher paradigm is for the most part still in place due 
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to its role in serving as gatekeeper to assign reputation, prestige, and credibility to printed 

work. In this environment researchers are the audience, market, and consumers for 

published scholarly work, while simultaneously the primary producers of it. Peer review 

is promoted as a complex social arrangement within disciplinary communities to serve as 

quality assurance and a feedback mechanism for what material is published. The 

publishing environment influences research behavior, and connects research institutions 

and disciplinary communities with publishers and the peer review process. Support staff 

are also employed by research institutions to help researchers navigate this environment. 

Researchers must display awareness of others’ work and build upon it through citation, 

and build ad hoc collaborative workflows for co-authorship purposes. Published work 

includes manuscripts, scholarly journals, and conference proceedings.    

ix) Complexity of Funding Environment 

To perform research activities, researchers need to accumulate capital to cover 

research expenses for labor, resources, materials, and specialist instruments and 

infrastructures. This capital can come from a variety of sources. These sources include 

internal research funding administered by academic schools or central administration, 

public funding administered by regional or national governments, private funding 

administered by commercial or industrial partners, or non-profit funding environment 

administered by foundations or charitable trusts. During funding workflows, social links 

are established between research institutions and many external stakeholders of the 

research process, located in government, industry, or foundations. This complex funding 

environment contributes to an ecosystem where researchers must incorporate 

collaborative grant writing and application preparation into their daily routines. Support 

staff are employed by research institutions to help researchers navigate this funding 

environment. As described in chapter 4, new support units have been created in modern 

universities to account for this increasingly complex to navigate grant maze. An 

alternative means of research funding, especially prominent in the sciences, is to seek out 

private investment, commercial partnership, or an industrialized application for the 

continued development of research in the form of a spin-out company or University-

licensed intellectual property (IP). 
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Figure 2.7 - Funding Environment Network Motif for a Research Group, St Andrews 

Support Unit, Funding Council, and Charitable Foundation 

x) Complexity of Evaluation Environment  

All researchers must typically publish scholarly work to communicate new ideas 

or research findings, critique existing ideas or research findings, meet professional 

progression benchmarks, and develop a reputation for their research. This process does 

not occur in a vacuum. Published scholarly work is typically evaluated for quality 

assurance and institutional ranking purposes by public evaluation bodies. In the United 

Kingdom, this occurs through periodic review by an initiative called the Research 

Excellence Framework, or REF (REF, 2014). Every researcher receives a ranking for their 

work, and academic schools and research universities submit their sample data to the 

evaluator body. A similar initiative exists for learning & teaching called the Teaching 

Excellence Framework, or TEF. 

Evaluation of scholarly research is led by the public sector, and establishes links 

between research institutions and government, where evolving evaluation criteria can 

greatly influence the research process. The result of an evaluation cycle has ramifications 

for the allocation of public research funding, promotion, and tenure for a researcher in 

their research institution. Evaluation occurs comparatively between researchers within set 

disciplinary communities to measure metrics of ‘impact’ and ‘public engagement’ 

(Laegran, 2016). Support staff are employed by research institutions to help researchers 

navigate this environment. As described in chapter 4, new support units have been created 

in modern universities to account for new trends in national research evaluation 

environments. Governments can also apply additional pressure on researchers to perform 

public engagement activities to communicate their research discoveries, innovations, and 

findings with the general public, especially for research that is publicly funded. 
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2.6 – A Taxonomy for Data Produced within Research Universities 

 

Within the socio-complex setting of a research university, researchers hold three 

complimentary forms of community memberships that contribute to the formation of 

institutional, disciplinary, and national identities (Voss et al., 2007; Jirotka et al., 2013). 

This triad may be known as researcher citizenship, which contributes to the formation of 

data and information networks between institutions, disciplines, and nations. Research 

universities in these sociological networks become analogous to ‘portals of globalization’ 

(Baumann, 2014) that facilitate the distribution and consumption of data, information, 

and knowledge by researchers around the world. 

Data that is produced, stored, accessed, and shared within research universities 

and across academia is not monolithic. Unique varieties of data exist in this institutional 

environment that are associated with both research & innovation workflows and learning 

& teaching workflows. Each distinct category of data requires different considerations 

during the design, development, and deployment of new software and IT systems. Prior 

to engaging with requirements engineering for software development within a research 

institution, computer scientists and software engineers must first be made explicitly aware 

of this diverse taxonomy of data in order to isolate which categories are to be prioritized 

and targeted for system design. Six unique types of data produced within research 

universities during research & innovation workflows are outlined below: 

a) Social Research Data: Data that is produced during communication and 

coordination workflows either directly between collaborators or colleagues or 

within their groups or projects during the research process. Generic forms of 

data like resource management data, time management data, and project 

management data are also included in this category, as this data can be shared 

socially between collaborators or colleagues, as well as public engagement 

data, which is shared with government and public audiences. 

b) Research Ideation Data: Data that is produced either individually or between 

collaborators during primary research activities (e.g. lab experiments or 

archival work), interaction with scholarly publication materials, or 

brainstorming sessions. 
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c) Research Support Data: Data that is produced internally within support units 

during daily communication and coordination between support staff or 

between support staff working in cross-functional workflows between support 

units, between support staff in support units and their assigned researchers in 

academic schools, and between support staff in a support unit with contacts 

based at another research institution or external government, corporate, 

foundation, or charitable partners. 

d) Research Administration Data: Data that is produced within a particular 

organizational unit, whether an academic school, support unit, or central 

administration office for daily operations activities. Alternatively, data that is 

produced by academic staff during learning & teaching workflows for module 

reporting or research & innovation workflows for the preparation and 

maintenance of grants, publications, or projects. 

e) Research Activities Data: Raw data that is derived during experimentation, 

observation, simulation, ethnography, or researcher’s interaction with primary 

sources in libraries and archives. It is often produced in labs with the aid of 

scientific or technical research infrastructures. 

f) Research Publication Data:  This data includes both the content within 

scholarly publications as well as the bibliometric identifier data associated 

with them, such as author names, author identifiers (e.g. ORCID id’s), author 

host institutions, disciplinary or thematic topic tags, titles of publications, 

publication names, and publication identifiers (e.g. ISBN or ISSN numbers). 

Researchers and staff who produce the above types of data are financially dependent and 

operationally supported by their host research institution. This forms a part of their 

identity, which may be known as an institutional genealogy. Institutional genealogy is 

defined as the lineage of research institutions a researcher studies at and is employed at 

over the course of their career. As described by Wagner, researchers are like ‘free agents’ 

in sports (Wagner, 2008). A generic example of an institutional genealogy for a given 

researcher is outlined below:      
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Years Inside and Outside of Academia 

Stage A: Undergraduate Degree 

Stage B: Summer Research Assistantship 

Stage C: Postgraduate Degree (Masters) 

Stage D: Postgraduate Degree (PhD) 

Stage E: Three Month Visiting Postgraduate Student Stay 

Stage F: One Year Industrial Fellowship 

Stage G: Post-Doctoral Fellowship 

Stage H: First Professional Post (non-tenure) 

Stage I: Second Professional post (tenure-track) 

Stage J: Third Professional post (tenure) 

When a researcher progresses through their institutional genealogy, they produce research 

data in the previously described six categories. During this time, researchers build their 

social networks of collaborators and colleagues from their past and present research 

institutions and create sociological networks of organically formed collaborative groups, 

relationships that often last beyond their stay at a particular institution and continue to 

result in the production of new scholarly outputs. At each research institution along the 

way, researchers are granted access to virtual assets like software licenses and local IT 

systems in addition to physical assets like office space and support services. When a 

researcher progresses between research institutions, access to all four of these privileges 

are often revoked by their past institution, as new permissions are granted at their new 

institution. Institutional genealogy is important, as it raises an important question 

regarding the preservation of a researcher’s data: What happens to a researcher’s data 

when the researcher progresses between different research institutions over the course of 

their career?  
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This chapter provides advanced insights into the socio-complexity of research 

universities and academia through the introduction of a Large-Scale Complex Research 

Institution framework, inspired by David Greenwood’s socio-complexity framework 

found in LSCIT Systems literature. Afterwards, a taxonomy for research data produced 

within research universities and the concept of institutional genealogy are both 

introduced. These two topics alongside the LSCRI Framework serve as a foundation for 

better understanding the socio-complexity of the stakeholder, development, and 

deployment environments of LSCIT Systems within research institutions. 
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Chapter 3 – Literature Review and System Critique      
   

 This chapter builds upon the social, sociological, and socio-technical discussion 

of chapter 2, and presents an analysis and system critique of Web-based social and 

collaborative technologies used in research institutions and academia. It begins with a 

discussion of computer science literature and examines relevant work in the 

interdisciplinary fields of e-Science and Computer-Supported Cooperative Work. 

3.1 – Institutional Conditions for an Evolving World Wide Web 

 

The World Wide Web of 2017 and the Web-based technologies that utilize it are 

very different from those in 1997 or even 2007. As time progresses, new technology stack 

options appear, programming languages evolve, frameworks and libraries improve, and 

user expectations change. However, the uptake of new software and the deployment of 

new technologies in research institutions and across academia do not always adapt at a 

similar pace. In her discussion of a ‘new invisible college’, Caroline Wagner notes how 

research institutions and academia often adjust slowly to the changing realities of the 

World Wide Web: 

“Today scientists and engineers can find each other and communicate more 

readily than ever before, and they can use the Internet and the Web to share, store, 

and improve on data. Yet despite their impressive magnitude, these changes have 

not revolutionized the way in which science is done. In interviews with scientists, 

it quickly becomes clear that even though the Internet and the Web have greatly 

increased the efficiency with which scientists could share information, for the 

most part, they did not provide a new capability. Researchers shifted from letters 

to e-mail… they now store it in digital forms and conduct computer-based 

analysis” (Wagner, 2008).    

This is not due to a lack of effort on the part of research institutions or a lack of interest 

from their users. Many barriers exist within research institutions for the successful 

procurement, deployment, and adoption of new software or hardware which are intended 

to operate within LSCIT System environments. Many of these barriers are socio-

technical, such as limited financial budgets available to fund new software or hardware 

assets, a finite availability of labor and time for technical staff to learn, replace, install, 

maintain, and support new technical assets, or resource constraints for training users in 

organizational units how to use new software or systems for daily workflows. To 

effectively introduce new software within a research institution, the quality of the 
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software needs to demonstrate an added value for its key stakeholders to alleviate 

institutional concerns about financial, labor, time, and training costs associated with the 

new software. This goal is achieved when the value of a new software eclipses the added 

supplementary costs of introducing it. Introducing new software in this environment is a 

balancing act of competing interests and priorities, which need to be taken into 

consideration from the earliest stages of a software project and its development lifecycle. 

One effective way to navigate this socio-technical complexity is to learn from the 

successes, failures, and lessons learned by past and current generations of Web-based 

software, and examine how these technologies have generated added value for both 

stakeholders and users.  

3.2 – The e-Science Movement in the United Kingdom 

 

e-Science is an umbrella term for an interdisciplinary research field, scholarly 

community, and funding initiative in the United Kingdom that was spearheaded by a 

public investment of 120 million pounds between 2000 and 2011 (Hey & Trefethen, 

2002). It resulted in the academic invention of new Web-based software and 

infrastructures built for researchers by researchers (Hey & Trefethen, 2002). e-Science 

literature is sometimes alternatively published under the names of e-Research and e-

Social Science in the United Kingdom, and cyberinfrastructure in the United States 

(Jirotka et al., 2013; Halfpenny & Procter, 2010). This public funding stimulus resulted 

in the creation of a network of 26 e-Science research centres located at research 

universities across the United Kingdom (National e-Science Centre, 2012), making the 

country a global leader in this research area. One of these centres, the National e-Science 

Centre based at the University of Edinburgh maintains a legacy website that includes the 

definition of e-Science from the Research Council e-Science Core Programme:   

“What is meant by e-Science? In the future, e-Science will refer to the large scale 

science that will increasingly be carried out through distributed global 

collaborations enabled by the Internet. Typically, a feature of such collaborative 

scientific enterprises is that they will require access to very large data collections, 

very large scale computing resources and high performance visualisation back to 

the individual user scientists.  

The World Wide Web gave us access to information on Web pages written in html 

anywhere on the Internet. A much more powerful infrastructure is needed to 

support e-Science. Besides information stored in Web pages, scientists will need 
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easy access to expensive remote facilities, to computing resources – either as 

dedicated Teraflop computers or cheap collections of PCs – and to information 

stored in dedicated databases” (National e-Science Centre, 2016).  

The e-Science funding environment resulted in the formation of multiple research 

alliances between computer scientists and researchers from other disciplines who had 

data-intensive or computationally-intensive research challenges. The generic e-Science 

project formula was that non-computer scientists would provide the research questions, 

and computer scientists would provide unique computational or data-intensive means of 

tackling them. The net result, or at least the hope, was that novel research outputs and 

scholarly findings would be produced by creating a collaborative melting pot between 

people with different intellectual backgrounds and disciplinary skills for shared research 

projects. All six categories of research data presented in section 2.6 could be targeted by 

an e-Science project, but ‘research activities data’ was by far the most frequently selected 

type of data for the design and development of new software and systems. A prominent 

example of software produced during this period is the virtual research environment 

known as myExperiment, discussed later in section 3.5. 

In addition to the creation of new technical infrastructures, e-Science projects also 

resulted in the establishment of new human infrastructures (Hine, 2006), as researchers 

became linked across disciplines or institutions, and technologies became linked across 

the United Kingdom. A central question raised as the e-Science program evolved was 

how to navigate future research questions and prioritize subsequent generations of new 

projects. In a critical reflection on the e-Science program, Jirotka et al. identify an area 

for further e-Science research as the study of how new technologies can enhance existing 

collaborations, “With the proliferation of new scientific collaborations, a key question of 

how best to design and embed e-Science applications and infrastructures has emerged, 

with concerns relating to how best to create useful, large-scale, distributed, computer-

supported, scientific endeavours” (Jirotka et al, 2013). In this case, an understanding of 

socio-complexity within research institutions becomes a critical variable for effective 

software engineering. In a similar method to how CERN linked particle physicists 

globally over the World Wide Web, e-Science projects in the United Kingdom were set 

up to link like-mind collaborators based at a physical distance. During the 2000s, this 

most frequently occurred in the form of creating grid computing solutions. A brief history 
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on grid computing written by Foster & Kesselman explains the origins of how and why 

this technology came about, and outlines different classes and scales of grid computing 

systems (Foster & Kesselman, 2011). During this same time period, new forms of Web-

based software began to gain a greater prominence that had, during the 2000s, been 

categorized as ‘Web 2.0’ style technologies. These Web-based technologies, such as 

social networking sites, wikis, forums, and blogs, provided users with a dynamic 

experience of user generated and edited content that was produced by users themselves 

rather than a static experience with content manually programmed within a webpage by 

a developer. Voss & Procter note that while grid computing was prominent at the height 

of the e-Science program, it was not the only way forward, “Web 2.0 solves simple 

problems using simple means. Grid technologies aim to solve complex problems – using 

overly sophisticated means?” (Voss & Procter, 2007). Web 2.0 style technologies arose 

thanks in part to the greater availability and decreasing costs of cloud computing 

solutions, and the maturation of the HTML, CSS, and JavaScript programming languages. 

Indeed, e-Science research would later expand in technical scope to use cloud computing 

solutions to address complex problems as the technology became more accessible (Terzo 

& Mossucca, 2015). An ongoing socio-technical challenge for e-Science projects given 

this rapid change becomes how to effectively align the needs of existing human 

infrastructures with newly designed technical infrastructures (Procter et al., 2013). 

It is worth noting that despite the initial funding period for the United Kingdom’s 

e-Science program having concluded in 2011, the research legacies of this initiative are 

still strong within the United Kingdom. The research collaborations formed during this 

period across institutions and disciplines are still active and continue to benefit 

universities and society at large, and e-Science research projects are still undertaken and 

ongoing. e-Science came about as a means for the United Kingdom to take the baton from 

CERN to lead efforts for the future development of research-focused technologies for the 

World Wide Web (Hey & Trefethen, 2002). This goal has motivated an entire generation 

of researchers across the United Kingdom.  A critical reflection on the outcomes of the e-

Science program was written by an EPSRC review board in 2009 to critique and assess 

its research outputs and public benefit (RCUK, 2009; RCUK & Royal Society, 2009). 
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3.3 – Multiple Generations of Computer-Supported Cooperative Work 

 

Computer-Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) is a research field and scholarly 

community that was established in 1984, pre-dating the World Wide Web (Grudin, 1994). 

CSCW has witnessed multiple generations of social and collaborative software that were 

designed, as the name suggests, to virtually facilitate cooperative work between multiple 

users. CSCW is highlighted by the study of virtual teams (Beyerlein et al., 2001), 

organizations (Power & Dal Martello, 1993), and the knowledge that flows between them 

(Kirn & O’Hare, 1997). As a scholarly community, CSCW has its own journal and a book 

series both published by Springer, and two separate annual international conferences.  

Theoretical CSCW research is tied to the applied development of groupware 

systems. The relationship between CSCW and groupware is evident in complimentary 

definitions offered by Saul Greenberg. First, Greenberg defines, “Groupware, is software 

that supports and augments group work. It is a technically-oriented label meant to 

differentiate ‘group-oriented’ products, explicitly designed to assist groups of people 

working together, from ‘single-user’ products that help people pursue only their isolated 

tasks” (Greenberg, 1991). Second, Greenberg contrasts this definition of groupware as a 

technology with CSCW as a research field, “In contrast, computer-supported cooperative 

work (CSCW) is the scientific discipline that motivates and validates groupware design. 

It is the study and theory of how people work together, and how the computer and related 

technologies affect group behavior” (Greenberg, 1991).  

The relationship between CSCW and groupware is symbiotic. CSCW research is 

as much concerned about the behavior of the people using groupware, as it is with 

groupware’s technical specification. Andriessen contextualizes this by explaining the 

relation between groupware and the environments of its users, “Groupware is part of a 

social system. Design not for a tool as such but for a new socio-technical setting” 

(Andriessen, 2003). Horvath & Tobin describe the ‘socio-’ dimension of the ‘socio-

technical’ in this instance to include boundary spanning, “Virtual teams are groups of 

people who transcend spatial, temporal, and organizational boundaries” (Horvath & 

Tobin, 2001). Greenberg stresses that CSCW is a people-centric research field, “Knowing 

how people work together without groupware is an essential first step for designing 

appropriate software” (Greenberg, 1991). This includes both people as individuals in their 
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social networks and teams or groups of people in sociological networks. CSCW stresses 

a ‘3c’ framework for creating technologies that facilitate ‘communication’, 

‘coordination’, and ‘collaboration’ (Gerosa et al., 2006), three forms of cooperation with 

their own unique properties regarding data, behavior, and user choreography. 

In David E. Smith’s edited volume Knowledge, Groupware, and the Internet, 

Walter W. Powell proposes four foundational perspectives on the relation between 

collaboration and inter-organizational relations: 

“First, collaboration raises entry barriers. To the extent that the capabilities of 

organizations are based in part on the qualities or capabilities of those with whom 

they are allied, collaboration increases the price of admission to a field… Second, 

interfirm cooperation accelerates the rate of technological innovation… Third, 

reliance on collaboration has potentially transformative effects on all participants. 

Those positioned in a network of external relations adopt more administrative 

innovations, and do so earlier. The presence of a dense network of collaborative 

ties may even alter participants’ perceptions of competition… Finally, 

collaboration may itself become a dimension of competition” (Powell, 2000).  

This observation of the effects of groupware-facilitated collaboration upon the behavior 

of institutions and the dynamics of inter-organizational relations are worth remembering 

17 years later, even if many of the groupware systems it was written in reference to are 

long-since retired. The most prominent example of a commercial groupware technology 

produced during the first wave of CSCW is Lotus Notes (Nilsson et al., 2000), which was 

purchased by IBM in 1995 and is presently re-branded as IBM Notes (IBM, 2007). Other 

examples of groupware from this era include generic technologies like Microsoft 

Exchange, Novell Groupwise, and OpenText Firstclass.    

3.4 – Synthesis Between e-Science and CSCW       

 

The data produced by researchers and university staff inside of research 

institutions should be of interest to scholars and practitioners in both e-Science and 

CSCW, but work in each field does not often overlap. In a Computer Supported 

Cooperative Work journal article titled “Supporting Scientific Collaboration: Methods, 

Tools and Concepts”, Marina Jirotka, Charlotte Lee, and Gary Olson articulate an 

ambitious call for action for today’s researchers to identify new synergies between 

existing research questions, research methodologies, and research projects outlined in e-
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Science and Computer-Supported Cooperative Work literature (Jirotka et al., 2013). 

Jirotka et al., explain:  

“In order to meet our future research challenges, it is necessary to educate and 

prepare new members of our community to undertake investigations in the 

complexities of e-Science collaboration and the design of collaborative systems 

for e-Science. We would argue that CSCW, with its history as a forum for 

discussing research from various disciplines including computer science, 

informatics, organisational sciences and social sciences – and as a leading field in 

the presentation of work in understanding the social in computing – is ideal for 

providing the space for the necessary translational work to occur” (Jirotka et al., 

2013). 

 

They express the common need in e-Science and CSCW for new approaches, techniques, 

and frameworks for the design and development of new technical systems that span 

institutional, disciplinary, or national boundaries (Jirotka et al., 2013). Three specific 

observations of Jirotka et al. are: 

 

“An opportunity, thus, exists for CSCW research to study work in all areas of 

eScience in order to understand and design end-user technologies for teams, 

groups and organisations within a framework of the challenges of embedding 

eScience applications” (Jirotka et al., 2013). 

 

“Strauss (1988) himself noted that additional models are probably needed to 

analyze articulation work that is between or that encompasses more than one 

organisation. Inter-organisational relationships do indeed seem to be different 

from intra-organisational ones (Bietz et al. 2010). Synergizing is useful for 

theorising inter-organisational relationships” (Jirotka et al., 2013). 

 

“Synergizing is a strategy for creating, managing, and utilising complex 

interdependences in an embedded infrastructure that brings together multiple 

organisations, projects, people, and technologies” (Jirotka et al., 2013). 

The Large-Scale Complex Research Institution (LSCRI) framework introduced in chapter 

2 is one effort to contribute to this call for new approaches that are influenced by both e-

Science and CSCW research. Its proposed contributions to the literature are outlined 

below: 

 By eliciting requirements and studying intra-organizational complexity within 

a single research institution as a system-of-systems, one can effectively design 

Web-based social and collaborative technologies that are also capable of 

supporting inter-organizational complexity between disciplinary or 
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professional communities that are distributed between multiple research 

institutions. 

 A research-oriented software must cater to both organically formed 

collaborative groups formed ‘bottom-up’ by researchers and structured 

organizational coordinative groups formed ‘top-down’ by research 

institutions.  

 It is encouraged that social research data be identified and recognized as an 

underexplored domain for e-Science and CSCW Web-based applications. 

 It is noted that research support services originating in support units are an 

underexplored area of social and collaborative workflows within research 

universities, and that computer scientists should aim to better understand the 

data produced during interactions between researchers and support staff and 

the relationships between them. 

3.5 – Virtual Research Environments and Virtual Learning Environments     

  

 Just as research universities divide themselves into two operational remits of 

learning & teaching and research & innovation, many existing social and administrative 

technologies designed to support academic workflows tend to follow these divisions. The 

two most prominent examples of these designed-for-purpose technologies are virtual 

learning environments (VLEs) and virtual research environments (VREs). Both VLEs 

and VREs have had to adapt to evolving network computing paradigms and industry 

enterprise trends that have shifted deployment environment preferences from intranets 

and extranets to grid computing to cloud computing infrastructures. This constant change 

has led to a need for continuous innovation in this space to provide populations within 

research universities with suitable technologies that meet their needs and expectations. 

Both VLEs and VREs are defined as environments, meaning they are an assemblage of 

inter-connected or inter-operable components (Voss et al., 2007). Fraser explains, “A 

VRE framework should be able to expose some combination of resources, data, and tools” 

(Fraser, 2005). Voss further elaborates, “[A] VRE brings together previously separate 

tools needed for conducting the research and for collaboration, support for which is 

increasingly recognised as an integral aspect of researchers’ work” (Voss, 2009). Voss 

explains a guiding motivation for the development of new virtual research environments 
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aligns with e-Science or e-Research priorities, “The vision of e-Research argues 

persuasively for the need to generate, keep and re-use an expanding range and volume of 

research resources. VREs are crucial to e-Research because they are the sites where these 

resources will be both consumed and created. VREs are also the sites of experiments in 

scholarly communications, which have the potential to transform their conduct” (Voss, 

2009). A virtual research environment is one of multiple types of social technologies 

designed to support research activities and workflows, others include science gateways 

(Allan, 2009), knowledge portals (Detlor, 2004), and collaboratories (Olson & Olson, 

2014; Bos, 2008). A prominent example of a virtual research environment from the e-

Science program is myExperiment. Detailed literature on myExperiment exists 

concerning the technology’s full lifecycle for topics such as design (De Roure & Goble, 

2007; De Roure et al., 2009), development (Procter et al., 2011), uptake (Voss et al., 

2010), deployment (De Roure & Hendler, 2004), and its social infrastructure (De Roure 

et al., 2008; De Roure et al., 2010).  Ponti outlines a useful framework for the design of 

VREs taking into account socio-technical concerns and considerations (Ponti, 2012). In 

some instances, researchers have embraced Web 2.0 style technologies, such as the 

growing prominence of social networking sites ResearchGate and Academia.edu, 

although these were designed to largely mimic Facebook’s model and are not intended to 

be VREs. Additionally, researchers presently have many generic Web-based technologies 

available to them that one can piece together in custom workflows to create an ad hoc 

environment. These technologies include word processing suites, cloud storage solutions, 

e-mail, and academic publication queries using Google Scholar. Additional examples are 

a research management system to organize one’s own scholarly output data, such as 

PURE, or a bibliographic management system to curate secondary scholarly publication 

materials, such as Mendeley, both of which were acquired by the publisher Elsevier 

(“Elsevier Acquires Atira”, 2012; Lunden, 2013). Other popular examples of 

bibliographic management software include Zotero and EndNote.  

Virtual Learning Environments have a similar application as VREs, but focus on 

learning & teaching instead of research & innovation. Prominent examples of VLEs 

include Blackboard and Moodle. MMS, which was developed at St Andrews and 

successfully incorporated into University workflows, shares some characteristics with a 

VLE (Nicoll, 2015). Relevant literature produced by the MMS project addressed its in-
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house technical development, (Allison et al., 2001; Allison et al., 2003a), its predecessor 

technology TAGS (Allison et al., 2003b), the needs of academics within a sponsor 

research institution (Allison et al., 2012), and an analysis of how the Web can benefit 

education (Allison et al., 1999). Other examples of learning and teaching technologies 

include massive open online courses (MOOCs), or new Web 2.0 style technologies such 

as Duolingo (language education app) or Expii (mathematics and science wiki). Two 

neighboring technologies to VREs and VLEs are Collaborative Work Environments, as 

identified by Alex Voss et al. (Voss et al., 2007), and Virtual Collaborative Systems, such 

as the technology TeamSCOPE (Steinfield et al., 1999; Jang et al., 2000).  

3.6 – An Analysis of Web-based Social and Collaborative Technologies 

 

While the VREs and VLEs referenced above are some examples of Web-based, 

built-for-purpose academic technologies that can be used for research & innovation or 

learning & teaching workflows inside of research universities, they are not the only ones. 

Surprisingly, computer science literature indicates that generic Web-based technologies 

such as Lotus Notes (Armitage & Bryson, 1998) and Facebook (Ractham & Firpo, 2011) 

have previously been and are capable of being used as VLEs. This observation indicates 

that new insights may possibly be gained by studying the properties of successful generic 

Web-based technologies (e.g. their targeted data, user interfaces, and curated social 

experiences), and applying these discoveries to influence the design and development of 

new domain-specific virtual research environments or virtual collaborative systems. By 

stepping outside of the data silos of research institutions and academia, what can we learn 

about the present capabilities of the World Wide Web by seeing how it is used more 

broadly?   

The prospect of utilizing generic Web 2.0 style technologies to stimulate social 

interaction between scholars during the research process is discussed in detail in a journal 

article written by Procter et al. for the Royal Society titled “Adoption and Use of Web 

2.0 in Scholarly Communication”. They describe a variety of possible opportunities, “A 

potential key driver is the promise of Web 2.0 facilitating new and more effective forms 

of research collaboration, resolving pressure from funders seeking to improve research 

productivity and knowledge transfer between disciplinary communities and with external 

stakeholders” (Procter et al., 2010). Procter et al. place the focus of Web 2.0’s potential 
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on its ability to facilitate collaboration that spans institutional and geographic distance, 

“Those who work in collaboration with different institutions are significantly more likely 

to be frequent or occasional users of Web 2.0. Those not involved in collaborative 

research activities are much less likely to adopt; they may have a lower incentive to do 

so”(Procter et al., 2010). Finally, they offer guidelines for how to approach the design 

and development of new academic Web 2.0 style technologies, “Our findings suggest that 

Web 2.0 services that are generic, intuitive and easy to use, build incrementally upon 

existing practices, are available free or funded by advertising revenue, and offer near-zero 

adoption costs and clear advantages to users, are experiencing rapid uptake”(Procter et 

al., 2010). The success of many generic Web-based social and collaborative technologies 

can be partially attributed to their delivery of a quality user experience that targets distinct 

varieties of data and uniquely curates this data with a novel user interface.  

Six categories of generic data that are prominently targeted by leading generic 

Web-based social and collaborative technologies are classified below. Synergies between 

these categories and those from the research data taxonomy proposed in section 2.6 are 

also identified and highlighted:  

a) Directory Data of Personal Networks of Collaborators, Colleagues, and 

Acquaintances     

Researchers build up personal networks of collaborators, colleagues, and 

acquaintances (i.e. other researchers recognized through their publications but not 

known personally). Linkages between researchers are a form of social research 

data, research support data, and research administration data. These can be 

supported by forming co-authorship partnerships, sharing a common grant, or 

participating in research collaboration networks in one’s institution or disciplinary 

community.    

b) Group Membership and Coordination Data 

In addition to institutional or disciplinary membership, group membership is 

another example of social research data associated with researchers. Groups can 

be informal or formal, tied to the production of a single research object or an 

organizational unit such as a centre or academic school. 

c) Ideation Management Data     

Ideation management is research ideation data associated with the personal or 

organizational curation and maintenance of new ideas, existing research, and 

group or institutional data and information.  
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d) Time Management Data     

Time management is temporal social research data associated with ongoing 

research activities, personal work, and group coordination.    

e) Resource Management Data    

Resource management corresponds with research publication data, social research 

data, and research ideation data associated with the curation of published scholarly 

resources utilized during one’s research, which can also be shared between 

researchers.    

f) Project Management Data     

Project management is a complex social choreography composed of structured 

group coordination and semi-structured social communication associated with the 

production of new scholarly outputs, the delivery of research & innovation 

support services, and the performance of core research & innovation activities. 

Project management involves a combination of social research data, research 

support data, research administration data, and research ideation data. Group 

coordination and social communication are required over the lifecycle of a project 

to make its collaboration successful. A project is an encapsulated set of activities, 

often exhibited in co-authorship, research grant, or spin-out workflows. 

These six categories of generic data are targeted by select leading generic Web-based 

social and collaborative technologies, which are presented below and correspond with 

those in the market research question of the requirements engineering questionnaire in 

chapter 4: 

Table 3.1 – Selected Generic and Research-Oriented Web-based Technologies 

Primary Web Functionality Technology Solution 

  Directory Data Software 

(Social Networking Sites) 

Facebook 

Academia.edu 

ResearchGate 

LinkedIn 

Group Membership and 

Coordination Software 

Slack 

Yammer  

Office 365 Groups 

Google Groups 

Yahoo! Groups 

Time Management Software Trello 
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Project Management Software Basecamp 

Resource Management Software 

(Bibliographic Focus) 

Mendeley 

Zotero 

EndNote 

Ideation Management Software 

(Local or Cloud) 

Google Docs 

Microsoft Word 365 

ShareLaTeX 

 

These technologies have achieved market success and wide-spread uptake due to their 

user interfaces. Social networking and social media sites share a basic model that relies 

on the use of profiles and personas for users or groups to build their virtual identity in the 

system, and social networking ability to create relational linkages between them. The 

most basic type of social interaction in these systems is direct one-to-one messaging, 

which for Web-based applications can trace its popularity back to predecessor 

technologies like Internet Relay Chat (IRL) protocol and successors like AOL Instant 

Messenger or Facebook Messenger. Four specific user interface models from the above 

list are highlighted below to influence the design strategy for the Chamber of Ideas 2.0 

prototype:  

Table 3.2 – Generic User Interface Observations 

Software Feature Primary User Interface Model 

Facebook Groups Single column of reverse chronological posts. File sharing. 

Events. Group profile description.  

Slack Conversations One-to-many messages. Organized by channel. Direct messages. 

Basecamp Projects Dedicated projects. Nested conversations within project. 

Temporal tasks and assigned checklists. File sharing.  

Trello Tiles Horizontal row of panels. Ability for posting parent and child 

temporal tasks. 
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This chapter analyzes the current state of research in e-Science and Computer-

Supported Cooperative Work, and examines both domain-specific Web-based social and 

collaborative technologies associated with these fields and generic ones to identify an 

intellectual space for the Chamber of Ideas 2.0 prototype to contribute to.  
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Chapter 4 – Requirements Engineering   

 
This chapter outlines the requirements engineering process for the Chamber of 

Ideas 2.0 prototype. In section 4.1, concepts of cognitive systems engineering and human 

centre design are introduced. In section 4.2, the University of St Andrews is identified as 

the selected research institution for requirements elicitation and analysis. In section 4.3, 

long-term institutional strategy for the University of St Andrews is critically examined to 

identify key institutional priorities where new Web-based technologies could be designed 

as a policy solution tool. In section 4.4, stakeholders are introduced and their respective 

support unit and central administration profiles presented. In section 4.5, the 

requirements elicitation process is elaborated upon and its findings outlined. In section 

4.6, the requirements specification is presented within a larger section that introduces 

qualitative and quantitative findings from a questionnaire that was distributed to support 

staff, academic staff, and postgraduate students across the University of St Andrews for 

requirements validation and prioritization and to collect market research data. In section 

4.7, requirements are validated and prioritized based on quantitative analysis of the 

findings from section 4.6 alongside a concluding summary of the questionnaire results.  

4.1 Requirements Engineering Methods 

 

The requirements engineering process for the Chamber of Ideas 2.0 prototype 

began with jointly applying Greenwood’s socio-complexity framework and the Large-

Scale Complex Research Institution framework to the University of St Andrews to gain 

an understanding of its underlying structures as a subject institution and its unique 

properties as a case-study. The network and system relation between its central 

administration, support units, and academic schools was mapped, and select 

organizational units of interest were selected for requirements elicitation purposes. 

Additionally, self-observation from past personal experiences interacting with 

disciplinary communities as a postgraduate student and professional communities as a 

support unit web developer contributed to requirements elicitation and toward gaining a 

deeper understanding of the stakeholder environment and the needs of the three target 

user populations (postgraduate students, support staff, and academic staff). 
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Two computer science methodologies have been selected from computer science 

literature to further guide the requirements engineering process. Each were identified in 

socio-technical system engineering literature by Gordon Baxter and Ian Sommerville, 

with a particular emphasis placed on insights from their original work on ‘socio-technical 

system design’. Baxter and Sommerville describe socio-technical system design as an 

interdisciplinary framework within socio-technical systems engineering, “Socio-

technical systems design (STSD) methods are an approach to design that consider human, 

social and organisational factors, as well as technical factors in the design of 

organisational systems” (Baxter & Sommerville, 2011). Two engineering methodologies 

they reference are particularly well equipped for IT systems requirement engineering 

within a research institution, namely cognitive systems engineering and human centred 

design:  

Cognitive Systems Engineering  

Evidence Method A: “6. Cognitive systems engineering (Hollnagel and Woods, 

2005; Woods and Hollnagel, 2006) deals with the analysis of organisational 

issues, and offers some practical support for systems design. CSE uses observation 

as a tool for analysing work in context, and uses abstraction on the results to 

identify patterns in the observations that occur across work settings and situations, 

thereby increasing the understanding of sources of expertise and failure”(Baxter 

& Sommerville, 2011). 

Human-Centred Design 

Evidence Method B: “7. Human-centred design (International Standards 

Organisation, 2010), which follows principles such as basing the design upon an 

explicit understanding of users, their tasks, and the environments in which those 

tasks are carried out. It also includes as one of the four main design activities the 

understanding and specification of the context in which the system will be used, 

and explicitly refers to consideration of social and cultural factors, including 

working practices and the structure of the organisation”(Baxter & Sommerville, 

2011). 

Both cognitive system engineering and human centred design provide detailed guidelines 

and recommendations for how to approach requirements elicitation and specification 

(Baxter & Sommerville, 2011). In line with the major findings from chapter 2, Cognitive 

System Engineering literature explicitly addresses complexity as a major concern, “The 

focus of CSE is how humans can cope with and master the complexity of processes and 
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technological environments, initially in work contexts but increasingly also in every other 

aspect of daily life” (Hollnagel & Woods, 2005).  

4.2- University of St Andrews as a Case-Study   

 

The University of St Andrews is a research university located on the East Coast 

of Scotland, roughly an hour train journey from Edinburgh. It is home to 7,047 

undergraduate students, 1,749 postgraduate students, and 1,167 academic staff 

(Correspondence with Planning Office, 2017). The learning, teaching, and research 

experiences for these individuals are supplemented by the efforts of hundreds of 

additional support staff distributed across various support units, academic schools, and 

the central administration who often work ‘behind the scenes’ to make the institution 

function daily. The institution’s success rests upon its ability to facilitate active channels 

of communication among and between these populations. To achieve this, St Andrews 

has created a complex organizational structure, a robust set of operational policies and 

governance regulations, and a series of nested workflows to support professional 

interaction between researchers and support units (St Andrews Governance and 

Operations, 2016). In this regard, St Andrews is representative of other research 

institutions across the world, and is being treated as an institutional case-study. While St 

Andrews is presently a successful research institution as measured by metrics of research 

impact (St Andrews REF, 2014a), student satisfaction (Miller, 2014), and international 

university rankings (“St Andrews Climbs”, 2015), the results of the requirements 

elicitation and a study of publicly available institutional strategy documents and 

committee minutes indicate that St Andrews could nevertheless be run much more 

efficiently by streamlining its internal organizational workflows, which would further 

enhance the social and professional experiences of its students and staff. The question 

regarding this challenge and opportunity is how? How can communication workflows, 

cooperation workflows, and collaboration workflows be improved within a research 

institution? To propose solutions to these questions, which are currently open for debate 

and discussion amongst university administrators and computer scientists alike, it is 

necessary to go to the source to gain insights into the workflow needs and wants of 

individuals and units from across the case-study institution. 
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4.3 – University Long-Term Strategy and Policy Analysis 

 

St Andrews is a 604 year old institution, founded in 1413. While it may be an 

‘ancient’ institution, it must nevertheless plan for a future that looks very different from 

its past and present versions. All universities must do this to remain competitive, adapting 

their institutional priorities in response to ever-changing markets for research and higher 

education, most notably to align with national funding priorities and public evaluation 

targets. Universities typically propose operational adjustments and shifts to institutional 

design in the form of a periodically published strategic plan, debated and drafted within 

committees at the highest levels of central administration (e.g. University Court and 

Academic Council), with feedback obtained from representatives in Schools (e.g. the 

roles of Head of School and Director of Research) and student leadership (e.g. the roles 

of Students’ Association President and Director of Representation). In the past 15 years, 

the University of St Andrews has made two major strategic decisions: first, to bolster its 

postgraduate student numbers (St Andrews Strategic Plan, 2008-2018), and second, to 

increase the quality and quantity of its research outputs (St Andrews Strategic Plan, 2008-

2018). Both represent an attempt by St Andrews to further develop its international 

reputation and ‘climb’ the rankings (St Andrews Strategic Plan, 2008-2018). This is in 

order to remain competitive for public research funding, remain attractive for private 

donation, market itself as a destination university for students and staff, and be a 

university that ‘continues to punch well above its weight’, to quote the University’s 

previous Principal Louise Richardson’s response to REF 2014 (St Andrews REF, 2014b). 

To achieve these two goals, the University has invested resources and energy in 

developing key areas of its research profile and services. These long-term strategic goals 

and interests are best outlined in the University’s most recent long-term strategic plan for 

2015-2025. An excerpt from the introductory clause of this document is cited below as 

evidence for the institutional backdrop for the Chamber of Ideas 2.0 leading into 

requirements elicitation and system development:     

“We aspire to consolidate our position as one of the world’s leading Universities 

while continuing to be the top ranked University in Scotland.... To achieve this in 

a world where standards and expectations are rising faster than ever, we plan a 

step change in our performance to further increase the quality, volume and impact 

of our research; to capitalize on our proven ability to develop interdisciplinary 

activity; to enhance our international presence through the establishment of 
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meaningful partnerships with the best overseas institutions; to grow 

undergraduate numbers, and the proportion that are international, without 

compromising on the excellent quality of students or the student experience, and 

to increase the postgraduate population as a proportion of the student cohort to 

25%.”  

-University of St Andrews Long-Term Strategic Plan (2015-2025).   

This ambitious long-term strategy is partially motivated by the changing methods of 

public research evaluation and its associated pressures on research institutions. The most 

recent St Andrews long-term strategic plan specifically recognizes the upcoming 

Research Excellence Framework (REF) in 2020, a cross-sector competitive public 

evaluation of research output quality for all researchers at all UK research institutions, as 

a motivation for endorsing the expansion of Support Unit services within the University 

to support researchers during the research process: 

“The ‘Impact’ component of REF is likely to grow in importance in REF2020 

requiring us to invest now in planning and sharing best practice to ensure that we 

submit the strongest possible set of case studies. We will ensure that research 

support activities across the University provide the best possible professional 

service to help us achieve these goals.”    

-University of St Andrews Long-Term Strategic Plan (2015-2025).    

This public evaluation pressure on research institutions is confounded by increasingly 

competitive and scarce national research funding, whose public allocation is increasingly 

being tied to the ‘REF performance’ of both individuals and institutions. In the long-term 

strategic plan, St Andrews undergoes an internal assessment of its present research 

funding situation and future outlook:     

“Research funding remains a challenge given the growth in the university sector 

and relatively poor outcomes for RCUK in recent spending reviews. Nevertheless 

we might have expected a growth in research income given the expansion in our 

academic staff numbers in recent years. The Schools that dominate our annual 

research income (Biology, Chemistry & Physics) are doing as well as, or better 

than, their peers in the upper quartile of the Russell Group. Other Schools, 

however, need to show a dramatic improvement. We will expect all of our Schools 

to perform at or above the level of their peers in the Russell Group by the end of 

the planning period in terms of research grant funding.” 

-University of St Andrews Long-Term Strategic Plan (2015-2025).    
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Once public evaluation and research funding were identified by university 

administrators as two key priorities to the long-term success of the institution, what 

concrete steps and initiatives were enacted in response to them? An analysis of the 

University’s public records indicate five strategic policy areas of focus: (a) 

interdisciplinary research facilitation and investment, (b) formation of multi-institutional 

research collaborations and partnerships, (c) expansion of postgraduate student resources 

and recruitment, (d) growth of an institution-wide culture of enterprise, and (e) continued 

development of knowledge transfer activities and commercial partnerships. All five 

policies are cited below with direct excerpts from the official and public institutional 

records:     

a) Interdisciplinary Research Policy    

“It is vital that Schools continue to work together to exploit interdisciplinary 

opportunities, consistently ensuring the vibrancy of our research environment and 

generating critical mass and strength that can compete for major funding 

opportunities to find answers to the major challenges facing the world.”      

-University of St Andrews Long-Term Strategic Plan (2015-2025).    

“The University will provide support to enable the realization of the added value 

of collective endeavours that are enabled by multi-School and inter-disciplinary 

Centres and Institutes. These include access to larger project funding for collective 

research; opportunities to grow postgraduate teaching and training; enhancement 

of specialized research collections in the Library; and improved visibility to 

enhance external engagement and impact.”     

-University of St Andrews Long-Term Strategic Plan (2015-2025).    

b) Multi-Institutional Research Collaboration Policy  

“The Principal gave a presentation (PowerPoint slides on file) detailing the current 

context of and further options for internationalisation in the areas of research 

collaboration, student recruitment and partner opportunities with overseas 

institutions. The University’s current position in international research 

collaboration when compared against its peers was outlined, it being highlighted 

that further improvements in this area are vital in order to secure external funding 

and improve international  reputation in league tables. The practical steps 

currently being explored by senior management.”     

-University of St Andrews Court Minutes (2013-2014). 
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c) Postgraduate Student and Research Focus Policy 

“Over the past decade, the number of students on Postgraduate programs – both 

PGT and PGR – has grown steadily as a proportion of our activity in St Andrews. 

The proportion of research students in an HEI is regarded as a key performance 

indicator (KPI), although the causal relationship is complex. Certainly, it seems 

obvious to state that research activity and income drives research infrastructure 

which underpins and funds PGR recruitment and training. It is also true that PGR 

students significantly contribute to the intellectual wealth of an HEI, which in turn 

drives more research activity. This is assumed to be a virtuous cycle: a policy to 

heavily invest in and aggressively recruit PG students will ultimately result in 

positive feedback and self-sustaining growth. Thus, the strategy is to increase the 

number and proportion of PG students, without compromising research quality, 

so reshaping the overall student population and enhancing the research potential 

of the University.”     

-University of St Andrews Postgraduate Strategy Document (2010-2014).   

d) University-Wide Culture of Enterprise Policy 

“We will also increase the emphasis on enterprise within our community. We will 

build upon the strong enterprise culture of our undergraduates and promote this to 

our postgraduates and staff, creating pathways to have ideas developed, 

discoveries developed and marketed, and increase our profile in the realm of 

societal policy shaping.”  

-University of St Andrews Long-Term Strategic Plan (2015-2025).    

e) Knowledge Transfer Activities Policy 

“[T]he increasing focus on research impact in relation to public funding of 

research requires us to engage more fully in translational or knowledge transfer 

activities. The Guardbridge campus provides a unique opportunity in this respect 

to form industrial links, spin-outs and a platform for collaborative research with 

academic partners. There will be significant opportunities for engagement across 

the disciplines with Science, Social Science and the Arts & Humanities having 

real opportunities for meaningful engagement at a resource that will be unique in 

the UK.”    

-University of St Andrews Long-Term Strategic Plan (2015-2025).    

This strategic rhetoric is ambitious, but how has it been put into practice by the host 

institution? Since 2000, the University of St Andrews has greatly increased the number 

of support units within the University, and by extension invested in hiring a number of 

new support staff positions. These support staff interact daily with researchers located in 

academic schools, and support staff located in other support units. Each support unit is 

delegated a portfolio of remits and responsibilities within the institution, many of which 
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offer dedicated research & innovation support services to help accelerate the research 

process and address the institution’s strategic concerns about research funding and the 

public evaluation of research. These relatively new support units within the University 

comprise most of the primary and secondary stakeholders for the Chamber of Ideas 2.0 

prototype. The Chamber of Ideas 1.0 prototype elicited requirements from just one 

support unit, the Knowledge Transfer Centre (KTC). This first project yielded interesting 

preliminary insights into the complex workflow needs of support units and the social 

needs of support staff within them, and merited a more significant study for the creation 

of a more advanced version of the Chamber of Ideas 1.0 technology that spanned support 

units across the University. The Chamber of Ideas 2.0 prototype builds upon this work 

and elicits requirements from nine support units or central administration offices across 

the University of St Andrews, including the KTC. An underlying hypothesis for this 

project is that technology can be used as a policy tool to prescribe socio-technical 

solutions to initially non-technical policy challenges within a research institution. 

Research funding, interdisciplinary research, multi-institutional research collaboration, 

the postgraduate student experience, enterprise activities, and knowledge transfer can all 

be supported and enhanced within a research institution by the development and adoption 

of new Web-based social and collaborative technologies. It is up to the imagination of 

computer scientists to envisage the design and architecture for such systems, guided by 

the requirements and specified needs of the host research institution and its diverse 

population presented in chapter 4 and informed by the lessons and successes of past 

technologies presented in chapter 3.    

4.4 Support Unit and Central Administration Stakeholder Profiles  

 

Stakeholders for the Chamber of Ideas 2.0 prototype are classified as primary 

stakeholders or secondary stakeholders. The four primary stakeholders include the: (1) 

Knowledge Transfer Centre, (2) St Leonard’s College, (3) Postgraduate Society, and (4) 

Vice-Principal for Enterprise & Engagement. Structured meetings were held periodically 

with each primary stakeholder for the duration of the Chamber of Ideas project. Each 

primary stakeholder organizational unit was selected due to their role in the delivery of 

research & innovation support services to populations within all academic schools, their 

connection with the postgraduate student experience, and since people in them frequently 
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interact and exchange data and information with other support staff, academic staff, and 

postgraduate students located elsewhere in the University. The five secondary 

stakeholders chosen were: (1) Student Enterprise (Careers Centre), (2) Research Business 

Development & Contracts (RBDC), (3) Research Policy Office (RPO), (4) Centre for 

Academic, Professional & Organisational Research (CAPOD), and (5) Digital 

Communications Team (DCT). The secondary stakeholders were selected as they 

frequently interact with the primary stakeholders during intra-organizational workflows 

and provide important support services during research & innovation activities. 

Interaction with secondary stakeholders occurred during semi-structured discussions and 

informal conversations with them, or by attendance at a professional presentation given 

by them in an academic school or support unit. I also learned about the secondary 

stakeholders during discussions with the primary stakeholders about how their respective 

support units frequently interact with other organizational units. 

The requirements elicitation aimed to gain unique insights into research 

collaboration from the perspective of support units and central administration personnel, 

whom often have intra-organizational workflows with researchers in academic schools. 

A hypothetical use case model to illustrate the nested and embedded group structures and 

entangled social interactions involved during a single research project is depicted below:   

 

Figure 4.1 - Use Case Diagram Model for a Multi-Institutional Research Project 
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This model shows how a research project can simultaneously involve internal workflows 

within a single organizational unit, intra-organizational workflows for users based in 

multiple organizational units within a single research institution, and inter-organizational 

workflows for users based in multiple organizational units at multiple research 

institutions. A research project can also involve both organically formed collaborative 

groups and structured organizational coordinative groups, which were contrasted in the 

LSCRI Framework in chapter 2. During these social interactions, whether physical or 

virtual, data from all areas of the taxonomy presented in the section 2.6 is produced, 

shared, and exchanged by users within these socio-complex research collaboration 

networks. A successful research project requires the ability to effectively and efficiently 

navigate, curate, and access this ocean of data to increase productivity, assure situational 

awareness between collaborators, and accelerate the creation of knowledge, discoveries, 

and innovations and their associated outputs. 

Even for research performed exclusively within a single research institution, 

socio-complexity can lead to siloed arrangements for data and IT systems that can pose 

an unnecessary barrier for interdisciplinary interactions between researchers or cross-

functional interactions between researchers and support staff. People in organizational 

units across the institution must learn to navigate a web of possible interdisciplinary 

arrangements for the delivery of research & innovation support services. A graph to depict 

all possible sociological network paths for interdisciplinary collaboration between 

academic schools within the University of St Andrews is illustrated below:   
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Figure 4.2 - Network Motif for Interdisciplinary Research within a Research University 

The purpose for creating the Chamber of Ideas software is to help address stated 

institutional priorities of the primary stakeholders, find synergies for these requirements 

from expressed needs of the secondary stakeholders, and align the system with strategic 

priorities of the University. Each of the nine support units or central administration offices 

within the University of St Andrews chosen as primary or secondary stakeholders for the 

system were selected due to their frequent interaction with postgraduate students and 

academic staff, and their unique contributions to the research process. Many chosen 

support units directly impact the funding environment, publishing environment, and 

evaluation environment of researchers within St Andrews. All nine of these 

organizational units were either founded or greatly expanded over the past 15 years 

through direct investment by the University. The establishment of support units in 

research universities has essentially become an arms race, in order to help research 

institutions remain competitive for research funding, to produce a high quality and 

quantity of research outputs, and to score well on public evaluation metrics of their 

research compared with their peers. The relatively smaller and more accessible scale in 

St Andrews provides an interesting opportunity to get an ‘up close and personal’ view of 

how support units operate and function, and their relation to central administration and 
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academic schools. The purpose of consulting a wide variety of support units within the 

University was to identify overlapping requirements and organizational unit interests for 

sponsoring the development of a new collaborative technology to enhance their particular 

workflows. The four primary stakeholders for the Chamber of Ideas 2.0 are: 

a) Knowledge Transfer Centre   

The Knowledge Transfer Centre (KTC) was founded in 2008, succeeding its 

predecessor support unit Research and Enterprise Services (RES) which was 

founded in 1998 (St Andrews Research & Enterprise Services, 2004). The KTC 

was created to aid in the development and maintenance of university owned 

intellectual property (IP), to support the spin-out process of this IP into new start-

up companies, to interact with external funding agencies on behalf of researchers, 

and to serve as a bridge to connect researchers with external industrial and 

commercial partners. Support Staff within the KTC frequently communicate and 

coordinate with two sub-units of the University’s Finance Department, the 

Research Business Development and Contracts team (RBDC) and Finance Advice 

and Support (FAS). All three units are located physically adjacent to one another 

with offices and open workspace in the Gateway Building on North Haugh. RBDC 

is responsible for School-based support for researchers in the grant application 

process and FAS assists with financial costings, both duties complimentary to the 

KTC’s responsibilities.    

Requirements from the Knowledge Transfer Centre were elicited partially by 

immersion over the course of this MPhil. From 2015-16, I served as a Web 

Developer for the KTC to help update their website using the Terminal Four 

Content Management System (CMS). This provided a unique experience of being 

able to observe and participate in the KTC’s daily workflows, and to learn how 

knowledge transfer professionals communicate internally with researchers and 

externally with commercial interests.  

Presently, Knowledge Transfer Centre support staff communicate with 

researchers and other support staff within the University by e-mail, phone 

conversation, in-person meetings, and conference calls. It is worth noting, in-

person conversations between KTC, RBDC, and FAS support staff occurred on 

almost an hourly basis during my time working at the KTC. Despite this open and 

collaborative environment, one member of support staff in the KTC explained that 

the KTC, RBDC, and FAS presently have three different electronic storage 

systems and three different paper-based storage systems for their electronic and 

paper records, and that this is an example of a present and unnecessary workflow 

barrier that Web-based social technology could help overcome. The Chamber of 

Ideas could be used to help document these intra-organizational interactions and 

foster collaborations born from them.   

Support Unit Website: https://www.st-andrews.ac.uk/ktc/aboutus/    
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b) St Leonard’s College    

In 2012, under the leadership of the Provost and members of the Provost 

Executive Group (PEG), St Leonard’s College was re-launched as the 

administrative, intellectual, and social home for postgraduates within the 

University of St Andrews. The Provost’s Executive Group (PEG) was comprised 

of the Provost, Pro-Provost (Science & Medicine), Pro-Provost (Arts & 

Humanities), St Leonard’s Administrative Officer, Provost’s Personal Assistant 

(PA), Students’ Association Postgraduate President, and postgraduate-specific 

support staff from various support units within the University (e.g. registry, 

student services, and two of the secondary stakeholders). PEG was responsible for 

leading and managing the re-launch of St Leonard’s College. St Leonard’s 

College presently describes itself as a ‘virtual organization’, as it coordinates 

postgraduate administrative matters with Schools electronically, and at present 

does not have a physical space. It was selected as a primary stakeholder as a 

system such as the Chamber of Ideas might in the medium-term be able to provide 

a virtual place to help build social and intellectual community amongst Web-

savvy postgraduates. It would be a ‘virtual place’, in the sense that a 

user/postgraduate would be able to ‘go to’ St Leonard’s College by accessing the 

Chamber of Ideas. This could help to encourage interdisciplinary research and 

social interactions between postgraduate students, and further add to the portfolio 

of services offered by St Leonard’s. As of 2013-14, St Leonard’s College is home 

to both taught postgraduate students (PGTs) and research postgraduate students 

(PGRs).   

From October 2012 to February 2013, I served a Web Developer for St Leonard’s 

College. I was introduced to the Provost by a member of the University’s Web 

Team. This experience introduced me to St Leonard’s College at a unique time. I 

learned about its operations by working with the Provost to design the new site. 

During the 2013-14 academic year, I served as Students’ Association Postgraduate 

President, and sat on various University committees which provided me with 

additional insights into St Leonard’s College, including PEG. During my time at 

St Andrews since 2012, I have worked alongside three Provost’s, and witnessed 

St Leonard’s College evolve and grow since its re-launch.   

Support Unit Website:  

https://www.st-andrews.ac.uk/pgstudents/stleonards/about/    

c) Postgraduate Society    

The Postgraduate Society is a sub-Committee of the Students’ Association, and 

works closely with St Leonard’s College. It is responsible for student activities, 

representation, and building community. Presently, it has an active Facebook 

Group and Facebook Page where events and information are posted for social 

media. Additionally, the PG Society distributes a weekly newsletter by e-mail 

called ‘The Sunday Postgraduate’. All postgraduate students are automatically 

members of the Postgraduate Society, which is inherently interdisciplinary like St 
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Leonard’s College, as postgraduate students are able to socialize with students 

outside of their Schools. St Leonard’s College and the Postgraduate Society 

presently have a strong relationship and partnership, and coordinate to plan joint 

activities and programming for the postgraduate community.   

From 2012-16, I have served on the Postgraduate Society Committee in various 

roles. These include Postgraduate President (2013-14), Ball Convenor (2014-15), 

Development Officer / ‘Ideas Wizard’ (2012-13). Presently, I help as needed on 

the Committee to mentor (and learn from) new members. At the invitation of the 

Vice-Principal for Research and Provost, I have served as lead student-author 

alongside past and present Committee members to write a five year long-term 

strategy document for St Leonard’s College.   

Support Unit Website:  

http://www.yourunion.net/activities/subcommittees/postgraduatesociety/    

d) Vice-Principal for Enterprise & Engagement    

The Vice-Principal for Enterprise & Engagement is a new administrative role 

within College Gate that was created during the 2013-14 academic year. The role 

is responsible for guiding the University’s enterprise and engagement strategy, as 

the name would suggest, and line-manages multiple Support Units within the 

University that fall under this new remit. This role is also responsible for 

providing strategic leadership to the Guardbridge Energy Centre redevelopment, 

the multi-million pound public-private redevelopment led by the University to 

convert of an old paper mill site into a green energy facility and commercial 

research park (Guardbridge, 2016). 

From 2014-16, I worked alongside the Vice-Principal for Enterprise & 

Engagement having served as the student founder of St Andrews Enterprise Week, 

a weeklong series of enterprise and entrepreneurship events co-sponsored by the 

St Andrews Students’ Association and University of St Andrews to highlight 

enterprise within the St Andrews community. St Andrews Enterprise Week was 

created to support this newly established role and provide enterprise themed 

programming for undergraduate and postgraduate students.   

Support Unit Website: https://www.st-andrews.ac.uk/about/governance/ 

principals-office/enterprise-engagement/    

Secondary stakeholders are organizational units that have frequent overlap of workflows 

with the four primary stakeholders. Primary stakeholders were engaged with greater 

frequency and their needs prioritized. The five secondary stakeholders for the Chamber 

of Ideas 2.0 prototype are presented below:     
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a) Student Enterprise, Careers Centre    

In 2005, the role of Enterprise Advisor was created in the St Andrews Careers 

Centre to provide support and training for students who wish to start their own 

venture, with the role later assuming additional teaching duties within the School 

of Management. The Enterprise Advisor is responsible for providing 

undergraduate and postgraduate students with support and mentorship for those 

who wish to form or join start-ups, or are interested in start-ups as an industry. 

The Enterprise Advisor also works closely with St Andrews Enterprise Week to 

coordinate events and programming, providing expertise and guidance. The 

Chamber of Ideas could be used to help to more directly connect the Enterprise 

Adviser with students or groups of student in the process of forming start-ups for 

advising purposes.   

Support Unit Website: http://www.st-andrews.ac.uk/careers/#enterprise    

b)  Research Business Development & Contracts (RBDC)    

Research Business Development & Contracts (RBDC) is one of two sub-units of 

the Finance Department, alongside Finance Advise & Support (FAS). Their 

predecessor support unit was known as the Research Grants Finance Office 

(RGFO) in the early 2000s (St Andrews Research Grants Finance Office, 2005). 

Both coordinate closely with the Knowledge Transfer Centre and Research Policy 

Office. Excerpts of RBDC and FAS support unit responsibilities published on 

their website are both directly cited below:   

RBDC:   

“RBDC are a team of Business Development Managers (BDMs) and Contract 

Manager/Officers (CM/Cos). The BDMs can assist you in finding funding for 

your research ideas, completion of your applications, and are your first point of 

contact for all research proposals to external funding bodies. In addition, RDBC 

have a dedicated BDM for European funding. BDMs also assist academics in 

pricing research contracts and consultancy.    

Contract Manager/Officers lead on research contract negotiation with all funders 

on behalf of the University, in consultation with the academic community as 

appropriate. Our aim is to secure appropriate terms and conditions of award 

beneficial to all parties within the University which balance risk with intellectual 

benefit. Agreement types include Collaboration, Research Services, University 

Consultancy, Material Transfers and Non-Disclosure Agreements (for research). 

We work closely with Finance Advice and Support (FAS) to ensure a seamless 

and comprehensive research support service” (St Andrews Research Funding 

Support, 2016).  

FAS:    

“Structured into School teams, Finance Advice and Support provide costings for 

all research applications and assistance with completing online submissions.    
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The University of St Andrews uses the full economic costing methodology to 

produce an estimate of the full cost of the project. The price of the application 

should be discussed with your Business Development Manager. This is especially 

important when dealing with industrial and overseas sponsors. Costing requests 

should be sent by e-mail to the relevant School email address (see Contacting the 

Team).    

The administration and financial reporting of successful applications will be 

facilitated by FAS. FAS will provide advice and support on a wide range of issues 

including online reporting tools and are responsible for accounting for the income 

and expenditure on the University’s research activity, ensuring that the terms of 

funding are adhered to and that the expenditure is maximised within budgets” (St 

Andrews Research Funding Support, 2016). 

Support Unit Website: https://www.st-andrews.ac.uk/researchfundingsupport/    

c) Centre for Academic, Professional & Organisational Research (CAPOD)    

In 2011, the Centre for Academic, Professional, and Organisational Development 

(CAPOD) was founded via consolidation of three previous support services to 

provide skills based training to students and staff in areas outside of their home 

discipline(s). CAPOD has support staff uniquely assigned to provide targeted 

skills programming and training to specific sub-sets of students and staff (e.g. 

taught postgraduate support, research postgraduate support, and research staff 

support). Presently, they advertise these services through weekly e-mails to e-mail 

lists of each population within the institution, and have an online course booking 

portal. The Chamber of Ideas could help CAPOD support staff more directly 

communicate and coordinate their services with researchers and academic 

schools.   

Support Unit Website: https://www.st-andrews.ac.uk/capod/    

d) Research Policy Office    

The Research Policy Office (RPO), as listed on its website, is responsible within 

the University for research support services including: (a) research assessment 

exercises, (b) impact advice and support, (c) research metrics and bibliometrics, 

(d) demand management, (e) centre and institute oversight within and across 

academic schools, and (f) administering PURE research management software (St 

Andrews Research Policy Office, 2016).  

The RPO was founded in 2009, but its origins are earlier. The RPO started out as 

the Research Assessment Exercise (RAE) Office. RAE was the predecessor 

national public evaluation of research to the Research Excellence Framework, 

which concluded in 2014. This historical information was obtained through phone 

and e-mail correspondence with the Research Policy Office. Both RAE and REF 

provide the United Kingdom government and public funding bodies with a formal 

mechanism for evaluating the quality of research outputs produced in universities 
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across the country. The results of REF influence future public funding allocation 

to research institutions based on successful or less successful results, impact the 

allocation of funding within universities based on academic school performance, 

and the career prospects for academics who publish.   

Support Unit Website: http://www.st-andrews.ac.uk/rpo/     

e) Digital Communications Team    

In 2006, the University hired its first web manager, a role that would later evolve 

into the Web Team and transform into the modern Digital Communications Team 

by merging with Digital Communications. This newly formed support unit is now 

singularly responsible for the engineering, design, digital content, and 

management of the university’s online presence.    

The Digital Communications Team is concerned with the external, Web-facing 

image and published content of the University. This affects researchers, academic 

schools, and support units. They publish a Digital Service Manual for University 

Staff, outlining norms and expectations about online visibility and image 

management from the University’s perspective (St Andrews Digital 

Communications Team, 2016). The Digital Communications Team often has 

editorial privileges for public facing Web material. This was learned while 

working as a Web Developer for St Leonard’s College and the Knowledge 

Transfer Centre. This requires the Digital Communications Team to have periodic 

meetings with all stakeholders within the University who are responsible for 

online content management of an academic school or support unit.    

Presently, the Digital Communications Team is undergoing a federation strategy 

to standardize all websites for academic schools and support units to make sure 

they have branded and standardized templates. This is to portray a single online 

image for the University. In addition to their in house development of Web-based 

solutions, they administer the enterprise-level Terminal Four content management 

system (CMS) and WordPress (as both a blog and CMS) across the research 

institution. Both were encountered during my time as a Web Developer for St 

Leonard’s College and the KTC. These systems provide some degree of non-

centrally administered publication freedom for academic schools and support 

units. In other cases, approval for the publication of new web content must be 

approved by a member of the Digital Communications Team.   

In regard to researcher (rather than academic school) webpages, this area is more 

ambiguous. At present, most researchers are allowed to have personal webpages 

that are externally linked to by their host academic school’s directory webpage.      

Support Unit Website: http://digitalcommunications.wp.st-andrews.ac.uk/about/    

To conclude the stakeholder profile section, it is noted that the University of St Andrews 

presently has a strategic plan to co-locate most support units to a common physical facility 

at a re-purposed site called Guardbridge over the next few years (St Andrews Strategic 
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Plan, 2015-25). Some support units are presently co-located in the same physical space, 

such as the KTC, RBDC, and FAS at the Gateway Building, whereas others are located 

at different facilities scattered throughout the town. During my experience as a web 

developer in two support units, it was communicated to me early on that this 

decentralization is also reflected in the present usage of different siloed electronic 

communication and storage technologies and paper-based filing systems in different 

support units, even those that are presently in a co-located physical space such as the 

KTC, RBDC, and FAS. This lack of inter-operability of systems makes it difficult for 

support staff to virtually collaborate with their neighbors. 

4.5 – Requirements Elicitation   

 

 The requirements for the Chamber of Ideas 2.0 prototype were elicited during self-

observation of academic or professional workflows for all primary stakeholders, as well 

as some secondary stakeholders, and an analysis of the present usage of Web-based 

technologies within their respective organizational units. Requirements for the remaining 

secondary stakeholders were elicited during attendance at academic-targeted 

presentations held in either an academic school or support unit. Self-observation took 

place while serving in the following roles: 

Support Unit and Central Administration Self-Observation of Professional Work 

and Social Workflow Interaction 

Knowledge Transfer Centre Web Developer (2015-16) (Support Unit Interaction) 

Students’ Association Postgraduate President (2013-14) and Postgraduate Society 

Committee Member (2012-16) (Central Administration and Support Unit 

Interaction) (University Committee Participation Included: Provost’s Executive 

Group, Academic Council [University Senate], Learning & Teaching Committee, 

and Library Strategic Advisory Group) 

St Andrews Enterprise Week Founder (2014-16) (Central Administration and 

Support Unit Interaction) 

St Leonard’s College Web Developer (2012-13) (Central Administration and 

Support Unit Interaction) 

Additionally, requirements were influenced by self-observation of academic social 

workflows in academic schools, researcher social workflows in disciplinary communities, 

professional social workflows in professional communities, and a comparative analysis 

of the present usage of Web-based technologies in these three distinct types of 
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communities. Self-observation occurred while in the following academic or professional 

capacities: 

Academic School Self-Observation of Academic Work and Social Workflow 

Interaction 

Research Postgraduate Student (School of Computer Science, MPhil, 2014-16.) 

Taught Postgraduate Student (School of Computer Science, MSc, 2013-14. 

School of History, M.Litt, 2012-13).  

Research Seminar Participant (Institute for Transnational & Spatial History and 

Institute for Data-Intensive Research) 

Disciplinary Community Self-Observation of Academic Work and Social 

Workflow Interaction 

Disciplinary Community Member (Transnational History, History of Science, 

European Studies). 

Presented 12 academic papers at 11 conferences, workshops, and summer schools 

in five countries.  

Professional Community Self-Observation of Professional Work and Social 

Workflow Interaction 

Professional Community Member (Student Enterprise and Knowledge Transfer). 

University-nominated postgraduate student member of Enterprise Campus East 

Hub Steering Committee. Professional discussions while web developer at KTC. 

The main system requirements elicited from primary and secondary stakeholders within 

support units and central administration offices at the University of St Andrews are 

illustrated over a series of two tables. First, a table describing ‘keys’ for associating 

Chamber of Ideas 2.0 system requirements with their support unit or central 

administration office of origin are included in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 – Institutional Stakeholder Requirements Chart Key 

Key    Remit / Source    

A#    General    
B#    Knowledge Transfer Centre    
C#    St Leonard’s College    
D#    Postgraduate Society    
E#    Vice-Principal for Enterprise & Engagement    
F#    Research Policy Office    
G#   Research Business Development & Contracts, 

(RBDC). Finance Department.   
H#    Student Enterprise, Careers Centre    
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I#    Centre for Academic, Professional & 

Organisational Development (CAPOD)    
J#    Digital Communications Team   

  
 

Second, a table identifying the individual stakeholders within their respective support unit 

or central administration office is presented. Interaction with all stakeholders occurred 

through self-observation of professional work interactions, an examination of social 

communication and coordination workflows, and a study of their present usage of Web-

based technology, except for P, Q, and R, where requirements were elicited through 

attendance at academic-targeted presentations located in either an academic school or 

support unit.  

Table 4.2 – Individual Stakeholder Chart  

 

#    Unit    Who    

A Knowledge Transfer Centre    Director    
B Knowledge Transfer Centre    Business Development 

Executive   
C Knowledge Transfer Centre    Impact Acceleration Account 

Manager    
D Knowledge Transfer Centre    Associate Director    
E St Leonard’s College    Provost (2012-13)    
F St Leonard’s College     Provost (2013-14)    
G St Leonard’s College     Administrative Officer    
H St Leonard’s College    Vice-Principal for Research and 

Provost (2015-Present)    
I Postgraduate Society    Postgraduate President (2012-

13)    
J Postgraduate Society    Postgraduate Convenor (2014-

16)    
K Postgraduate Society    Postgraduate President (2014-

15)    
L Postgraduate Society    Postgraduate President (2015-

16)    
M Vice-Principal for Enterprise & 

Engagement    
VP EE (2013-14)    

N Vice-Principal for Enterprise & 

Engagement    
VP EE (2015-16)   

O Research Policy Office    Research Impact Officer    
P Research Policy Office    Public Engagement Officer    
Q Research Business Development 

& Contracts (RBDC)   
Business Development 

Manager   
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R Student Enterprise, Careers Centre    Enterprise Advisor and Module 

Co-ordinator in School of 

Management     
S Centre for Academic, Professional 

& Academic Development 

(CAPOD)   

Research Postgraduate 

Developer  

T Centre for Academic, Professional 

& Academic Development 

(CAPOD)    

Taught Postgraduate Developer 

U Digital Communications Team   Web & Portal Team Leader    
 

The support unit ‘keys’ from Table 4.1 should be read alongside individual support staff 

and central administration office stakeholder identifiers presented in Table 4.2. When 

interpreted together, the reader is presented with the preliminary requirements list elicited 

for the Chamber of Ideas 2.0 prototype. These findings are presented in Table 4.3:  

Table 4.3 – Requirements Elicitation Findings Chart 

 

   Requirements – Levels A# Through J#    Stakeholders     

A1    Create a Virtual Community for Researchers and 

Support Staff to Match and Enhance the Physical 

One at St Andrews    
    

A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, 

K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, R, S, 

T, U   

A2    Facilitate Collaborations that Already Exist    A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, 

K, L, M,P, Q, R, S, T   

A3    Facilitate New Collaborations    A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, 

K, L, M, P, Q, R, S, T    

A4    Complement and Enhance What is Possible for 

Existing Collaborations To Do Which Presently 

Use Existing Mediums of Communication(e.g. 

Face-to-Face, Phone, E-mail)    

A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, 

K, L, M, P, Q, R, S, T   

A5    Ability for Users to Self-Organize as Formal 

Groups (e.g. Centre, Institute, School, Support 

Unit)    

A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, 

K, L, M, P, R, S, T    

A6    Ability for Users to Self-Organize as Informal 

Groups (e.g. Co-Investigators,  Co-Authors, Co-

Applicants, Co-Founders)    

A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, 

K, L, M, P, Q, R, S,T    

 

A7    Support research project management.    A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, 

K, L, M, N, O, P, Q    

A8    Support co-authorship coordination and 

management.    
E, F, G, H, I, J, K    

A9    Support grant application management.    A, B, C, D, M, N, O, Q    

A10    Support spin-out management.    A, B, C, D,M, N, R    
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A11    Support distribution and notification of news or 

opportunities from respective organizational units 

within the institution. 

A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, 

K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, R, S, 

T 

         

B1    Allow users to communicate their research and 

ideas to the public in the hope of seeking external 

investment or industrial intellectual property 

partnership.     
    

A, B, C, D    

B2    Allow users to communicate new ideas either to 

their personal network or the public for discussion 

to find new research partners and facilitate 

innovation.    

A, M   

B3    Allow KTC staff to be members of virtual groups 

comprised of researchers based in different 

academic schools.    

A, B, C, D    

B4    Support users to find collaborators at other 

research institutions to enrich the value of their 

own intellectual property through collaboration 

and novel partnerships.    

A, B, C, D    

B5   Support interaction between KTC, RBDC, FAS, 

and RPO support staff.   
B   

         

C1    Create a virtual home for St Leonard’s College, as 

it does not presently have a physical home. To 

enhance the existing ‘virtual organization’ 

structures and workflows.   

E, F, G, H (I, J, K, L)    

C2    Support social and research interactions and 

collaborations between postgraduates from within 

and beyond their academic programs/schools and 

course of study.    

E, F, G, H (I, J, K, L)    

C3    Encourage new group formation to expand 

postgraduates’ social circles to have a higher 

quality intellectual and social experience.    

E, F, G, H (I, J, K, L)    

C4    Provide St Leonard’s College with an easier way 

of communicating with postgraduates than 

Facebook or e-mail.    

H (I, J, K, L)   

C5    Support virtual interaction between postgraduates 

and their supervisors.     
E, F, G, H    

C6   Support the embedded and nested group 

structures prominent within academic schools and 

research groups.   

H 

         

D1    Create a virtual home for the Postgraduate 

Society to build upon its activities in the Students’ 

Association, and complement the efforts of St 

Leonard’s College.     

H, I, J, K    
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D2    Allow postgraduates to self-organize into virtual 

groups, either based on their academic 

programs/schools/course or by their social circles 

(e.g. accommodation neighbors).    

H, I, J, K    

D3    Allow postgraduates to self-organize their own 

events, either private or listed to other postgrads.    
H, I, J, K    

D4    Allow a central mechanism for the Postgraduate 

Society to invite all members (i.e. all matriculated 

postgraduates) to individual events, as Facebook 

has long removed this functionality and e-mail is 

not effective. 

H, I, J, K    

         

E1    Have a virtual space for the university where 

creative students and staff can post and develop 

their ideas into start-ups to support the new 

enterprise & engagement initiatives of the 

university.    

M, A, R   

E2    Provide a virtual outlet for the Vice-Principal for 

Enterprise & Engagement to engage privately 

with interested internal and external groups of 

users about research or commercial partnerships 

with the university.      

M, N   

E2    Help virtually provide a home for research staff 

and postgraduate student-led start-ups to 

communicate internally, start-ups which could 

eventually make use of their developed 

Guardbridge facility.     

M, N, A, R    

E3    Provide a means for university-created start-ups 

and spin-outs to engage with external networks of 

alumni for possible investment and partnership.      

M, A    

         

F1    Address institutional strategic interests of public 

engagement and impact.     
O, P, M, N    

F2    Ability to communicate research to public and 

government on behalf of both individual 

researchers and research groups.    

O, P, M   

F3    Ability to measure public engagement on the web.    O, P, M   

F4    Allow RPO staff to be members of and interact 

with virtual groups comprised of researchers 

based in different academic schools at the 

University.     

O, P 

         

G1   Facilitate communication and coordination 

between cross-functional intra-organizational 

research funding teams (e.g. between RBDC and 

KTC).   

Q, B 
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G2   Support research funding team support staff 

interaction with researchers located in academic 

schools.    

Q, B 

       

H1    Support the formation and growth of student start-

ups by providing a virtual collaboration space for 

teams.     

R, A 

H2    Allow Student Enterprise staff from the Careers 

Centre to be members of and interact with virtual 

groups comprised of students based in different 

academic schools.     

R 

         

I1    Ability for researchers to virtually exchange skills 

training online, in support of the skills based 

course curriculum and ethos of CAPOD.    

S, T 

I2    Allow CAPOD staff to be members of and 

interact with virtual groups comprised of students 

based in different academic schools.    

S, T 

         

J1    Respect what university content and Web-based 

services are already present online. Develop in 

and for new areas.    

U 

J2    Not duplicate existing Web-based services within 

the University. St Andrews strives to have a 

single, unified online presence and brand (e.g. 

new university website re-design motivation and 

federation pattern across academic schools and 

support units).    

U 

J3    Consider University’s trend towards federated as 

opposed to academic school-based technical 

systems and online presence.     

U 

J4    Consider University’s responsibility and editorial 

control of content for official (i.e. non-social) 

public facing institutional profile data.     

U 

J5    Consider security and dependability of any 

system prior to deployment.     
U, A 

J6    Consider that user authorship of data for the web 

is different than user authorship of data for 

traditional print publications (e.g. BBC web style 

guidelines).    

U 

 

This collection of requirements comprise the results of the stakeholder requirements 

elicitation. These requirement findings, when amalgamated with self-observation of 

academic schools, disciplinary communities, and professional communities, result in the 

final requirements specification. The requirements specification is presented in questions 
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H, I, and J of the questionnaire, screenshots of which are included in section 4.6. System 

functionality requirements corresponding with questions H and I are modified versions 

of the requirements found in Table 4.3. System feature requirements in question J describe 

original virtual tools designed to ‘capture’, store, and curate key types of social research 

data underserved or underutilized by presently available research-oriented Web-based 

technologies. This was determined during the critical analysis of existing generic Web-

based social and collaborative technologies discussed in section 3.6, and inspired by the 

research data taxonomy introduced in section 2.6. 

4.6 – Questionnaire and Requirements Specification 

 

For the next requirements engineering stage, a requirements specification was 

produced and distributed to members of the University for prioritization and validation 

purposes through the use of an electronic questionnaire. The questionnaire also included 

questions to gauge participant’s current attitudes toward and usage of Facebook, to gain 

insights about their institutional genealogy and social research data preservation from past 

institutions (or lack thereof), and to collect market research data about their present usage 

of Web-based social and collaborative technologies. 

 The online questionnaire was produced and distributed using the University-

licensed Qualtrics survey software (https://www.qualtrics.com/), and received ethical 

approval from UTREC code cs12352. The questionnaire was advertised by e-mail to 

secretaries within all academic schools (http://www.st-andrews.ac.uk/schools/contacts/ 

schoolsecretaries/) with a request to forward to academic staff and postgraduate students, 

and a single post in the Postgraduate Society’s Facebook group (https://www. 

facebook.com/groups/pgsoc/). Based on response e-mails from these secretaries, e-mail 

feedback from questionnaire respondents, and analysis of the data, at least fourteen of 

eighteen academic schools are represented in the respondent data. The questionnaire was 

also e-mailed to key support staff contacts in stakeholder support units, with a request 

that they complete the questionnaire if desired and distribute it within their support unit 

to colleagues. Support staff from at least five support units are reflected in the results 

based on e-mail or personal responses to the request. The questionnaire yielded 144 

submitted responses and 35 non-submitted responses. Submission was determined by 

whether the respondent reached the end of the questionnaire and clicked the submit 
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button. As recommended by Monsen and Van Horn, submitted and non-submitted 

responses were separated for analysis to present findings in an ethical manner (Monsen 

& Van Horn, 2008). Submitted responses, whether with full or partial question 

completion, were analyzed together as was communicated to the participants in the 

preamble of the questionnaire, and non-submitted responses were discarded and not 

analyzed. The questionnaire was active for nine days. 

 The questionnaire was thematically divided into a preamble and six sections, each 

with unique sets of questions. These questions are each presented below sequentially with 

screenshots of each question as they were displayed and viewed by participants using the 

Qualtrics software, and are followed by screenshots of the quantitative or qualitative data 

collected for the question’s results or responses. Each question is presented below with a 

rationale statement for its inclusion in the questionnaire, followed by an analysis of the 

results or responses. This format was inspired by the methods of Procter et al. (Procter et 

al., 2010) in an effort to build upon their Royal Society study on the usage of Web 2.0 

style technologies in scholarly communication.  

Questionnaire Preamble: Participant Information Sheet and Anonymous Data Sheet 

The preamble form is included below for reference, and follows the UTREC guidelines. 

 
Screenshot – Participant Information Form   
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Screenshot – Anonymous Data Consent Form 

Questionnaire Section I: Facebook Usage in Research Institutions and Academia 

Questions 

Questions in Section I assess the present usage of Facebook by postgraduate students, 

academic staff, and support staff. Question A asks respondents to select from a list of 

options in what ways they have previously used Facebook for academic or professional 

work. 

 

Screenshot – Question A 
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Rationale: This question was included to differentiate cases of when Facebook has been 

used by academics and professionals within research universities, and to determine in 

what ways Facebook is presently used most frequently, and if at all.  

Quantitative Results:   

 

 

Figure 4.3 – Results of Question A 

Analysis: Of the 144 respondents, approximately half use Facebook for academic or 

professional social networking to link with other users, and one fourth use Facebook for 

academic or professional social media purposes to publish and consume information. It 

has also been confirmed that Facebook is currently used by many respondents for 

communication within the first seven categories of the LSCRI framework. 
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Screenshot – Question B  

Rationale: Question B was included to trigger display logic to present the respondent 

with one of two versions of Question B2 to gauge the participants’ attitudes toward 

Facebook, depending on their initial response. 

Quantitative Results:  

 

Figure 4.4 – Result of Question B 

 

Screenshot – Question B2, Version A 
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Rationale: This version of question B2 is displayed upon an affirmative response to 

question B. It is included to give respondents an opportunity to explain the scenarios in 

which they have used Facebook Groups for academic or professional work, and how 

Facebook Groups were incorporated into virtual workflows. 

Representative Sample of Noteworthy Qualitative Responses: 

“Used facebook groups to collaborate with fellow St Andrews researchers on ongoing 

projects” 

“I co-run the Scottish [redacted – type of] Centre [redacted – science discipline], which 

is multi-site (St Andrews, Edinburgh, Heriot-Watt). We frequently use our [redacted – 

centre abbreviation] Facebook group for informal communication – organising socials, 

etc. – though we still use email for official purposes.” 

“I have used groups for discussion on writing joint publications (in the case of a public 

letter written by a group of academics to protest a political group), and to organise 

seminars/discussion groups within my department” 

“Organizing of a conference.” 

“In International Political Theory, we used a private facebook group to coordinate 

study sessions and circulate readings and info about the courses. I’m also a member of 

a Political Theory message list and a Scottish political theory network, through which 

we circulate information about events, conferences, and publications.” 

“I was corresponding with several colleagues via Facebook in order to get feedback for 

forthcoming essays a[n]d publications.” 

“Used groups for group projects during my MSc course” 

“During my undergrad degree for groupwork assignments” 

“The Facebook group allowed researchers to ask questions about their topic, request 

insight on books or resources to use, and provided a means of communicating when 

events (or study sessions) would take place.” 

“It was the quickest and easiest way of circulating messages.” 

“I have used Facebook to co-ordinate academic groups within my modules. This year 

for my Mlitt we also have a FB group to keep track of our academic admin prior to 

starting our course and to share resources.” 

“in order to ease communication during the organization of a conference, one (of three) 

organizers set up a fb group. I, personally, did not like the idea too much, since I regard 

fb [as] a personal communication tool and not for professional purposes. On the other 

hand communication was smoothly since the comment function gives the opportunity to 

react quickly.” 
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“Vertical Readings in Dante’s Comedy, a Cambridge based collaboration with 

Universities of Leeds, Notre Dame (USA), and Notre Dame (Rome), involving scholars 

from around the world. We used Facebook page to alert people to activities.” 

“There are a number of Groups set up for my own sub-discipline. The purpose is 

usually for conveying information, providing a forum for asking questions, and 

sometimes just a way to keep in touch with a group of people.” 

“Facebook group for a people interested in a series of international conferences we 

inaugurated at St Andrews (the Middle Ages in the Modern World). Used to use a FB 

group for a postgraduate (voluntary) reading group I ran. I also belong to a FB group 

for Anglo-Saxon Studies.” 

“organise meetings. Post updates. Share files. Discuss.” 

“We used it to communi[ca]te where we all were on a project and follow up on one 

another.” 

“We use facebook groups to communicate with current student & alumni of our 

postgraduate programmes and colleagues within our discipline” 

“Mres course communication between students, including collaboration/information 

sharing.” 

“Communicating with other students on my postgraduate course about work, and 

organising group meetings.” 

“Keep in contact with other people after training courses and previous university 

groups.” 

“Good way to see the most up to date research and media reports, good to organise and 

co-ordinate events, great way to get to know people” 

“The [redacted – name of psychology and neuroscience sub-field] international 

network has a Facebook group to allow members to share publications/events of 

interest. I uploaded several posts regarding [redacted – international network 

acronym] research output from St Andrews.” 

“I’ve used them as a space to post ideas as a professional and also to link to relevant 

events etc.” 

“Masters empirical project group. Informal communication between the group” 

“Used to communicate with students on general announcements about the module, 

school or classes Used to communicate research opportunities, internship 

opportunities, jobs etc. Used to coordinate classes, answer student questions etc. Used 

to collaborate with co-workers on common projects.. and so many.. Technically, I use 

Facebook for work...” 

 “A group was set up for a community of researchers. I am a member of this group. It 

has very low activity, used mainly for announcements and very rarely for questions.” 
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“I am a member of a Facebook group for feminist gender researchers. I mostly use the 

group for keeping up with tips on good articles and books being published or for 

conference news.” 

“I have used groups for discussion on writing joint publications (in the case of a public 

letter written by a group of academics to protest a political group), and to organise 

seminars/discussion groups within my department” 

 

Analysis: These responses clearly indicate that Facebook is already incorporated into 

various academic and professional workflows within research universities, in ways in 

which the technology was not originally designed or intended to support. This also 

demonstrates that there is demand amongst research university populations for Web-

based systems to support academic or professional work activities. These Facebook 

Group workflows can include: (a) social networking with old or new colleagues, (b) 

internal group communications, (c) sharing of resources, (d) structured discussion about 

ideas or concepts, (e) planning and advertising of events, (f) coordination with fellow 

group members for shared tasks, (g) network or public engagement, and (h) collaboration 

during co-authorship, research project, seminar, and module workflows. Many 

interactions cited by respondents are multi-institutional and/or interdisciplinary in nature, 

which may indicate that Facebook could have been selected by them as a suitable 

technology given that it is not tied to a siloed IT system arrangement only available in a 

single research institution so all users would have full access. For interactions within a 

single institution, it is also striking that respondents chose to use Facebook rather than 

Web-based technologies that their home research institution already offered and had paid 

site licenses for. This indicates that they likely preferred Facebook’s social experience 

and user interface to available alternative technologies. 

 

Screenshot – Question B2, Version B 

Rationale: This version of question B2 is displayed upon a negative response to 

question B. It is included to provide respondents with an opportunity to explain why 
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they choose to not use Facebook Groups for academic or professional work.  

  

Representative Sample of Noteworthy Qualitative Responses: 

“I do not have Facebook account and I have never felt that I wanted to have one.” 

“I do have a facebook account but I use it purely to keep in touch with family and 

friends.” 

“the idea has never been suggested” 

“Facebook Groups seem too informal, with limited tools for handling organisation of 

threads, etc.” 

“Largely communication has taken place via email or face-to-face meetings as 

older/more senior collaborators do not use Facebook in this way” 

“Mainly because I am a PhD student and have not had many opportunities for 

collaboration yet. The ones that I had involved 1 or 2 people and were manageable via 

email, also some of them did not have facebook accounts or were not using them often. 

Personally, I think facebook provides a great platform to discuss ideas, although I am 

concerned about their approach towards privacy which is important in academic 

research” 

“Data protection. Not all of my collaborators use Facebook.” 

“FB is not generally required to coordinate a research group. The ‘additional’ baggage 

that is associated with FB is undesirable.” 

“I do not trust Facebook for any reason, especially when discussing confidential 

unpublished information” 

“facebook is where my kids hangout; don’t like facebook’s tax avoidance” 

“Use of Facebook for academic work is not very professional. Facebook is a noisy 

channel and I have much less insane places I can perform group work.” 

“I don’t like work on my facebook, it’s somewhere to not think about work!” 

“I prefer to be somewhat candid on Facebook and don’t want to have to worry about 

professional/academic colleagues seeing a more private side of me that they would 

otherwise not.” 

“I have always used Facebook for social purposes (i.e. keeping in touch with friends; 

I’ve never been able to reconcile its use in my social life with the notion that it might 

also be a tool for academic networking.” 

“Seems less professional than e-mail or a different platform” 

“I see Facebook as a social network, rather than a professional network. I don’t mix the 

two.” 
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“Don’t feel comfortable having all academic colleagues on Facebook (whether as 

friends or just in groups)” 

“I do not use Facebook. I have been advised that it is not a good idea for those involved 

in education to use Facebook or similar social media. It is too easy to do something 

inadvertently that allows student to discover personal information.” 

“No facebook account – I believe facebook accounts are unacceptable for academic 

staff, as it encourages inappropriate social interaction with students.” 

“I am not ‘friends’ with work colleagues. For me Facebook is not a work tool, it is a 

personal social tool. I do not wish to blur the boundaries” 

“I don’t see Facebook as a professional tool. For example, the colleagues I have as 

“friends” on there I consider to be actual friends, not (just) colleagues. FB = leisure, 

for me.” 

“It’s too distracting. I have enormous lack of will power – so I need to block FB during 

work hours.” 

Analysis:  These responses indicate that there are a wide variety of reasons expressed by 

respondents for not incorporating Facebook Groups into their academic or professional 

workflows. These fall into multiple categories of responses, including the respondent is: 

(a) not a Facebook user and a social networking site skeptic, (b) not a Facebook user out 

of disinterest for social media, (c) a Facebook user for personal use but not academic or 

professional work, and (d) of the sentiment that Facebook’s present features and 

functionalities do not presently align with their academic or professional needs. Notably, 

non-technical concerns were raised about the distrust of Facebook as a company, with 

respondents expressing criticism over Facebooks policies for security, privacy, and data, 

along with its tax reporting history.  

Questionnaire Section II: Institutional Genealogy and Social Research Data Questions 

The second section provides an institutional genealogy census question for social research 

data preservation analysis. 

 

Screenshot – Question C 
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Rationale: Question C was used to determine whether or not to display questions C2 and 

C3, and gain insights into the institutional genealogy social research data concerns, 

addressed in chapter 2. 

 

Figure 4.5 – Results of Question C 

Analysis: 9 out of 10 respondents have previously studied or been employed by another 

research institution, which indicates the presence of socio-complex institutional 

genealogy properties. 

 

Screenshot – Online Questionnaire  

Rationale: Question C2 was included to measure what effects institutional genealogy 

has on the retention, preservation, and access of social research data produced in the 

past. 
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Findings from Results:  

 

Figure 4.6 – Results of Question C2 

Analysis: 2/3rds of respondents have lost their social research data from their past 

research institution(s). Of those who have preserved their social research data from their 

past research institution(s), approximately only one in six have this data imported into 

present e-mail or IT accounts for easy access, while five in six have this data in storage 

without inter-operable access or an ability for the curation of it alongside social research 

data produced while at their present research institution. 

 

Screenshot – Online Questionnaire  

Rationale: Question C3 was included to determine what percentage of respondents who 

have previously been based at another research institution still collaborate with colleagues 

located there, to be cross-referenced with the results from question C3. 
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Findings from Results:  

 

Figure 4.7 – Results of Question C3 

Analysis: Despite 94.66% of respondents having either lost their social research data from 

past research institutions, or having it in storage without immediate access to it alongside 

their present data, 63.36% of respondents still maintain active collaborations with 

collaborators based at their past research institutions of study or employment.  

Questionnaire Section III: Academic and Professional Ad Hoc, Web-Based 

Collaboration Workflows Question 

Section three was included to determine how respondents form ad hoc Web-based 

environments for academic or professional workflows using available Web-based social 

and collaborative technologies.  
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Screenshot – Online Questionnaire  

Rationale: Question D was included to provide respondents with a free-form means of 

describing how they use the Web for collaboration purposes. 

  

Representative Sample of Noteworthy Qualitative Responses: 

 “Sharing ideas and links” 

“Catching up, brainstorming about potential new projects” 

 “Organisation or face to face meetings and online updates on continuing 

projects” 

“I think the main mean of communication is through emails. There is no social 

medium that I am using although I would prefer if one exist.” 

“Email is probably the most common tool, with Skype second, and Google+ 

Hangouts third. (None of these options gives us a good ‘shared whiteboard’ 

tool, sadly.)” 

“Almost entirely via email. Some accessing of research publications / info on 

their webpages.” 

“co-author on manuscripts” 

“e-mail occasionally multi-authored documents on Office 365 i.e. co-authored 

word and excel docs” 

“Either facebook as outlined in Question B2 or via Google Docs when writing 

texts collaboratively” 

“We send each other draft papers in LaTeX, and we write plain text emails.” 

“Mostly e-mail, followed by skype and old fashioned phone calls upon 

agreement on a time; exchange of files through dropbox. Important is the 

asynchronous character: I can react/answer only when I have time and am well 

prepared, and not when someone is ringing me up – this makes it much more 

efficient. Hence skype and phone calls are mostly upon previous agreement 

coordinated by e-mail.” 
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“Usually in a very casual way, as way of socialising academically (e.g. sharing 

articles, news about our field...)” 

“I send them my proposal for an essay, they send me remarks on that essay 

back. Sometimes I ask some colleagues questions about problems which belong 

to their area of competence.” 

“Usually my contact with other collaborators takes the form of asking questions 

and providing answers over email or Facebook messenger (although email is 

usually preferred for the more lengthy and professional responses)” 

“I don’t use FB for one-to-one professional communication – I use e-mail for 

that purpose. I ‘like’ posts by colleagues from former institutions, just to keep in 

touch.” 

“Through Facebook and LinkedIn” 

“I follow them on academia.net and researchgate.” 

“University business matters arising which involve colleagues at my previous 

employer” 

“Fellow students – posting articles of interest; practical/logistical information 

sharing.” 

“My interactions are primarily social, particularly congratulating them for a 

job well done (usually a presentation). I also reach out to offer / am contacted 

about providing help with statistics or programming.” 

“Email regularly with many collaborators around the world. Also Skype with 

previous students who are now ongoing collaborators. (I have a profile on 

ResearchGate but I don’t need or use that for networking with collaborators.)” 

“Discuss research opportunities (PhD studentship, writing joint papers etc).. 

Discuss outsourcing of projects Job opportunities.” 

“We have organised conference panels together, participated in workshops. We 

also recommend each other’s work when relevant. I have given presentations at 

my previous institution since leaving and taken part in policy reports conducted 

by them.” 

“Mostly using email and with mobile applications, such as, WhatsApp, 

iMessages, Facetime, imo, etc...” 

 

Analysis: The most frequent responses indicate that improvised academic and 

professional Web workflows occur by e-mail, sometimes with a combination of video 

conferencing (e.g. Skype or Google Hangouts), cloud storage (e.g. Dropbox, Google 

Drive, One Drive), and a collaborative writing tool (e.g. Microsoft, Google, or LaTeX 
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documents). This appears to represent an ad hoc virtual research environment, without 

the use of a portal or inter-operability. Time management, project management, or 

resource management solutions were rarely mentioned as a dimension of present Web 

workflows. Computer scientists or researchers who program notably mentioned Web-

based services such as GitHub or BitBucket. 

Questionnaire Section IV: Web-Based System Uptake and Adoption Questions 

The fourth section was included to examine the uptake and adoption preferences of 

respondents for new Web-based systems. 

 

Screenshot – Online Questionnaire  

Rationale: Question E was included to survey uptake patterns and preferences for 

software users within research institutions.  
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Figure 4.8 – Quantitative Results of Question E 

Analysis: Respondents were most likely to adopt a new Web-based technology in 

scenario E, C, D, B, and A, in order of likelihood. This indicates that institutional 

mandate, user community standardization, and targeting group uptake of the technology 

are all important deployment considerations. Further, this demonstrates that Web-based 
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systems for academic or professional work have different uptake and adoption patterns 

and considerations than generic ones for personal use. 

Questionnaire Section V: Web 2.0 for Scholarly Coordination and Collaboration 

Questions 

The fifth section was included to examine and compare which select existing generic or 

research-oriented Web 2.0 style technologies are used by respondents for academic/ 

professional use or personal use.  

 

Screenshot – Online Questionnaire  

Rationale: The above technologies were selected as the generic data they target shares 

similar properties with social research data, research ideation data, research support data, 

research administration data, and research publication data identified in section 2.6, and 

the Web-based social and collaborative technologies profiled in section 3.6.  
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Figure 4.9 – Quantitative Results of Question F 

Analysis: Among respondents, the usage of Facebook, Academia.edu, ResearchGate, and 

LinkedIn for academic or professional social networking is relatively equal, with 

ResearchGate and LinkedIn having the highest popularity of the four. For personal use, 

Facebook is the most widely used, followed by LinkedIn. The most frequently used word 

processing applications in order of popularity were Microsoft Word, Google Docs, and 

LaTeX documents. Notably, Yammer did not have a single user for either 

academic/professional or personal use, despite it being included in the University’s Office 
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365 site license and Microsoft’s recent 1.2 billion dollar purchase of Yammer (Taylor & 

Lunden, 2012). Mendeley and EndNote both outperformed Zotero for bibliographic 

management. Slack, Trello, and Basecamp all had minimal academic/professional usage, 

as did the group web applications from Microsoft, Google, and Yahoo! (which was 

negligible), despite these technologies having high quality features that are capable of 

nicely supporting social research data storage and curation for group coordination, time 

management, and project management. 

 

Screenshot – Online Questionnaire  

Rationale: This question was included to provide users with an opportunity to list Web-

based technologies in any of these three categories, which were not included in the 

previous chart.  

Analysis: The most frequent Web-technologies recorded in this section were cloud 

storage services (Dropbox, OneDrive, Google Drive), video conferencing services 

(Skype, Google Hangout), blogs (WordPress, Tumblr), and microblogs (Twitter). These 

were intentionally excluded from the chart, as the type of data they support is considered 

beyond the scope of the Chamber of Ideas 2.0 prototype. Various other Web-based 

technologies were mentioned only once or twice. Notably, one particular respondent 

recorded “not your business”, under the personal use category. 

Questionnaire VI: Requirements Specification Questions for Validation and 

Prioritization 

The sixth set includes questions regarding respondents’ preferences for requirements 

from the requirements specification. Questions are presented below, along with 

quantitative response data for each one. Using this data, requirements evaluation and 

prioritization calculations are presented and analyzed in section 4.7. 
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Screenshot – Online Questionnaire  

Rationale: Question G was included to trigger display logic to present the respondent 

with uniquely phrased requirements descriptions depending on which population they 

self-identified with. 

Quantitative Results: 

 

Figure 4.10 – Results of Question G 

Analysis: This distribution of respondents is a representative sample of the targeted user 

demographic for the Chamber of Ideas system. 
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Screenshot – Online Questionnaire   

  

 

Figure 4.11 – Quantitative Results of Question H(a) Postgraduate Students 
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Screenshot – Online Questionnaire  

  

 

Figure 4.12 – Quantitative Results of Question I(a) for Postgraduate Students 
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Screenshot – Online Questionnaire  

   

 

Figure 4.13 – Quantitative Results of Question H(b) for Academic Staff 
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Screenshot – Online Questionnaire  

 

 

Figure 4.14 – Quantitative Results of Question I(b) for Academic Staff 
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Screenshot – Online Questionnaire  

  

 

Figure 4.15 – Quantitative Results of Question H(c) for Support Staff 
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Screenshot – Online Questionnaire   

 

 

Figure 4.16 – Quantitative Results of Question I(c) for Support Staff 
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Screenshot – Online Questionnaire  
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Figure 4.17 – Quantitative Results of Question J(a) for Postgraduate Students 

  

 

Figure 4.18 – Quantitative Results of Question J(b) for Academic Staff 
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Figure 4.19 – Quantitative Results of Question J(c) for Support Staff 

 

 

Screenshot – Online Questionnaire    

Rationale: Question K was included to gauge privacy preferences from respondents for 

the visibility of user or group profile identifier data.      
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Figure 4.20 – Quantitative Results of Question K 

Analysis: Respondents demonstrate a tiered preference for user and group profile 

privacy, with greater visibility preferred within one’s academic/professional network or 

in their host research institution rather than open to the public. 

 

Screenshot – Online Questionnaire  

Description: Upon conclusion and submission of the completed questionnaire, 

participants received the above message to end the questionnaire. 
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 4.7 – Requirements Validation and Requirements Prioritization 

Requirements validation and requirements prioritization for the Chamber of Ideas 

2.0 prototype occurred by analyzing the results of the second half of the questionnaire, 

which included participant feedback for each requirement from the requirements 

specification. These were spread across four unique questions, displayed to the participant 

depending on their role classification (e.g. postgraduate student, academic staff, or 

support staff). For each question, the respondent was asked to assign a favorability 

ranking between 1 (not favorable) and 5 (extremely favorable). Response options 2 

through 5 indicated various degrees of favorability and user benefit, whereas response 

option 1 indicated none. Requirements were validated by calculating the percentage of 

respondents who selected values of 2, 3, 4, or 5 for a particular requirement. Requirements 

were prioritized by assigning a point ranking of 1 to 5 per response depending on the 

favorability ranking indicated on the not beneficial to extremely beneficial scale, and 

ranking net totals for comparison. Prioritization results for each of the three sub-set 

populations are included in the Appendix. All other results are presented below: 

Requirements Validation – Postgraduate Students 

Table 4.4 – Postgraduate Students Question H Validation 

 

Category % Beneficial 

A 94.16 

B 95.89 

C 84.93 

D 98.63 

E 98.63 

 

Table 4.5 – Postgraduate Students Question I Validation 

 

Category % Beneficial 

A 93.06 

B 98.59 

C 97.22 

D 83.33 

E 97.22 

F 86.11 
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Table 4.6 – Postgraduate Students Question J Validation 

 

Category % Beneficial 

A 84.51  

B 87.32 

C 94.37  

D 94.37 

E 91.55 

F 87.32 

G 92.96 

H 97.18 

I 85.92 

Requirements Validation – Academic Staff 

Table 4.7 – Academic Staff Question H Validation 

 

Category % Beneficial 

A 77.42  

B 75.81  

C  69.35 

D  80.65 

E 75.81  

 

Table 4.8 – Academic Staff Question I Validation 

 

Category % Beneficial 

A  75.41 

B 85.25  

C 81.67 

D 68.33 

E 78.33  

F 63.33 

 

Table 4.9 – Academic Staff Question J Validation 

 

Category % Beneficial 

A 68.33 

B 71.67 

C 77.67 

D  80 

E 77.67  
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F 70 

G 73.73 

H 80 

I 69.49 

Requirements Validation – Support Staff 

Table 4.10 – Support Staff Question H Validation 

 

Category % Beneficial 

A 77.78 

B 88.89 

C 77.78 

D 100 

E 88.89 

 

Table 4.11 – Support Staff Question I Validation 

 

Category % Beneficial 

A  88.89 

B 100  

C  88.89 

D 100  

E 66.67  

 

 

Table 4.12 – Support Staff Question J Validation 

 

Category % Beneficial 

A 88.89  

B 88.89   

C 88.89 

D 88.89   

E 88.89   

F 88.89 

G 88.89 

H 100 

I 77.78 
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Requirements Prioritization, Features – Cumulative for All Populations 

Table 4.13 – Master Prioritization Table for System Tools 

Req. Postgraduate 

Student 

Point Total 

Academic 

Staff 

Point 

Total 

Support 

Staff 

Point 

Total 

Cumulative 

Point Total  

Final 

Prioritization 

Ranking 

Notebook 

Tool 

200 135 28 363 8 

Tasks Tool 221 143 24 388 6 

Linkbrary 

Tool  

226 149 24 399 5 

Noticeboard 

Tool 

227 152 30 409 2 

Discussions 

Tool  

231 148 27 406 3 

Ideas Tool 211 142 27 380 7 

Committee 

Minutes 

Tools 

221 154 26 401 4 

Project 

Management 

Tools 

(Logbook, 

Storyboard, 

Whiteboard) 

230 156 28 414 1 

User and 

Group 

Profiles 

195 135 23 350 9 

 

This chapter outlined the entirety of the requirements engineering process for the 

Chamber of Ideas 2.0 prototype. Validation and prioritization results indicate a 

heightened respondent interest in nearly all specified system features and functionalities. 

Free form responses from the questionnaire also provided fascinating insights into 

present sentiment amongst research institution populations about Facebook Groups and 

their attitudes toward and current usage of other Web-based social and collaborative 

technologies. 
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Chapter 5 – Software Engineering   

 
 This chapter serves as a bridge between the requirements specification of chapter 

4 and the system design and architecture of chapter 6. It outlines the software engineering 

methodologies used to create the Chamber of Ideas 2.0 prototype. The Web-based 

technologies underlying the prototype are discussed in section 5.1. The prototype’s use 

of a Single Page Web Application structure is described and justified in section 5.2, while 

its use of a RESTful API is highlighted in section 5.3. System authentication and user 

registration for the prototype are described in section 5.4, while prospective deployment 

and hosting environments are discussed in section 5.5. 

5.1 – Technologies Used 

 

The Chamber of Ideas 2.0 was built using a platform stack of three Open Source 

technologies that all use the JavaScript programming language: Node.js (server), 

Express.js (back-end web application framework), and MongoDB (database). In addition 

to JavaScript, the front-end of the system is coded in HTML (HyperText Markup 

Language) and CSS (Cascading Style Sheets). A full list of all technologies and libraries 

underlying the system are presented below, with rationale for their inclusion and their 

benefits to the overall system architecture:     

Node.js: Node.js is a run-time environment that supports the development of a 

server and Web-based application programmed in JavaScript. It was chosen 

because both server-side and client-side web development are written in the same 

programming language, and support for the creation of a RESTful API. Open 

Source license is available at: https://raw.githubusercontent.com/nodejs/node/ 

master/LICENSE.   

Link: https://nodejs.org/en/    

Express.js: Express.js is a web application framework that is run in Node.js. It 

was chosen to support the creation of a Single Page Web Application (SPA), 

which is defined and discussed in section 5.2. Its benefits include a streamlined, 

clean syntax and ease of use when developing a RESTful API. Open Source 

license is available at: https://github.com/expressjs/express/blob/master/ 

LICENSE.   

Link: http://expressjs.com/    

MongoDB: MongoDB is a NoSQL database. As opposed to a database like 

MySQL which is relational, MongoDB is non-relational. This provides an added 
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benefit for system development by supporting the creation of complex data 

structures within the data model with intuitive schemas and queries. This is helpful 

when modeling the social research data needs of researchers and research 

institutions, as researchers may have associations with multiple research 

institutions, support units, and groups. The data structures used by MongoDB 

mimic JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) documents, which further ease 

development and familiarity by using a single core programming language 

(JavaScript). MongoDB is made available under a GNU APGLv3.0 Open Source 

license is available at: https://www.mongodb.com/community/licensing.   

Link: https://www.mongodb.com/    

jQuery: This JavaScript library was included to enhance client-side 

programming. It provides effective access to the tree structure of the Document 

Object Model (DOM), and aids with event handling and abbreviated scripting. 

Open Source license is available at: https://jquery.org/license. 

Link: https://jquery.com/    

jQuery UI: This JavaScript library was included to provide stylized ‘selectable’ 

effects for the user. This helps to improve user interface navigation, and toggling 

between system perspectives. jQuery UI was also included to support 

autocomplete functionality in search bars. Open Source license is available at: 

https://jquery.org/license. 

Link: https://jqueryui.com/    

Slider Library: This library was included to provide a stylized scrollbar on 

mouseover for one element of the user interface used for group selection. The 

library is called ‘slimScroll’ and is written in jQuery. It is provided Open Source 

by the MIT License and GPL License. Open Source licenses are available at:  

(a) http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php,  

(b) http://www.opensource.org/licenses/gpl-license.php.     

 

Link:  https://github.com/rochal/jQuery-slimScroll   

Modal Window Library: This library was included to provide a stylized modal 

window to enhance user interaction with system tools, typically to prompt users 

for the input of new content. The library is called ‘dialogBox’ and is written in 

jQuery. It is provided Open Source by the MIT License.  Open Source license is 

available at: http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php.  

Link:  https://github.com/shenmiweiyi/dialogBox   

Node.js and Express.js are Open Source solutions presently run and managed by 

Strongloop, which was recently acquired by IBM (Roth, 2015). Node.js, and more 

recently Express.js (Snell & McKinney, 2016), are developed and supported by a 

Technical Steering Committee (Node.js Technical Steering Committee, 2016) and the 
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Node.js Foundation (Node.js Foundation, 2016).  MongoDB is an Open Source database 

run and managed by MongoDB Inc. (MongoDB, 2016). jQuery and jQuery UI are 

developed and supported by the jQuery Team (jQuery Team, 2016) and jQuery 

Foundation (jQuery Foundation, 2016). The slider library and modal window library are 

Open Source JavaScript libraries authored by third party developers.     

5.2 – Single Page Web Application      

 

The Chamber of Ideas 2.0 was designed as a Single Page Web Application (SPA). 

This was decided after examining the benefits this form of system provides to the user 

experience. From a front-end perspective, an SPA allows for the creation of a nicely 

designed user interface and seamless integration of multiple tools, presented to the user 

as different yet integrated ‘views’ rather than separate webpages. By using this method, 

it is possible to replicate the seamless user experience of traditional, non-Web-based 

software, while also including functionalities users are accustomed to from today’s 

popular Web-based social networking and social media technologies, which display 

voluminous amounts of curated and dynamically updated social data without the 

reloading of new webpages during a user session. An SPA allows for a high frequency of 

requests to be sent reliably between the client and server to support synchronous and 

asynchronous social tools.     

The design and architecture for the Chamber of Ideas 2.0 were influenced by SPA 

principles outlined by Michael S. Mikowski and Josh C. Powell in Single Page Web 

Applications: JavaScript End-to-End (Mikowski & Powell, 2014). Of specific interest to 

this project, an SPA allows for the support of toggling between three system perspectives, 

which are introduced and discussed in section 6.2.    

The Chamber of Ideas 2.0 demonstrates support for state change by using the 

uriAnchor.js library (uriAnchor.js Library, 2013) by Mikowski. This helps aid the user in 

navigating between different perspectives and tools in the system, as an SPA design using 

different views within a single webpage poses a challenge for bookmarking and jumping 

between various features. State change support is included for tool use within the 

prototype.       
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5.3 – RESTful API     

 

A RESTful API allows for inclusion of dynamic Web 2.0 style functionality. It 

was invented to send calls and requests between a client and server by using CRUD 

methods (create, read, update, delete) to create and input new data into the database and 

retrieve, edit, and delete existing data from the database. These correspond with HTTP 

requests that are sent between the client and server. On the server-side, these correspond 

with the app.post, app.get, app.put, and app.delete methods in Express.js. A RESTful API 

allows for the creation of a modern Single Page Web Application. By using a RESTful 

API, it is possible to design a system that provides researchers and research institutions 

with online tools to support their communication, coordination, and collaboration needs.      

5.4 – System Authentication and Registration    

 

The prototype is designed so basic system authentication is performed via a 

request to the server with a demo username (andrew@st-andrews.ac.uk) and demo 

password (carnegie). This fictional account is associated with demo data that is 

representative of an academic staff member at the University. The user is able to logout 

to terminate the system connection. Authentication for the prototype occurs on the initial 

landing view when the system is started and run, accessed at http://127.0.0.1:8080 in a 

web browser.  

In the future, three main options exist for the selection of the deployed system 

authentication format:    

a) Single Sign-On (SSO) using Shibboleth: The University of St Andrews 

implements Single Sign-On for all University Web-based applications using 

Shibboleth authentication. This allows for the same authentication to access 

existing University portals, e-mail services, and technologies such as MMS, e-

Vision, and Moodle. The Chamber of Ideas could be integrated into this service 

to allow for authentication with a University e-mail address and credentials.  

b) OAuth 2.0 or OpenID Connect: Open Authentication services allow for single 

sign-on style authentication between multiple virtual Web-based services using a 

common user id. This allows for API integration between, and the incorporation 

of external third-party tools into Single Page Web Applications that may be of use 

to users of the system.   

c) Basic Sign-On: A basic authentication allows users to independently register 

accounts and authenticate with a username and password without having to be 
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registered for another open authentication technology or sign in using Shibboleth 

functionality.  This would be beneficial for an open or commercial model that is 

not directly supported and sponsored by research institutions, but rather open to 

general members of the public.  

For successful integration of the Chamber of Ideas into existing St Andrews workflows, 

Single Sign-On using Shibboleth is recommended due to the successful integration of 

MMS using similar methods. For this version of the prototype, Shibboleth integration was 

not included due to resource constraints and a lack of prior experience interacting with 

this technology. For subsequent development beyond the MPhil, I will coordinate with 

IT Services in the University to implement and deploy Shibboleth and obtain appropriate 

system permissions and institutional keys. For the purpose of expanding the Chamber of 

Ideas to other research institutions, precedent for multi-institutional growth exists as well 

in the United Kingdom with the UK Access Management Federation. This organization 

provides its own definition for federated access management, “Federated access 

management (e.g. shibboleth) allows users to securely access external services using the 

same username and password they use to access local services at their own institution. In 

order to use federated access management, an institution must join the UK Access 

Management Federation” (UK Data Service, 2012-2016). Shibboleth is maintained 

through a network of partner national federations, including the UK Access Management 

Federation, through the Shibboleth consortium (Shibboleth Consortium, 2016). Other 

nation-wide technology services offered in the United Kingdom include JISC (the Joint 

Information Systems Committee for establishing technology standards between research 

institutions) and JANET (high-speed network between research institutions).  

A new user registration functionality is not presently available in the Chamber of 

Ideas 2.0 prototype, as the prototype is initially intended for private and internal use 

within the University. Rather, a separate administrative webpage is included that allows 

for the registration of new users by a School or Support Unit administrator. This would 

likely take a member of staff a work day to complete registration for postgraduates, 

researchers, and staff in their School or Support Unit. An optimal alternative in future 

system development and deployment for user registration would be to coordinate with IT 

Services and Registry to either directly obtain or mine personal researcher and support 

staff data from existing University-managed databases and records (e.g. name, role, 

school, support unit, e-mail address). Either method would produce the desired result of 
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obtaining new user information from Schools and Support Units.  An example of basic 

new user registration data prompted for input by administrators within Schools or Support 

Units is outlined below:  

First Level Drop Down Menu: What Is Your Role Within the University?    

 

Roles    
Taught Postgraduate Student 

Research Postgraduate Student 
Academic Staff 

Contract Research Staff 
Support Staff (Academic School) 

Support Staff (Support Unit) 
Support Staff (Central Administration) 

Senior Management (Central Administration) 
 

 

Which Academic School are you primarily affiliated with? 

 

Academic Schools    

Art History    
Biology    
Chemistry     
Classics    
Computer Science    
Divinity    
Earth & Environmental Sciences 

Economics & Finance    
English    
Geography and Sustainable Development    
History    
International Relations    
Management    
Mathematics & Statistics    
Medicine    
Modern Languages    
Psychology & Neuroscience    

 

OR    
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Which Support Unit are you primarily affiliated with?    

Support Units   
Knowledge Transfer Centre    
Research Business Development & Contracts    
Finance & Support    
St Leonard’s College    
Postgraduate Society    
Research Policy Office    
College Gate    
Centre for Academic, Professional & Organisational Development     
Careers Centre    
Digital Communications Team    
IT Services   
Corporate Communications    
Library    
Registry   

    

It is noted that future versions of the system should allow administrators to assign more 

than one academic school or support unit affiliation to users, as it is increasingly common 

due to interdisciplinary research and interaction between support staff with researchers.       

5.5 – Deployment and Hosting Environment 

    

Three main deployment and hosting environment options exist for the Chamber 

of Ideas system within the University of St Andrews.     

Option A: Private Cloud Provider    

Option B: University Data Centre    

Option C: Server(s) within the School of Computer Science    

There are trade-offs, costs and benefits associated with all three options. In the long-term, 

Option A is deemed optimal given the multi-institutional and inter-organizational 

ambition of this project. Universities are increasingly considering outsourced cloud 

computing and web hosting services (Watt, 2015), provided that they can demonstrate 

security, dependability, and trust comparable to that which exists within their own internal 

IT policies, operations, and infrastructures. These pose natural steps in the evolution 

towards federation. In the short-term, Option B is deemed optimal for trials and Option C 

is deemed optimal for earlier testing.  
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Chapter 6 – System Design and Architecture   

     
 This chapter, using the software engineering methodologies and technologies 

presented in chapter 5, transforms the validated and prioritized requirements of chapter 

4 into a system design and architecture for the Chamber of Ideas 2.0 prototype. Section 

6.1 provides a preface to the prototype design and architecture discussion. Section 6.2 

defines and elaborates upon the prototype’s three unique ‘system perspectives’, of user, 

group, and ‘work object’. Section 6.3 explains the Single Page Web Application structure 

of the prototype. Section 6.4 explores the system’s features and functionalities by 

examining the system tools corresponding with the three system perspectives. A 

description, rationale for inclusion, and screenshots are included for each system tool. 

Section 6.5 concludes the chapter by illustrating the data model for the prototype. 

 6.1 – Preface   

 

The Chamber of Ideas 2.0 prototype is a proof-of-concept technology that 

demonstrates a range of features and functionalities that can be made available to users 

and groups within the proposed virtual collaborative system. Software features 

correspond with the tools outlined in the requirements specification that were prioritized 

from responses to questionnaire question J. Software functionalities correspond with 

those validated from questionnaire questions H and I. Using a Single Page Application 

model, novel design concepts of system perspectives and work objects are included in the 

prototype to provide a unique user experience and effectively deliver the requirements to 

stakeholders and end users. This chapter provides an in-depth look into what the Chamber 

of Ideas 2.0 system does and how it works, with documentation that describes the 

prototype’s design, architecture, and its many tools with a rationale for their inclusion.  

6.2- System Perspectives    
 

The Chamber of Ideas 2.0 presents three system perspectives to the user for 

interaction with the system. These are the user perspective, group perspective, and work 

object perspective. The user can switch, or toggle, between each perspective through 

interaction with the user interface. A work object is defined as an individual or group 

research output that requires coordinated workflow management to reach its completed 

state. Examples of virtual work objects included in this version of the prototype are a 
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‘project’, ‘grant’, ‘article’, and ‘venture’. A work object can be assigned to either a sole 

individual user or multiple users within a common group. Multiple users who work 

together on a common work object within a virtual group are known as collaborators. An 

example of this relationship within a research university is collaboration by three users to 

write a co-authored journal article. Multiple users who are members of the same virtual 

group, but do not share any work objects, are known as colleagues. A common example 

of this relationship within a research university is two users who are members of the same 

academic school, but do not work together on shared research outputs. If two or more 

users wish to work together on a common work object and are not presently members the 

same virtual group, a new group must be formed and is prompted by the system. 

Individuals, as well as groups, are capable of ‘possessing’ work objects, as a work object 

can over time switch back and forth between one or multiple owners (e.g. a single 

authored article can easily become a co-authored article over time and vice versa). Upon 

the creation of a work object, the user who created it is automatically assigned 

‘ownership’ and administration privileges, and is optionally able to add other users to join 

the work object as collaborators. Work objects can be associated with either a user or a 

group, as Andriessen observes in CSCW literature, “The transition between individual 

and co-operative work can be very fluid” (Andriessen, 2003). 

This user, group, work object model is similar to the many-to-many model of 

users, groups, and resources designed for MMS’ predecessor technology TAGS (Nicoll, 

2015). The original TAGS model was designed to facilitate users’ relations with learning 

and teaching ‘resources’ produced during learning and teaching activities within Schools 

(Nicoll, 2015). The fundamental unit for virtual groups within TAGS was the course 

module, and members of these groups consisted of students and their lecturers (Nicoll, 

2015). Resources assigned to group modules included coursework, tutorial attendance, 

and lecture notes (Nicoll, 2015). A similar approach was taken to solve two 

complimentary workflow challenges within universities between TAGS and the Chamber 

of Ideas, namely learning & teaching versus research & innovation respectively. These 

represent two different, although not mutually exclusive communities of users and groups 

within universities. In contrast, learning and teaching interactions between students and 

lecturers are often more frequent than those between researchers, as students have in-

person module or course contact time between one to five times per week, whereas 
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research communication and coordination may be less structured and occur less 

frequently in-person, with research teams possibly spread out in different disciplinary 

schools across university campuses or even across different institutions. Therefore, work 

objects display alternative properties as they have to be utilized by interdisciplinary, 

multi-institutional, and cross-functional teams of users for research & innovation 

workflows as opposed to learning & teaching workflows.  

Each of the three system perspectives for the Chamber of Ideas 2.0 prototype is 

elaborated upon to describe its associated system features and tools:    

a) User   

The ‘user perspective’ provides the user with an individual and egocentric view 

of the system, with three dedicated tools for personal ideation management and 

knowledge development (notebook), time management (tasks), and online 

resource management (linkbrary). The user perspective is the default view of the 

Single Page Web Application upon authentication. Users are able to create social 

linkages with other users as either collaborators or colleagues. Collaborators share 

a work object association with the user, whereas colleagues do not share work 

object association with the user but are members of the same virtual group. A user 

can create a new group, create new work objects, and be assigned membership or 

elevated administrative privileges to existing groups or work objects. In addition 

to the notebook, tasks, and linkbrary tools, users also have access to a user profile 

feature and user settings functionality. Users are able to schedule meetings, host 

events, view meetings, events, and tasks on an integrated schedule, send messages, 

and view these incoming and outgoing messages within an inbox. The user, while 

in all three system perspectives, is prompted of new messages (via inbox), 

notifications and deadlines along the top bar of the user interface.  

              b) Groups   

The ‘group perspective’ provides the user and their group with four dedicated 

tools: noticeboard (one-to-many communication), discussion (many-to-many 

communication and coordination), ideas (many-to-many communication and 

ideation), and minutes (coordination and record keeping). In addition to the 

noticeboard, discussion, ideas, and minutes tools, users also have access to a 

group profile feature and group settings functionality. Groups can be either 

organically formed collaborative groups or structured organizational coordinative 

groups. Examples of types of groups the system supports include research groups, 

research networks, co-authorship partnerships, labs, centres, institutes, academic 

schools, departments, support units, central administration offices within 

universities, and multi-institutional consortia and formal cooperations. To model 

these interconnected forms of groups within and between institutions and 

disciplines, the Chamber of Ideas 2.0 supports a ‘group-of-groups’ functionality 
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that allows for a ‘nesting’ of groups in and an ‘embedding’ of groups within other 

groups. 

c) Work objects   

The ‘work object’ perspective provides collaborating users with three dedicated 

tools: logbook (ideation management, ad hoc version control records keeping), 

storyboard (coordination and planning), and whiteboard (collaboration). The 

system presently supports four types of work objects: projects, articles, grants, and 

ventures, all of which have access to the three aforementioned tools, as well as a 

settings functionality. The four work object types are elaborated upon for 

reference:  

i. Project: A project is a work object that allows for ad hoc coordination and 

collaboration on research activities and outputs of the research process. A generic 

option is included to provide flexibility for the user, as not all social research 

workflows are pre-defined or firmly set such as articles, grants, or ventures.  

ii. Article: An article is a work object that supports co-authorship communication 

and coordination. It is intended for future API integration with collaborative and 

synchronous word processing Web-based services such as Microsoft Word 365, 

Google Docs, and/or ShareLaTeX.   

iii. Grant: A grant is a work object that supports grant preparation and 

management. It is intended for cross-functional membership with researchers 

working alongside research funding support staff from support units (e.g. 

RBDC/FAS/KTC/RPO).  

iv. Venture: A venture is a work object that supports management of research 

commercialization activities when converting intellectual property into start-ups. 

It is intended for cross-functional membership with researchers working alongside 

start-up and knowledge transfer support staff from support units (e.g. 

KTC/Careers Centre/RBDC/FAS).   
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6.3 – SPA User Interface   

 

The graphical user interface for the Chamber of Ideas 2.0 system provides users 

with the ability to toggle between three system perspectives and to select tools associated 

with them by dynamically altering the active system view and current tool selection 

within the Single Page Web Application. This occurs across a user interface designed 

with three panes (left, center, right) that are aligned underneath a top-bar. A generic 

wireframe diagram and a screenshot of the system are each included to depict this 

property:   

   

Wireframe of Landing Page View 

 

Screenshot of the Landing Page View  

The left pane functions as the main, first-level navigation interface to provide 

users with an ability to switch between the user system perspective and the group system 

perspective. The right pane provides access to a vertical menu of either user, group, or 

work object tools and features, dependent upon which system perspective is active. The 
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central pane is the core of the user interface. It is used to either display a grid listing all 

work objects associated with the active system perspective, or to display a tool or feature 

interface when selected. Dynamic system updates are pushed to the user along the top 

right corner of the top-bar. Branding and a logo are displayed in the top-left corner of the 

top-bar with ‘home’ link functionality to return the user to the original landing system 

view.  

  

Screenshot of Left Pane  

Left Pane    

The left pane allows users to ‘toggle’ between user and group system perspectives, 

and to switch between viewing groups, collaborators, and colleagues linked to 

their account. All users who belong to the same group are automatically linked as 

colleagues between their accounts. All users who work on one or more shared 

work objects together are automatically linked as collaborators between their 

accounts. Additionally, the left pane includes functionality to allow users to form 

new groups, create new work objects, send new messages, schedule new meetings, 

or plan new events via a drop-down list and a ‘create’ or ‘socialize’ button. 
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Screenshot of Central Pane  

Central Pane   

The central pane serves two purposes. First, it houses a grid that displays work 

objects associated with a user or group upon landing view after user authentication 

or subsequently when toggling between user and group system perspectives. 

Second, it houses the user interface for tools and features selected from the right 

pane navigation for users, groups, and work objects.  
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Screenshot of Right Pane from All Three System Perspectives  

Right Pane   

The right pane is designed to allow the user to select tools or features associated 

with the user, group, or work object system perspective. Tool buttons are 

highlighted upon hover, and become colored when selected. The right pane is 

dynamically re-populated to correspond with the state of the present system 

perspective. 

  

 

Screenshot of Top Bar  

Top Bar   

• Logo: Serves as a hyperlink to return the user to the post-authentication SPA 

view.  

• Query: Allows the user to search for work objects associated with their user 

account or any of their groups.  

• Inbox: Prompts the user of newly received messages.    

• Notifications: Prompts the user of new membership requests linked to groups 

and new collaborator requests linked to work objects.  

• Deadlines: Prompts the user with periodic reminders about upcoming deadlines 

from the Tasks user tool.   
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• Logout: Terminates the user’s connection with the system.    

6.4 – Tools, Features & Functionalities   

 

The Chamber of Ideas 2.0 prototype incorporates user, group, and work object 

system perspectives, each with unique sets of associated virtual tools and features. The 

purpose for each tool or feature is to support the preservation, storage, and curation of 

specific targeted types of data that correspond with those outlined in the requirements 

specification. Cumulatively, social research data, research ideation data, research support 

data, research administration data, and research publication data are supported. Each tool 

or feature is custom designed with inspiration from the critical study of different user 

interface approaches from successful generic Web-based social and collaborative 

technologies analyzed in chapter 3. Over the next four sub-sections, a screenshot of each 

tool or feature is presented with a description of its function, a rationale for its inclusion, 

and the type of data it targets. Screenshots were taken at various stages of development 

of the prototype.  

A – User Tools   

The user system perspective is associated with three tools (Notebook, 

Tasks, and Linkbrary) and two additional features (User Profile, User Settings). 

The Notebook and Tasks tool concepts are adopted from the Chamber of Ideas 

1.0 system (Schorr, 2014), although they have been re-designed with added 

functionality and new architectures for the Chamber of Ideas 2.0 prototype. The 

Linkbrary is a new tool. These are presented below: 
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Screenshot of Notebook Tool Development 

Notebook   

Description: The Notebook tool supports ideation management and knowledge 

development. When a user has a new idea or would like to record and develop 

notes for their research, it is envisioned that this becomes their default means and 

location for doing so. Presently, this tool is for private use by users, although 

social media functionalities regarding ‘notes’ (e.g. sharing and commenting) 

could be incorporated into future prototype designs.  

Data Targeted: Research Ideation Data, Social Research Data. 
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Screenshot of Tasks Tool Development 

Tasks   

Description: The Tasks tool provides online time management support. It allows 

users to create and self-manage custom tasks and sub-tasks in a central location 

associated with research, administrative, or support workflows. Future versions of 

the Tasks tool may be expanded to integrate with the group or work object system 

perspectives to allow multiple users to coordinate shared tasks during complex 

organizational or group workflows between collaborators or colleagues. 

Data Targeted: Social Research Data (Time Management). 
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Screenshot of Linkbrary Tool Development 

Linkbrary   

Description: The Linkbrary tool provides online resource management support. 

When the user is browsing online scholarly resources for their research on the 

Web, this tool facilitates a streamlined means for recording, curating, and 

describing them. This is not to be confused with a bibliographic tool, which is 

envisaged as the second stage of the online academic organization of resources. 

For example, it is envisaged that a researcher would find a link, record it in the 

Linkbrary, and then through possible future API integration insert this Linkbrary 

entry into their bibliographic system of choice such as Zotero or Mendeley. 

Presently, the Linkbrary tool is for private use by users, although social media 

functionalities regarding ‘links’ (e.g. sharing and commenting) could be 

incorporated into future prototype design. 

Data Targeted: Research Publication Data (Online Resource Management), Social 

Research Data. 
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Screenshot of User Profile Development 

User Profile  

Description: The user profile feature allows users to build a virtual identity and 

accumulate social capital within the system. A blog post functionality allows users 

to perform public engagement activities.  

Data Targeted: Social Research Data (Public Engagement). 
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Screenshot of User Settings Functionality  

User Settings  

Description: This functionality allows users to update their personal information 

and setting preferences in the system. 
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B – Group Tools   

The group system perspective is associated with four tools (Noticeboard, 

Discussion, Ideas, and Minutes) and two additional features (Group Profile, Group 

Settings). These are presented below:  

 

Screenshot of Noticeboard Tool Development 

Noticeboard Tool 

Description: The Noticeboard tool provides functionality for group leadership to 

post information updates to all or select populations within a group. This is 

included to increase situational awareness for users within their group. Within a 

research institution, it is often necessary for certain users to post across multiple 

structured organizational coordinative groups (e.g. for the delivery of notices from 

a support unit to members of some or all academic schools). 

Data Targeted: Social Research Data (Group Coordination), Research Support 

Data, Research Administration Data. 
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Screenshot of Discussion Tool Development 

Discussion Tool  

Description: The Discussion tool facilitates many-to-many communication and 

group coordination in a structured model with topics, threads, and responses. It is 

envisaged that the Discussion tool be used in an ad hoc way, depending on the 

culture and norms of the specific group. Discussions are organized by topic. 

Data Targeted: Social Research Data (Group Coordination), Research Support 

Data, Research Administration Data.   
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Screenshot of Ideas Tool Development 

Ideas Tool  

Description: The Ideas tool allows users to propose and comment on new ideas 

within a group, and to identify new concepts for possible work object conversion. 

It is meant to stimulate the production of new knowledge by encouraging users to 

co-develop new ideas which may have otherwise been abandoned when left on 

one’s own that could later lead to a collaborative scholarly publication, research 

project, grant application, or venture company. This is especially true for 

interdisciplinary topics or ideas which require cross-functional skills, expertise, 

or perspectives to succeed. 

Data Targeted: Research Ideation Data, Social Research Data (Group 

Coordination), Research Support Data, Research Administration Data. 
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Screenshot of Minutes Tool Development 

Minutes Tool  

Description: The Minutes tool provides an online means for groups to prepare 

agendas, record minutes, and manage meetings within a committee. This helps to 

preserve a central repository of committee documentation and records as members 

of the group may come and go over time (e.g. within an intra-organizational 

university committee).  

Data Targeted: Research Administration Data, Social Research Data (Group 

Coordination), Research Support Data. 
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Screenshot of Group Profile Development 

Group Profile  

Description: The group profile feature allows groups to build their virtual identity 

and accumulate social capital within the system. A blog post functionality allows 

groups to perform public engagement activities.  

Data Targeted: Social Research Data (Public Engagement). 
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Screenshot of Group Settings Functionality  

  

Group Settings  

Description: This functionality provides the user with a means to update their 

group setting information and assign administrator responsibilities or dedicated 

leadership roles. 
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C – Work Object Tools  

The work object system perspective is associated with three tools 

(Logbook, Storyboard, and Whiteboard) and one additional feature (Work Object 

Settings). These are presented below:  

 

Screenshot of Logbook Development for Article Work Object 

Logbook Tool  

Description: The Logbook tool functions as a notebook tied to a specific work 

object. It allows for the collective recording of ideas and development of concepts 

by work object collaborators within a structured, dedicated space. It includes a 

social discussion stream and logbook index. 

Data Targeted: Social Research Data (Project Management). 
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Screenshot of Storyboard Tool Development 

Storyboard Tool  

Description: The Storyboard tool allows users to map out iterative conceptual or 

task-based workflows for the work progression of a work object. This temporal 

data could be linked to a user’s personal schedule for notifications alongside those 

from the personal Tasks tool. This virtual interface was inspired to mimic those 

commonly used by animators. 

Data Targeted: Social Research Data (Project Management). 
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Screenshot of Whiteboard Tool Development  

Whiteboard Tool  

Description: The Whiteboard tool provides functionality for structured and free-

form textual ideation. The present version of the prototype supports text input, 

although it is envisioned that future versions of this tool would also include 

‘marker’, ‘code’, ‘equation’, and ‘shape’ inputs to allow for a wider variety of 

workflow applications. 

Data Targeted: Social Research Data (Project Management). 
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D – Additional Functionalities  

 

Screenshot of Schedule Meeting Functionality  

Schedule Meeting  

Description: This functionality allows users to create and schedule meetings 

with other users. 

Data Targeted: Social Research Data (Time Management). 
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Screenshot of Host Event Functionality  

Host Event  

Description: This functionality allows users to create and schedule events with 

other users. 

Data Targeted: Social Research Data (Time Management). 

 

My Schedule 

Description: This functionality provides a central integration of temporal data 

from meetings, events, and tasks in a single interface area. 

Data Targeted: Social Research Data (Time Management). 
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Screenshot of Form Group Functionality  

Form Group  

Description: This functionality allows users to create new groups. 

Data Targeted: Social Research Data. 

 

  

Screenshot of Create Work Object Functionality (Article View)  
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Create Work Object  

Description: This functionality allows users to create new work objects. 

Data Targeted: Social Research Data, Research Ideation Data. 

Messages  

Description: This functionality allows users to send messages to other users. 

Data Targeted: Social Research Data (Communication). 

 

Screenshot of Inbox Feature Development 

Inbox 

Description: This feature displays all previously sent and received messages from 

within the system for user interaction. The Inbox is intended to preserve social 

research data in a curated, queryable, and indexable form over the duration of a 

user’s institutional genealogy so that this personal data stays with the user between 

research institutions. In future stages of development, the Inbox could be 

integrated by using IMAP and third-party APIs to a user’s institutional email 

account. 

Data Targeted: Social Research Data (Communication). 
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6.5 – Data Model  

 

 A data model for the prototype system architecture is presented below, with each 

system perspective and its associated tools or features assigned a unique collection within 

the MongoDB non-relational database: 

 

Figure 6.1 - Data Model Diagram  

This chapter provided a detailed presentation of the Chamber of Ideas 2.0 

prototype, influenced by the theoretical framework from chapter 2, literature analysis of 

chapter 3, requirements specification of chapter 4, and software engineering methods 

from chapter 5. 
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Chapter 7 – Evaluation    

      

The Chamber of Ideas 2.0 prototype was motivated by a desire to transform how 

research collaboration occurs within research institutions, inspired by the original vision 

of the e-Science movement and in accordance with principles from Computer-Supported 

Cooperative Work literature. This project aimed to make a contribution to these 

interdisciplinary fields by starting off at a local scale of a single research institution to 

undergo requirements elicitation, explore the institution’s intra-organizational socio-

complexity to highlight the role of support units that deliver research & innovation 

support services to academic schools, and assess the coordinative and collaborative social 

workflow needs of select primary and secondary stakeholders. These requirements were 

then validated and prioritized by using a questionnaire which generated a representative 

sample of 144 respondents from across the institution. By studying a single research 

university, or an individual building according to the ULS Systems metaphor, we can gain 

insights into the properties and socio-technical needs of academia as a sector, or the city.  

The Chamber of Ideas 2.0 prototype incorporates system features and tools from 

elicited requirements into its system design and architecture from those presented in the 

requirements specification. These findings are depicted below in Table 7.1 alongside the 

favorability percentages derived from quantitative analysis of the questionnaire 

responses: 

Table 7.1 – System Evaluation Analysis Chart 

Tool or 

Feature 

Research Data Type 

Supported 

Postgraduate 

Student  

Favorability 

% 

Academic 

Staff 

Favorability 

% 

Support 

Staff 

Favorability 

% 

System 

Design 

Inclusion 

Notebook Ideation Management 84.51  68.33 88.89  ✓ 
Tasks  Time Management  87.32 71.67 88.89   ✓ 
Linkbrary Resource Management 94.37  77.67 88.89 ✓ 
Noticeboard Group Coordination 94.37  80 88.89   ✓ 
Discussion Group Coordination 91.55 77.67  88.89   ✓ 

Ideas Ideation  Management 87.32 70 88.89 ✓ 
Minutes Group Coordination 92.96 73.73 88.89 ✓ 
Logbook Project Management 97.18 80 100 ✓ 
Storyboard Project Management 97.18 80 100 ✓ 
Whiteboard Project Management 97.18 80 100 ✓ 
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Events Time Management 97.22 78.33 100 ✓ 
Meetings Time Management 97.22 78.33 100 ✓ 
Messages User Communication N/A N/A N/A ✓ 

Inbox User Communication N/A N/A N/A ✓ 
User Profile Social Media 85.92 77.78 77.78 ✓ 
Group 

Profile 

Social Media 85.92 77.78 77.78 ✓ 

 

 In addition to the satisfied functional requirements from Table 7.1, the ability to 

form virtual groups, create work objects, and form associations with other users as 

collaborators or colleagues are all reflected in the prototype’s system design and 

architecture. All four of these requirements were also validated over multiple options for 

questions H and I of the questionnaire. These provide added social networking site 

functionalities and groupware-style capabilities, alongside the unique incorporation of 

work objects into the system design and architecture. The thoughtfulness of the free-form 

responses from the questionnaire reinforce and validate the high level of interest and need 

for an alternative Web-based system to Facebook in research universities. 

 The Chamber of Ideas 2.0 prototype supports preservation, storage, and curation 

of five categories of data from the ‘Taxonomy of Data Produced within Research 

Universities’ outlined in section 2.6. This includes support for social research data, 

research ideation data, research support data, research administration data, and research 

publication data. It was deemed important to target and include this variety of data in a 

single system as it is uniquely representative of data produced during daily research & 

innovation workflows within research institutions. The user interface is designed to 

encourage frequent user interaction with the system for the input and storage of new data 

and the consumption of existing data by increasing situational awareness between 

collaborators or colleagues and within groups or projects. It achieves this with three 

distinct ‘system perspectives’ of ‘user’, ‘group’, and ‘work object’ to provide a novel user 

experience. ‘Work objects’ model either generic projects, co-authored articles, research 

grants, or start-up ventures.   

The system adds value to users by allowing them to preserve, store, monitor, and 

curate data produced over the duration of their studies and career as they progress through 

their institutional genealogy. Researchers are empowered to connect and research with 
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colleagues in their disciplinary community or host institution, and to produce scholarly 

outputs with collaborators through their associated work objects. Support staff are 

provided streamlined channels of communication and structured coordination with 

researchers for the delivery of support services. 

The system adds value to groups by facilitating structured coordination and 

ideation within both ‘bottom-up’ organically formed collaborative groups or ‘top-down’ 

structured organizational coordinative groups. Groups are provided a central repository 

for data preservation to enhance group memory as members may come and go.  

The system adds value to research institutions by empowering research groups, 

labs, centres, and institutes to provide them with a common virtual place, by stimulating 

intra-organizational interaction between support units and academic schools, and by 

facilitating inter-organizational linkages for multi-institutional research between 

collaborators in formal consortia or informal networks. The software aims to improve 

research efficiency and productivity between collaborators during daily workflows to 

accelerate the production of scholarly outputs, and encourages network, institutional, and 

public engagement on user and group profiles. These topics directly correspond with 

evaluation criteria for REF, and can enhance a sense virtual of community within their 

institution. Notably, all proposed system tools and features received very high favorability 

rankings among questionnaire respondents, especially amongst the postgraduate student 

population. These postgraduate students of today are tomorrow’s academic staff and 

support staff.  

Finally, I have attended concluding meetings with stakeholders including the 

Vice-Principal for Research and Provost, Knowledge Transfer Centre Director and 

Business Development Manager, St Leonard’s College Administrative Officer, and 

Postgraduate Society Committee about the next steps for the Chamber of Ideas project 

beyond the MPhil. Additional informal discussions about this have occurred with the 

Student Enterprise Adviser in the Careers Centre, and both the Taught and Research 

Postgraduate Developers in the Centre for Academic, Professional & Organisational 

Development (CAPOD). All stakeholders have been supportive and pleasantly inquisitive 

about my long-term ambition for this project, which is greatly appreciated and speaks 
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highly of St Andrews as a research institution. The future plans for the Chamber of Ideas 

project are presented in chapter 8. 
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Chapter 8 – Future Roadmap  

 

8.1 – Future Steps   

 

This MPhil thesis primarily undertaken from 2014-16 was the second-stage in the 

long-term development of the Chamber of Ideas project, following the first-stage MSc 

dissertation from 2013-14. I will be continuing with the Chamber of Ideas project for at 

least one more year for a third-stage of development, as I have been endorsed by the 

University of St Andrews for a Tier 1 Graduate Entrepreneur visa that allows me to form 

a start-up around this technology as an international student. The start-up can build upon 

lessons learned from the successes of MMS in navigating intra-organizational 

complexity, working on an in-house development, and successfully achieving 

institutional adoption and administrative workflow integration (Nicoll, 2015; Allison, 

1999) as well as myExperiment’s success of navigating inter-organizational complexity 

and linking researchers from multiple disciplines located at different research institutions 

(Procter et al., 2011;  De Roure et al., 2007; De Roure et al., 2009).  

8.2 - Next Stages of System Development and Design Considerations   

 

The Chamber of Ideas 2.0 is a large step forward from the Chamber of Ideas 1.0, 

with a new design and architecture moving away from integration with the Google Drive 

API to a full-stack JavaScript development using Node.js, Express.js, and MongoDB. The 

technologies used for the next Chamber of Ideas 3.0 version will be determined after 

carrying out a review of the technical skills and expertise of the start-up team, and cross-

referencing these with our timeline for development and testing within the University. 

Early indicators are that this timeline is flexible from the University's perspective, 

although time is precious for entering national and global markets. Agile development for 

the Chamber of Ideas 3.0 during the upcoming academic year is therefore encouraged. A 

list of recommendations for the future system design and technical development of the 

Chamber of Ideas project is outlined below:     

a. Extended Functionalities for Existing Tools    

• Integrate data from the user, group, and work object tools across the three system 

perspectives. The Chamber of Ideas 2.0 prototype has three or four tools for each 

of the three system perspectives. For the COI2 prototype, each set of three or four 

tools is independently associated with their assigned system perspective. For 
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COI3, a cross-integration of tools across system perspectives would maximize the 

functionality and potential of the system. Specifically, cross-integration of the 

Notebook, Tasks, and Linkbrary tools could be engineered with the Logbook, 

Storyboard, and Whiteboard tools respectively to further integrate the user and 

work object perspectives. The Tasks tool could also be integrated with the 

Noticeboard tool presently assigned to the group perspective, to allow group 

leadership to assign tasks to members of their administrated group (e.g. assigning 

who is to prepare a presentation for the group’s next seminar meeting, an example 

of a task which is not associated with a work object but still necessary for optimal 

group workflows).   

• Incorporate social media functionality into the COI3 system design to allow 

users to share Notebook notes and Linkbrary links internally amongst 

collaborators and/or colleagues within their personal networks. These streams of 

social research data could be displayed to the user upon sign-in, where the work 

object selection pane presently exists.   

• Integrate COI3 with the Microsoft 365 API for integration with Word Online 

(for co-authorship of articles) and Excel Online (for bookkeeping).     

• Integrate COI3 with the Google Drive API for integration with Google Docs (for 

co-authorship of articles) and Google Sheets (for bookkeeping).    

• Integrate COI3 with ShareLaTeX or a similar service for co-authorship of 

articles written in LaTeX. This would also support the online authorship of 

formatted equation and formula text. Alternatively, a JavaScript library such as 

MathJax could be incorporated for this purpose. The addition of this functionality 

would benefit scientists and quantitative-intensive disciplines such as 

mathematics, finance, and economics.    

• Design a companion Chamber of Ideas mobile Android or iOS native app to 

complement the desktop-oriented version of the software.  
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Mock-Up Design for Chamber of Ideas Native App  

• Investigate integration with the PURE API to allow researchers to update their 

institutional record of publication data within PURE while logged into the 

Chamber of Ideas, integrating the Chamber of Ideas further into existing 

organizational workflows within the University of St Andrews. This could be 

coordinated with the Library and Research Policy Office, and may help to improve 

researchers’ user experience with PURE simply by providing a more intuitive user 

interface (a topic which arose in the audience Q&A during a presentation given 

by a representative from the RPO held in the School of Computer Science for 

academic staff).    

• Create user and group profile analytics functionalities for public engagement 

self-monitoring.   

• Integrate the Linkbrary tool with external APIs for bibliographic systems such 

as Zotero, Mendeley, and/or EndNote to facilitate direct entry of Linkbrary links 

into these services.   

b. Hosting Environment    

• A major decision for the Chamber of Ideas 3.0 system will be to determine the 

hosting environment for its deployment. Options available include third-party 

cloud hosting, using the University Data Centre, or hosting on servers within the 

School of Computer Science. It is noted that cloud computing deployment would 

support the most effective way to rapidly scale this Web-based service to expand 

to other research institutions. Using a cloud provider such as Microsoft Azure or 
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Amazon Web Services would provide an added degree of trust for research 

institutions to encourage system adoption due to name recognition and familiarity 

with that cloud provider’s brand and other services (e.g. St Andrews already 

purchases Microsoft Office 365 site licenses and are satisfied with Microsoft’s 

security to store institutional data on their servers). The success of the Chamber 

of Ideas rests upon its ability to achieve a critical mass of researchers and support 

staff for its userbase and to align with research institutions as commercial partners.  

c. Authentication    

• As discussed in chapter 5, it is intended that for the next version of the prototype 

I will work with IT Services to implement Shibboleth and Single-Sign On (SSO) 

integration for user authentication within the University of St Andrews, and 

receive appropriate system permissions and institutional keys.    

• Open authentication API integration with either OAuth2.0 or OpenID Connect.   

d. Embedded and Nested State for Work Objects   

• Embedding or nesting of work objects, similar to what is presently supported for 

groups (e.g. articles, grants, or ventures embedded within a project).  

e. Creation of Support for an e-Science 'App' Ecosystem    

• One possible use for a social research platform such as the Chamber of Ideas is 

the creation of a marketplace for research software, similar to the successful model 

of an App Store used by Apple for iOS native apps. This would allow computer 

scientists to match with disciplinary and domain experts who would serve as either 

partners or customers for custom e-Research software.  
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Chapter 9 – Conclusion  

 
This thesis explores how research & innovation support workflows within the 

University of St Andrews could be enhanced with the design and usage of a new Web-

based virtual collaborative system called the Chamber of Ideas. Through a unique 

combination of past personal experiences as a postgraduate student, a student elected 

member of senior university committees, my involvement with the St Andrews 

Postgraduate Society and St Andrews Enterprise Week, and my time as a web developer 

for St Leonard’s College and the Knowledge Transfer Centre, I was able to gain a rare 

perspective of how research institutions operate behind-the-scenes. As both a historian 

and a computer scientist, I also was able to gain unique comparative insights into 

interdisciplinary research behavior and multi-institutional communication patterns within 

disciplinary communities. These experiences cumulatively served as inspiration for the 

Chamber of Ideas project, and provided me with an established network of contacts within 

support units and central administration offices for requirements elicitation and self-

observation of professional interactions. During this time, I realized that many 

institutional or organizational unit challenges and strategic priorities could be addressed 

by the usage of Web-based social and collaboration technologies. Oftentimes, a lack of 

situational awareness and open channels of communication between colleagues inhibited 

efficient work. This was especially notable in intra-organizational interactions between 

support staff in support units and researchers in academic schools, and inter-

organizational interactions between research collaborators. This can be partially 

attributed to people using different software, and the fact that most of this software was 

generic and not originally designed for research & innovation workflows. For example, 

as a taught postgraduate student, Facebook Groups were widely used with organic uptake 

during modules for group assignments and for Students’ Association committee work. 

This often felt like fitting a square peg in a round hole, as the technology was not 

originally designed for this purpose and lacks support for more socio-complex 

coordination and collaboration workflows. I found it odd, as a postgraduate student, that 

we did not have our own Facebook built for our needs and the needs of academic staff 

and support staff. After all, the World Wide Web was originally designed for researchers.  
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In an attempt to design a Web-based solution for this perceived market opening, 

this thesis includes the following contributions to computer science literature: 

 A Large-Scale Complex Research Institution (LSCRI) Framework is proposed to 

provide guidelines for mapping and interacting with research institutions and 

understanding their socio-complexity during requirements engineering. 

 The concept of ‘institutional genealogy’ is introduced to describe data 

preservation and storage concerns for researchers and university staff who 

progress through multiple research institutions during employment and studies.   

 A ‘Data for Taxonomy Produced within Research Universities’ is outlined to 

identify and target available types of research data for system inclusion. 

 Requirements engineering focused on utilizing support units and central 

administration offices as primary and secondary stakeholders to elicit 

requirements for a virtual collaborative system capable of supporting intra-

organizational research & support service workflows spread across organizational 

units and research groups.  

 An active hypothesis that studying intra-organizational socio-complexity within a 

single research institution can lead to the successful creation of a technology that 

is suitable for inter-organizational deployment between multiple research 

institutions. 

 Extensive market research data collected from 144 respondents during the 

requirements questionnaire that was analyzed to determine the attitudes, 

preferences, and uptake patterns of postgraduate students, academic staff, and 

support staff toward various research-oriented and generic Web-based social and 

collaborative technologies. Despite their feature rich suitability for social research 

data, leading generic Web-based technologies for group coordination, time 

management, and project management like Slack, Trello, Basecamp, Yammer, 

Office 365 Groups, Google Groups, and Yahoo! Groups all had limited levels of 

uptake. Free-form responses regarding Facebook Groups indicate a spectrum of 

opinions from present ad hoc academic usage to negative attitudes.  

 The Chamber of Ideas 2.0 prototype included unique system features such as a 

‘work object’ to model a generic project, co-authored article, research grant, or 

start-up venture, and the inclusion of user, group, and work object ‘system 
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perspectives’ to designate suites of associated virtual tools according to their data 

whether personal, group, or project oriented.    

 The inclusion of a long-term project plan involving the formation of a start-up 

and recommendations for the next stages of system development. 

It is no coincidence that the Internet was founded by successfully connecting 

universities across the United States, and it is also no coincidence that the World Wide 

Web was successfully founded by connecting researchers across the world to CERN in 

Switzerland. Research institutions are unique, and the communities of people within them 

inordinately complex and multi-faceted. This is a prime and optimal environment to 

support inter-organizational and multi-institutional technologies. Researchers must 

balance three forms of disciplinary, institutional, and national citizenship, often 

transcending all of them to cooperate and work together harmoniously on the 

collaborative production of shared research outputs in groups alongside researchers from 

other disciplines, other research institutions, and other countries. In this capacity, research 

is a force for positive social change. It has the power to bring people, institutions, and 

states together in the common pursuit of new knowledge. This new knowledge can lead 

to the production of new technologies that improve all aspects of the human experience, 

the invention of new medicine to improve human health, the discovery of truths about the 

natural world to better understand nature, and the critical self-reflection about societies, 

cultures, and political systems in an increasingly volatile world. In an era when both 

traditional and social media can at times serve as an echochamber for partisanship and 

divisiveness run on a 24 hour news cycle with universal access from television to 

smartphones, research has a unique ability to create an alternative narrative, one that 

promotes exchanges of knowledge, culture, and alternative perspectives over the Web. It 

is with this ethos that the Chamber of Ideas continues to its 3.0 start-up stage upon 

completion of the MSc (1.0) and MPhil (2.0). By the conclusion and retirement of the 

Chamber of Ideas project, it is hoped that the ultimate counter-factual question alluded to 

in the introduction may be answered: What would the design and development of a 

Facebook for CERN have looked like during the height of the e-Science program? It is 

hoped that by eliciting requirements from researchers and support staff within the 

University of St Andrews, rather than undergraduates at Harvard University, a solution 

may have been discovered, if perhaps a decade later than expected.   
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Appendix – Supplementary Quantitative Result Graphs and Tables 
  

 

 

Quantitative Results of Question H(a) for Postgraduate Students 
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Quantitative Results of Question I(a) for Postgraduate Students 
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Quantitative Results of Question H(b) for Academic Staff 
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Quantitative Results of Question I(b) for Academic Staff 
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Quantitative Results of Question H(c) for Support Staff 
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Quantitative Results of Question I(c) for Support Staff 
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Quantitative Results of Question J(a) for Postgraduate Students 
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Quantitative Results of Question J(b) for Academic Staff 
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Quantitative Results of Question J(c) for Support Staff 
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Requirements Prioritization, Functionalities – Postgraduate Students 

 

Table A1 - Prioritization for Question H 

 Req. Total Pop 

Rank 

A. 231 3 

B. 230 4 

C. 205 5 

D. 272 1 

E. 259 2 

 

Table A2 - Prioritization for Question I 

Req. Total Pop 

Rank 

A. 225 4 

B. 237 2 

C. 235 3 

D. 211 5 

E. 241 1 

F. 204 6 

 

 

Requirements Prioritization, Functionalities – Academic Staff 

 

Table A3 - Prioritization for Question H 

Req. Total Pop 

Rank 

A. 159 3 

B. 160 2 

C. 134 5 

D. 181 1 

E. 155 4 

 

Table A4 - Prioritization for Question I 

Req. Total Pop 

Rank 

A. 154 4 

B. 179 1 

C. 172 2 

D. 141 5 

E. 158 3 

F. 131 6 
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Requirements Prioritization, Functionalities – Support Staff 

 

Table A5 - Prioritization for Question H 

Req. Total Pop 

Rank 

A. 22 5 

B. 28 3 

C. 26 4 

D. 33 1 

E. 32 2 

 

Table A6 - Prioritization for Question I 

Req. Total Pop 

Rank 

A. 28 3 

B. 31 2 

C. 26 4 

D. 33 1 

E. 21 5 

  

 

 

Requirements Prioritization, Features – Postgraduate Students 

 

Table A7 - Prioritization for Question J 

* indicates a tie score. 

Req. Total Pop 

Ranking 

Notebook 200 7 

Tasks 221 5* 

Linkbrary 226 4 

Noticeboard 227 3 

Discussion 231 1 

Ideas 211 6 

Minutes 221 5* 

Project 

Suite 

230 2 

Profiles 195 8 
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Requirements Prioritization, Features – Academic Staff 

 

Table A8 - Prioritization for Question J 

* indicates a tie score. 

 

 Req. Total Pop 

Rank 

Notebook 135 8* 

Tasks 143 6 

Linkbrary 149 4 

Noticeboard 152 3 

Discussion 148 5 

Ideas 142 7 

Minutes 154 2 

Project 

Suite 

156 1 

Profiles 135 8* 

 

 

 Requirements Prioritization, Features – Support Staff 

 

Table A9 - Prioritization for Question J 

 * indicates a tie score. 

 

Req. Total Pop 

Rank 

Notebook 28 2* 

Tasks 24 5* 

Linkbrary 24 5* 

Noticeboard 30 1 

Discussion 27 3* 

Ideas 27 3* 

Minutes 26 4 

Project 

Suite 

28 2* 

Profiles 23 6 
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